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ABSTRACT
The work described in this thesis covers various
aspects of pulsed copper and gold vapour lasers. The work
is divided into four main parts : a computer model of the
kinetics of the copper vapour laser discharge; construction
and characterization of a copper vapour laser and a gold
vapour laser system (to be used for photodynamic cancer 
treatment); analysis of the thermal processes occurring in
the various forms of thermal insulation used in these
lasers; and studies of the use of metal walls to confine a
discharge plasma. The results of this work were combined in
the design of the first copper vapour laser to use metal
rather than an electrically insulating ceramic material for
confinement of the discharge plasma. Laser action in copper
vapour has been achieved in a number of metal-walled
designs, with continuous lengths of metal ranging from 
30 mm, in a segmented design, to 400 mm, where the discharge
plasma was confined by two molybdenum tubes of this length.
A theoretical explanation of the behaviour of plasmas in
metal-walled discharge vessels is described.
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1CHAPTER 1
1.1 THE COPPER VAPOUR LASER
1.1.1 INTRODUCTION
The copper vapour laser (CVL) is a high power, high efficiency 
laser, with output at 510.6 rm and 578.2 nm. A high repetition rate 
longitudinal electrical discharge in a buffer gas such as neon is used
to excite the copper atoms to the upper laser levels. The discharge 
is also used to heat the active zone to about 1550°C, to produce the 
required copper vapour pressure of about 0.5 torr (Fig. (1.1)) . The
lower laser levels are metastable, so the population inversion is 
transient (self-terminating), and lasts only a few tens of 
nanoseconds. The laser must therefore be pulsed to allow time for the
metastable levels to be deactivated between pulses.
Figure (1.2) shows a schematic outline of a CVL. The insulation 
is used to maintain a thermal gradient between the discharge and the
outer wall of the laser, which is at room temperature. It must also
confine the discharge to the zone between the electrodes and so
materials which are both thermal and electrical insulators have been
exclusively used until now. However, some of the work described in 
this thesis uses segmented metal tubes to confine the discharge and to
provide thermal insulation.
1.1.2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
The first metal in which lasing was obtained in a 
2self-terminating transition was lead . This was followed by 
3 4demonstrations of pulsed manganese and copper lasers. Since then,
• - 2 -
a number of other metals have been shown to have self-terminating 
atomic laser transitions. Table (1,1) shows the optimum operating 
temperatures and the laser wavelengths for each metal. Of these, the
CVE is the laser on which most work has been done.
The first CVEs used an oven to reach the required temperature.
However, since they operated at low pulse repetition rates (< 1 kHz), 
5only small output powers could be achieved, typically about 0.5 C .
Also, the total efficiency was low, because a large amount of power
was needed to heat the oven.
A * breakthrough in terms of both power output and efficiency was 
achieved when the energy from the capacitor discharge used to pump the 
laser was also used to heat the laser tube. This was done by 
increasing the repetition rate of the discharge by an order of
magnitude. An output power of 15 C at 1% efficiency was obtained from 
the first discharge heated CVE The output power of the CVE is
limited mainly by the size of the active volume, so that by increasing
the bore diameter ' ’ 8, output powers of over 100 C have been
9 ■achieved .
1.1.3 ATOMIC STRUCTURE
The CVE has a typical efficiency of between 0,5% and \%, which is 
high compared with other gas lasers with output in the visible part of 
the spectrum. A partial atomic energy level diagram (Fig. (1.3)) 
shows the reason for this. The first two sets of energy levels above
ground are the lower and upper laser levels and the first allowed
transition from ground is to the upper laser levels. Therefore there
are no competing transitions and over half of the energy required to 
2excite an atom to the P states is returned as a laser photon. 
2Although the ground to D transition is radiatively forbidden, there
- 3 -
is still a significant cross-section for excitation by electron
collision. Figure (1.4) shows the excitation rates from ground of
the 2P,/a and states. The voltage and current pulses must have
3/ d b/ d
fast risetimes in order to quickly achieve electron temperatures above 
22 eV and thus avoid exciting the D levels.
2The lifetime of the P to ground transition is about 10 ns, which
would make achieving a population inversion difficult. As the density 
of copper atoms increases however, photons emitted when copper atoms
make this transition are quickly absorbed by other ground state copper 
atoms. This process, known as radiation trapping (Section (3-9))
increases the effective lifetime of the pp states. At 1550°C, the
15-3 2copper density is about 10 cm and the effective lifetime of the P
to ground transitions is of the order of microseconds.
The laser transitions have longer lifetimes than the untrapped
transitions to ground because an atom deexciting to the metastable
levels must simultaneously move two electrons to different electron
shells (Fig. (1.3)). However, as radiation trapping increases the
upper laser level lifetime, the most likely radiative transition is to 
2the D states. The laser lines are shown in Fig. (1.3). The 
2 2transition from Ppyg P3/2 allowed by the selection rules, but 
11has only been observed once , and then only as superradiant
emission.
1.1.4 KINETIC PROCESSES
1.1.4.1 EXCITATION , AND IONIZATION
The upper laser levels are excited by inelastic collisions with
2electrons in the discharge. Once in the P states, however,
2stimulated omission to the D states is only one of a number of
- 4 -
possible processes. Excitation to higher lying energy levels followed 
2by ionization, as well as ionization directly from the P states are
both important. This is shown by the high density of copper ions 
12after the discharge pulse . Superelastic relaxation processes, 
where slow electrons collide with excited atoms and gain energy by 
deexciting them, become increasingly important as the current density
in the discharge rises. Increasing the discharge input energy
eventually causes the laser output energy to saturate as superelastic 
13collisions balance the excitation rate to the upper laser levels .
1.1.4.2 METASTABLE DEACTIVATION
Once a laser photon is emitted, the copper atom is left in the 
2metastable D state, and must return to the ground state before the
next discharge pulse. The lifetime of the two metastable levels is
dependent on a number of factors, including the dimensions of the 
discharge tube, the pressure and type of the buffer gas and the gas
temperature.
In a CVL with bore diameter d and buffer gas pressure p such that 
2 2pd < 100 torr cm , the dominant deactivation mechanism is by wall 
14collisions . In narrow bore tubes (d < 2 cm), the lifetime of the
metastable levels increases approximately linearly with the buffer gas
14 2pressure . However, if neon is used, the D lifetimes will decrease
15if the pressure rises high enough . Neon has little direct effect 
16on the copper laser levels , but it does reduce the electron
temperature rapidly in the afterglow through elastic collisions.
Since the cross-section for superelastic collisions increases as the
electron energy falls (Section (3.5.2)), this becomes a significant
deexcitation mechanism. At neon pressures above about 25 torr, the 
Qmetastable lifetime falls to less than 25 ps . There is also a large
— 5 -
2,cross-section for deactivation of the D levels by other copper
16atoms
1.1.4.3 PLASMA RECOMBINATION
For bore diameters of 1 cm or more, the factor limiting the
2.output power of CVLs is not the lifetime of the D levels, but the 
17plasma recombination rate between discharge pulses This becomes
increasingly important as the bore diameter increases. In 
2,Section (1.1.4.2), the D lifetime is quoted as being less than 25 ps, 
so that pulse repetition rates of tens of kilohertz should be possible
before the output pulse energy falls. However, maximum power output
is usually obtained at between 5 and 10 kHz 9,18 , and the energy per
9 18pulse decreases at even lower repetition rates * (Fig. (1.5)) .
The discharge circuit used with the CVL will always have an
inductance associated with it, and this puts an upper limit on the
rate at which energy can be deposited■into the discharge. The slower 
the recombination rate, or the less time there is between pulses, the 
larger the electron density will be at the start of the following
discharge pulse. Increasing the initial electron density has two
effects: it reduces the rate of gain of energy of the electrons from
the electric field and, at the same time, reduces the size of the 
electric field by decreasing the plasma impedance (Section (3.6)).
In order to run CVLs at high repetition rates, the operating
temperature must be reduced, until at 200 kHz, the optimum wall
o 19temperature is only 1300 0 . By decreasing the wall temperature,
the copper vapour density is reduced (Fig. (1.1)). This increases the 
electron mean free path, and so maintains the required electron 
temperature in the discharge. The reconbiration rate can also be 
increased by the addition of hydrogen (Section (1.3.4)) or by
- 6 -
arranging the charging circuit so that none of the capacitor charging 
19current passes through the decaying plasma .
1.1.5 BUFFER GAS
As the walls of the discharge tube heat up, the buffer gas is
used to carry the discharge between the electrodes. Once lasing
starts, its main effect is to reduce the electron temperature in the
afterglow with the result that the plasma recovers quickly. Usually,
one of the noble gases is used, although lasing with H2 added to neon 
20has been observed . Lasing has also been achieved with and as
21buffer gases . Generally, it has been.found that neon gives the 
22highest power outputs . Helium has also been used extensively, but
its low mass means that it reduces the electron temperature through
elastic collisions more than neon does. The heavier noble gases, Ar, 
Kr and Xe, produce a reduction in output power which is related to
their excitation and ionization potentials. The lower these
potentials are, the higher the rate of inelastic collisions with
electrons becomes, so the electron temperature drops.
1.1.6 BASIC OPERATING CONDITIONS
18Figure (1.6) shows the variation of output power with
temperature. The laser power initially rises because of the combined
effect of the increasing copper density and the increasing lifetime of
the upper laser levels. However, as the copper density rises, the
electron temperature falls, and eventually drops below the threshold 
2level for exciting the P states. Also, the rising temperature
increases the thermal population of the metastable levels and so
reduces the size of the population inversion
- 7 -
The ratio of energy in the green and yellow laser lines is
affected by changes in the wall temperature. (Fig. (1.6)). Since the
green line has the higher gain (58 dB/m compared with 42 dB/m for 
hyellow ), the green pulse has more energy than the yellow one until 
18the optimum temperature is reached . For this reason, CVLs running
at hundreds of kilohertz produce a laser output which is almost 
19totally green, since they operate with much lower wall temperatures
(Section (1.1.4.3)). As the temperature rises and the total energy
per pulse drops, the energy in the green pulse drops faster until
there is more energy at 578 nm than at 510 nm. This is due to the 
2increasing rate of collisional mixing of the P states as tee copper 
16 2density rises , which decreases the pg/2 population while 
2increasing the P^/2 population. At the same time, the thermal
2 2 population of ■ the D5.2 state increases faster than that of D_.o,
5/ d 3/2
The net result is to decrease the size of the population inversion for
the green transition compared with the yellow orie.
Figure (1.7) shows the typical variation of output power with
buffer gas pressure for constant supply voltage and frequency. A 
minimum pressure is required, both to keep the discharge between the
o
electrode tips and stop it moving back towards the windows and to 
22prevent discharge instabilities . Above this pressure, there is a
fairly broad region where varying the buffer gas pressure has little
effect;. Eventually the output power drops, because of the reduction
in the electron temperature as the frequency of elastic and inelastic
electron-atom collisions increases
— 8 -
1.2 METAL . SEGMENTS
1,2.1 INTRODUCTION
The use of alumina in CVLs has a number of disadvantages. The
main problem is the presence of large amounts of impurities which 
require prolonged outgassing procedures for their remove!.. Also,
alumina tubes are conveniently available only in a limited number of 
standard diameters. Finally, although the melting point of high 
purity alumina is about 1950°C, it creeps at temperatures as low as 
1500°C. In prolonged operation, this can cause the tube to sag and so
Dreduce the output power .
If a metal with a high melting point and low vapour pressure at 
CVL operating temperatures, such as molybdenum (Fig. (1.1)), is used, 
it is possible to design a segmented system which uses only a small 
amount of alumina (Section (2.8.4)), or a system using metal tubes and 
no alumina (Section (7.2.3)). The thermal insulation is provided by 
concentric rings of molybdenum and/or layers of zirconia felt. In the
segmented design, alumina rings are used to separate the segments and
provide electrical insulation. The discharge plasma is confined by 
the molybdenum and in the tubular design, the ratio of the length of 
metal to the length of the insulating gap is 40:1 (Section (7.2.3)).
The main source of contamination now comes from the surface oxide
layer of the Mo, which is easily removed, and from the zirconia felt;,
which is outside the discharge zone. By adding layers of Mo sheet to 
the segmented design, the diameter of the discharge can be reduced
without substantially altering the inner wall temperature.
Metal segments have been used before, but only in DC discharges.
24The most common application was in argon ion lasers . The high
- 9 -
thermal conductivity of the metal allowed the heat dissipated by the
discharge to be easily removed. Argon ion lasers using metal segments 
25of 1.2 am ID and 4 cm long have been demonstrated .
1.2.2 METAL SEGMENT . THEORY
No theoretical work.has been done on the physics of metal 
segments in pulsed discharges. A theory to determine the maximum 
length of a segment has, however, been worked out for DC discharges in 
some of the noble gases 26e27.
Figure (1.8(a)) shows the voltage drop along both the axis and 
the wall of a discharge tube which has a dielectric wall. Electrons 
diffuse to the wall much faster than ions, so that while the discharge 
is being established, the walls become negatively charged. This 
negative charge tends to attract positive ions and repel electrons
with the result that the electron and ion currents■to the wall become
equal. The discharge wall therefore has a negative potential with
respect to the plasma and a positive ion space charge sheath lies 
between the wall and the ol^aela. In equilibrium, the net current to 
the walls at every point is zero.
If floating metal segn^^s are placed in a gas discharge, the
voltage drop from me electrode to the other along an axial line next
to the walls of the segments should be similar to that of 
Fig;. (1.8(b)). Each part of a segment is at the same potential, so 
that although the net current to the segment in equilibrium must be 
zero, the current to each point will be different. At the anode end
of each segment, the ion current will be greater than the electron 
current, and vice-versa at the cathode end.
For a given set of conditions in a discharge (type of gas, gas
pressure, electric field), there is a maximum segment length. As can
10 -
be seen from Fig, (1.8(c)), if. the segment is too long, a section of 
it will be at a positive potential with respect to the plasma. If 
this happens, a significant amount of the discharge current will flow 
through the segments and arc between them. By assuming a Maxwellian 
distribution of electron energies and negligible ionisation and
recombination in the positive ion sheath, it can be shown that the 
maximum segment length in an established neon discharge is given by
dmax = 1*1 Te / % metres , [1.1]
where is the electron temperature and X (V/m) is the potential
gradient on the discharge axis.
Equation [1.1] only aplies s to the ccse where the dischsa'ge is
established, so that its usefulness in a pulsed CVL discharge is 
limited. Also, there is no theory to determine the optimum distance
between segments.
1.3 HYDROGEN
1.3.1 INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen has been used in CVLs toth on its cwn as a buffer^ gas
and as an additive in a Cu-Ne mixture. When run with hydrogen as the
buffer gas, the threshold temperature at which lasing starts is higher 
21than when noble gasses are used . Hso, the ggis pnessune must be 
16lower than about 3 torr, or else lasing does not take place . The
addition of hydrogen in small quantities to a CVL using Ne as a buffer
gas causes both the optimum pulse repetition rate and■the output power 
20to increase . Reference [17] mentions a 4 cm diameter CVL which 
uses a Cu-Ne-Hg mixture to obtain 60 W average power.
11
1.3.2 HYDROGEN CROSS-SECTIONS
Figure (1.9) shows the main inelastic cross-sections for electron
impact collisions with both atomic 2^>29 and molecular 30-32
hydrogen. It can be seen that excitation to the vibrational levels
30 2of Hp competes with excitation to the P (and higher) levels of Cu, 
whereas the threshold for inelastic codisionswith atamochydyogon i s
above the electron temperatures reached in CVLs. Although the 
2cross-section for excitation to the Cu P levels is an order of
magnitude larger than that to the vibrational levels of the rates
for these two processes will be roughlyequEGL when the H,> prpssure
rises above 2-3 torr at the CVL operating temperature. The
competition between these processes is complicated by the large 
32dissociation cross-section of H2 . The electron energy distribution
suffers large losses in an H2 discharge, due to the large elastic
33cross-section for collisions ti th ehe meleceles and tine low
molecular mass, as well as the large vibrational cross-sections at low
energies. Therefore, if the densityi st to tUe electron
temperature does not become high enough for tte ms^jc^^j^l^t' °o molecules 
34to be dissociated .
Hydrogen also has a large elastic scattering cron-section with
Cu atoms. In narrow tubes, where the main relaxation process for the 
2D levels is via wall collisions, raising the H2 pressure from 1 to
2 torr increases the 2p_/2 lifet^mefrom40 ht h5 ps- 1C. Hydrogen
must therefore reduce the rate of diffusion of Cu atoms to the walls.
There is also a large cross-section for collisional mixing of the 
2copper P seaess which can change the ratio of power in the yellow and
green laser lines
The momentum eraileer lsols-section for H, is of the order of
12 -
— 15 2 3310” 3 cm , whereas for Ne it is about a factor of three 
35smaller . From the plasma resistance equation (Section (3.6)), the 
addition of H2 to a. Ne discharge would be expected to increase the 
plasma resistance. Similarly, a pure H2 discharge should have a 
larger resistance than a pure Ne discharge, for equal electron and gas
densities.
1.3.3 HYDROGEN BUFFER GAS
To operate a CVL with hydrogen as the buffer gas, it is obvious 
from Section (1.3.2) that the hydrogen molecules must be dissociated 
or else the rate of inelastic collisions becomes too high. If the 
pressure is low enough for a large proportion of the molecules to be 
dissociated, then lasing is possible. However, the pulse energy may 
be reduced compared with neon because of the lower mass and lower
lying energy levels of atomic hydrogen.
1.3.4 HYDROGEN AS AN ADDITIVE
The effect on the optimum PRF of adding small amounts of hydrogen 
to neon can be understood with reference to Figure (1.10) 35>36. 
Since the rates of volume recombination (Section (1.4.5)) and 
metastable deactivation increase as the electron temperature decrease, 
the addition of hydrogen to neon must reduce the electron temperature 
in the afterglow faster than pure neon can, due to its large elastic 
scattering cross-section and small mass. The density of the hydrogen
additive can only be increased to a certain level before the laser
power drops for the reasons given in Section (1.3.2).
The addition of hydrogen to a mixture of a metal and a noble gas 
37has been studied for a He-Na-H2 pulsed discharge . For a He
A3
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pressure of 6 torr, the addition of 2 torr of H2 significantly reduced 
both the electron temperature and density in the initial stages of
the discharge. This was attributed to the inelastic losses from 
excitation and dissociation of the hydrogen molecules. There is also 
an interaction between Hg and Ne. Adding small percentages (0.1% to 
1.0% by volume) of H2 to Ne deexcites the Ne metastable levels. As
opthe density of H2 increases, the peak electron density decreases 0
since the main ionization path for neon is by two-step ionization via 
39the metastable levels. This has resulted in a Ne-Hg laser where 
the hydrogen was present as an impurity in a Ne discharge.
1.4 THE COPPER VAPOUR LASER DISCHARGE
1.4.1 INTRODUCTION
In the CVL discharge, a high electric field is applied across the
gas in the laser tube by an external circuit. This field accelerates
free electrons in the gas until they have sufficient energy to ionize 
atoms and so produce more electrons. The field remains at a high
level until the discharge impedance falls as the gas breaks down. The
energy stored in the circuit is then dissipated in the plasma until
the electric field has dropped to below the level required to sustain
the discharge. The plasma then moves from a conducting to a
non-conducting state as the ions and electrons recombine.
1.4.2 PASCHEN’S LAW AND PREIONIZATION
In a homogeneous electric field, the breakdown voltage of a
gas-filled cavity is dependent on both the type of gas and the product
of the gas pressure and the distance between the electrodes This
10 —
40dependence is known as PaschenTs law and is shown in Fig. (*1.11)
for neon. However, the breakdown voltage in a pulsed discharge is
uortnolly governed (for a conttant gas pressure) by -tJ^e ri settee of
the pulse. Since it takes the gap a finite time to break down, it is
possible to increase the voltage across the cavity to more than the 
breakdown value predicted by Polcien’s law. The higher the voltage is 
ot breakdown, the more energy there is that con be dissipated in the 
discharge before its impedance collapses.
Poschen’s low does not take into account preionizoeioi of the
discharge volume. If the gos is "seeded” with elelerois prior to the
discharge, the discharge will develop through the regions occupied by
the preionizoeioi electrons. To obtain a uniform discharge with no
arcing, the whole of the discharge volume must be prsioiized. In a
CVL, the discharge is unstable when the tube is cold, and resembles a 
01"twisting wire” . As the tube heats up, however, the discharge
becomes uniform due to the high electron density left from the
previous pulse. If there is no pssioiizotion, the ddssliage is nd 
02uniform, even when hot, and lasing is very weak . a0
high pulse repeenenoi rotes, each dOslliage puuie adt os the
preitiizatSon source for the following one. This allows CVLs to be 
03ctnserulte0 with unusual cross-seceioiol shapes (e.g. annular ) ond
yet still have a homogeneous ddisleore aod laose output.
Prsitnszaesoi olso allows the CVL to be operated at much higher buffer
gos pressures than would be allowed by Pasciei’s lao hf>o tt^e odd,
unionized gos. There ore a number of examples of CVLs being run with
buffer gas psesserel of the order of an atmosphere, ddssharge tgou of 
00 05eeis of centimetres and breakdown voltages of less than 20 kV ’ .
Although the slesilhc eidt-d in tt^ CVL ddsllio’ge is not 
homogeneous, and the cavity does nd brreO dcwn tO tth voltages
prednded in Fig. (1.11), Poscheifs low still holds qeolieoeively. If
15 -
the buffer gas pressure is too low, the discharge will extend right
out to the windows. As the pressure increases, the discharge
gradually contracts until it is confined between the tips of the
electrodes.
1.4.3 PULSED DISCHARGES IN LONG TUBES
46 47The development of discharges in long insulating tubes ’ is
important in understanding why metal segments do not conduct in the
initial stages of the discharge before a positive ion sheath has had
time to build up.
The discharge in a tube with its length much greater Shanits
diameter starts with the ionization of the gas around the high-voltage 
electrode. An ionization wave front moves from the high-voltage 
electrode to the earthed electrood, leaving a conducting
plasma. The region between the iorrizationw frontand the high
voltage electrode can be regarded as a discharge with an increasing
length. The ionization wave acts as a cathode, and propagates by
ionizing the region ahead of it. It does this by accelerating 
electrons with its associated electric field and also by 
photoionization. Behind the wave front, a current flows in the plssma 
from the high-voltage electrode and charges up the walls. This 
current is given by 46,
I = Co v V , [1.2]
where v is the velocity of She ionization wawe V isthe voltage on 
the hi$i voltage electrode and CQ is the capacitance per unit length 
of the capacitor formed by the w £Lls of the d itube and the
nearest earthed object. Theionization wavevelocity is dependent on
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the gas, the geometry of the discharge gap and the experimental
conditions.
1.4.4 CATAPHORESIS AND . DIFFUSION
During the operation of a CVL, copper is gradually lost from the
high temperature zone• by the combined effects of diffusion and
cataphoresis. This puts a limit on the length of time lasing can be
achieved with a single fill of copper. Usually, 5 or 10 g of copper
will last for a few hundred hours under conditions which produce
maximum output power. The rate of diffusion of copper is determined
by the buffer gas pressure, the discharge cross-sectional area and the 
axial temperature gradient. Commercial CVLs run at higher than
optimum buffer gas pressures to prolong the time between copper
refills.
In a discharge containing a mixture of a metal vapour and a noble
gas, the metal is driven to the cathode end by a process called 
48cataphoresis . In this process, the constituent with the lowest
ionization potential flows to the cathode end in the form of an ion
current. To reduce the loss of copper by this method, the buffer gas
can be flowed in the opposite direction.
In the absence of a discharge, cataphoresis will have no effect
so that diffusion determines the copper distribution in the
afterglow. The relative effect of these two processes will depend on
factors such as the pulse repetition rate, temperature gradients, the
electric field strength during the discharge, the buffer gas pressure
and the initial distribution of copper in the laser.
AiV--
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1.4.5 RECOMBINATION PROCESSES
Depending on the diameter of the discharge and the buffer gas
pressure In the CVL, there are two main forms of plasma
recombination : wall and volume recombination. Wall recombination
occurs under conditions of amblpolar diffusion as electrons and Ions 
move at equal rates to the wall. There, they recombine In fast 
three-body processes with the atoms or molecules of the wall. When 
the wall temperature Is below about 1200°C, there Is very little 
copper In the discharge, so that only volume recombination processes 
involving neon need be considered. However, once the copper density 
becomes significant, the density of neon Ions drops and afterglow
processes Involving copper Ions become more Important.
In a pure neon discharge, the dominant recombination process
depends on the neon pressure. At low neon pressures (< 5 torr), 
49amblpolar diffusion dominates, and molecular Ions are not present . 
As the pressure Increases, dissociative recombination becomes more 
Important until eventually Ne° Ions are the principal afterglow 
Ions
When copper vapour appears In the discharge, the density of neon
Ions drops and the kinetic processes in the afterglow become more 
51complicated.
C1
A number of processes are believed to occur ’, but an 
estimate ’ of the rate constants suggests that the following 
processes are the most important.
Cu" + e"" + Ne -> *Cu - Ne ( " )
Cu+ + Cu + Ne _> Cug2 + Ne . (2)
Cug + e~ -> *Cu + Cu (3)
— 18 -
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FIGURE 1.1 : VAPOUR PRESSURE CURVES
OF Mo AND Cu
TEMPERATURE (*C)
TEMPERATURE CK) 
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TABLE 1.1
SELF-TERMINATING LASER TRANSITIONS
ELEMENT WAVELENGTH
(nm)
OPTIMUM
TEMPERATURE
("O
Cu 510-6,5782 1550
Fe 452-9 1700
Au 312-2,627-8 1600
Mn 534-1,1290-0 1200
Pb 722-9 900
Ba 1130,1500 800
Tl 535-1 750
Ca 534-9,5547 700
Sr 6457 600
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FIGURE 1.7: DEPENDENCE OF LASER POWER 
ON NEON BUFFER GAS PRESSURE
NEON PRESSURE (torr)
FIGURE 1.8 : AXIAL AND WALL POTENTIALS 
IN A GAS DISCHARGE WITH
DIFFERENT WALLS
(a) OIELECTRIC
WALL
(b) SHORT METAL 
SEGMENTS AND 
SHORT GAPS
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FIGURE 1.9- INELASTIC CROSS-SECTIONS FOR H AND Hg
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• CHAPTER 2
2 THE COPPER VAPOUR . LASER SYSTEM
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The CVL system can be divided up into a number of components as
shown schematically nn Fig. (21I). Ppatt from the water cooling 
supply, the laser ouUpnt few er was Pependt nt nn alt t.o oeher 
components in the system. Also, the operation of, and the components 
in, the electrical circuit were affected by the operation of the laser
itself.
2.2 CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
The circuit used to run the laser is shown in Fig. (2.2). The DC 
power supply was rated to 10 kV, 1.0 A. The 5 pF capacitor was used 
to smooth the output from the power supply in the event of any sudden
fluctuations of the .cad. A 1 Mf r’esistor was connected across this
capacitor to sPIoo it . to discharge when the power supply was switched 
off. The charging inductor Lq was designed according to the 
principles described in Appendix (A.4). A diagram of the charging 
inductor is shown nn Fig. (2.3). By adding or removing layers of wire 
and/or changing the width of the air gap, the inductance could be 
altered within a certain range of values. The ferrite cores used were 
U-cores (type FX3860, Philips), with dimensions of 100x57x25 mm. The 
ferrite material was manganese-zinc ferroxcube, grade A16 (3G8, 
Philips), which has a low dissipation loss. The charging diode D was 
a KHP25 (Electronic Devices, Inc) high voltage diode rated to 25 kV 
reverse ,bias voltage and 2.25 A average forward current. Strontium
L IU i-'C
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titanate (SrTiO°) capacitors were used, either TDK type UHV-9 or 
Murata- type DHS60 N4700 202M-40. These were rated to 40 kV DC, and 
had a measured capacitance of 1.8 nF. The TDK capacitors were 32 mm 
wide with a diameter of 60 mm. The Murata ones were slightly wider.
Their small size allowed them to be mounted close to the laser cathode
to reduce the circuit inductance. Figure (2.4) shows the 
1characteristics of SrTiO° capacitors . The main advantage of these 
capacitors was their low dissipation factor. There was a drop in
capacitance with temperature, but this was not a problem. When 
running, the capacitors typically reached a temperature of about 40°0, 
corresponding to a 10% drop in capacitance. Barium titanate (BaTiO°) 
capacitors have also been used. Figure (2.5) shows their operating 
characteristics . The higher dissipation factor of this type caused 
severe overheating problems. Both 0X1535 and CX1625 (EEV) thyratrons 
have been used. Their operation is described in more detail in 
Sections (2.3) and (2.4). Appendix (B) contains a general description 
of thyratrons and their operation. The charging inductor, charging
diode and thyratron were all mounted under oil, whereas the capacitors
were mounted on or next to the laser cathode. The thyratron anode was
connected to the storage capacitor C by an 80 cm length of s
son. coaxial cable (type UTM74, BICC) which could carry up to 4.6 kW 
at 20°C 2. The braid screen of the cable was connected to the 
thyratron cathode and to the earthed side of the peaking capacitor.
The bypass charging element could be either a resistor or an
inductor. A 200m high-wattage resistor and a 110 pH air-cored 
inductor have both been used (separately).
2.3 WRTTRON CX1535
The CX1535 is a hydrogen-filled, triple grid (pentode) thyratron
—— •• ■ -
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with a metal-Geramic body (Appendix (B)), There are two versions, one 
being oil-cooled by total immersion and capable of holding off 25 kV, 
while the other is air-cooled and is rated to only 18 kV. Both types 
have been used in the CVL discharge circuit. Figure (2.6) shows a 
schematic outline of the CXI535 and the connections to the discharge 
circuit, heater and trigger supplies. Grids 1 and 2 switch the tube
on and grid 3 enables the thyratron to recover quickly so that it can
3be run at repetition rates of up to 100 kHz . The thyratron is
mounted by means of the cathode flange.
2.3.1 GRID STRUCTURE
Grid 1 (G1) preionizes the G1-cathode volume, as well as 
isolating grid 2 (G2) from the cathode plasma during the recovery 
stage after conduction. Therefore, the density of plasma around the
cathode does not appreciably affect the current flowing in the G2
circuit during recovery. By applying a negative bias voltage to G2,
the thyratron is kept non-conducting, since the bias shields the 
plasma around the cathode from the large positive voltage on the 
anode. The thyratron switches to the conducting state when a
sufficiently large positive voltage pulse is applied to G2. Grid 2 is 
therefore known as the control grid. Grid 3 (G3) is a shield grid, 
which, together with G1, shields G2 from the rest of the tube. It was
connected to the cathode by a 5X1 , high wattage, resistor to reduce
the capacitance between the anode and G2. This was necessary to allow
the thyratron to run at high repetition rates. At high rates of rise
of the anode voltage, a large capacitance between G2 and the anode 
would tend to make the grid voltage follow the anode voltage positive
and so trigger the thyratron.
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2.3.2 HEATER CIRCUIT
hThe heater circuit for the CXI535 is shown in Fig. (2.7) .
Usually, 6.3 V AC is applied to both heater terminals, with the 
cathode being the common connection. The getter is used to remove
contaminants from the thyratron. The replenisher is the gas reservoir
(Appendix (B.1)). The barratter is an iron, wire-wound
constant-current device with a large temperature coefficient of
resistance. A change in current causes the temperature to change, so
the resistance alters to keep the current at a constant level. The
resistors R. and R. are used to vary the current through the
replenisher. They are set by EEV so that, at the recommended heater
voltage, the gas pressure is as as possible without causing
recovery problems. The capacitors C and C are used to protect the 1 d
heater circuits against spikes generated when the thyratron breaks
down. Large spikes could penetrate the insulation around the
reservoir and so cause a short-circuit between the cathode and
reservoir heaters. The capacitors C. and C. both consist of three,
0.47 pF capacitors in parallel.
2.3.3 COOLING ,
The CX1535 can be cooled either by total immersion in oil or by
forced-air cooling. In each case, the maximum allowed temperature of 
the thyratron body is 150°C. BoBhof these ceollnn methoos hhve been 
used, and Fig. (2.8) shows the arrangement used in each case.
Air cooling was provided by a acn blowiin cott fth Case, to cool 
the reservoir heater circuit, and by a hose blowing compressed air 
into the anode cup. This form of cooling was not successful, as the
anode cup became red hot at hihii power levels. Hclhifer, the
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overheating was not due to lack of cooling on the anode, but to 
insufficient cooling on the base. If the base temperature rose above 
the recommended maximum, the amount of current flowing through the
replenisher dropped, which caused the gas pressure to drop and so
increased anode dissipation for the reasons outlined in Appendix (B).
To improve the cooling, the thyratron was totally immersed in
oil. A pump was used to direct warm oil through a cooler. The stream
of cold oil which emerged from the cooler removed heat from the
thyratron base. The anode cup was cooled by convection. With the
thyratron cooled in this way, there were no dissipation problems.
2.3.4 TRIGGERING
Two different trigger units have been used. One, an ALCYON unit, 
supplied pulses to both G1 and G2. The G1 pulse was 400 V high, with 
a 0.1 ps risetime (between 25% and 75% of the peak) and a pulsewidth 
(FWHM) of 2.6 ps. The G2 pulse was also 400 V, but with a risetime of 
0.15 ps and a 1.1 ps pulsewidth. The G2 bias was -100 V. The trigger 
pulses were supplied to each grid via a 220n, 11 W, wire-wound
resistor. Wire-wound resistors were used to protect the trigger
supply from high voltage spikes generated on the grids when the 
thyratron switched. The G2 pulse was delayed by 1 ps with respect to 
the start of the G1 pulse to allow time for the G1-cathode region to 
break down. This provided a large initial amount of plasma around the
cathode so that breakdown proceeded rapidly when G2 was triggered.
The second trigger unit was a 2 kV sub-modulator. This supplied a 
93 mA DC priming current to G1 via a 1,5 kn, 30 W wire-wound
resistor. This DC current kept the Gl-cathode region permanently
ionized. The G2 bias was -150 V. A 3.7 kV pulse was applied to G2
via a 500x1, 10 W wire-wound resistor to trigger the thyratron.
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2.3.5 RECOVERY
Once conduction in the thyratron ceases, the plasma stta-rts to
recombine, and the G2 voltage starts to fall from the arc livee to the 
bias level. 'Tie plasma recombination processes occur mainly on the 
grid surfaces, so that the flew of ions to G2, attracted by the 
increasingly negative voltage there, must be equalled by an electron 
current flowing in the opposite direction from the igri sspply. As 
the electron current increases, the inductance of the were-wound 
resistor in series with G2 will induce a positive voltage on the grid, 
which slows the rate of rise of the negative bias. However, since the 
volume of plasma aabut 1G li ieve siasi, t he ivi ouirer^r no in oe ireas
a peak value and ss the full bisi voltage appears on G2. When the ion
current starts to f£ll, tei vIvcOcou follows, causing a
negative voltage to be induced at the gridi which makes the grid more
negative than the bias voltage. The'ions are therefore accelerated 
faster to the grid. When the plasma has recovered, the electron and
ion currents fall to zero and the G2 voltage returns to the bias
level.
Figure (2.9) shows the voltage at G2 when the thyraOcou is filled 
with gas, but there is no voltage on the anode. Breakdown of the 
G.-cathode gap can be seen to urruc and then as the plasma starts to 
recombine, the voltage at the grid falls to the bias level. For a 
short time (about 200 ns here), the ion and electron currents are 
steady, so G2 is at the bias level. As the current falls, the voltage 
drops below the bias level until the plasma has recovered and the
current flow ceases. The increase in the negative voltage on G2 can 
significantly reduce the recovery time.
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2.4 THYRATRON CX1625
A CX1625 has also been used in the CVL discharge circuit 
(Fig. (2.10)). This is a hollow-anode (Appendix (B.4)), oil-cooled, 
deuterium filled, metal/ceramic pentode thyratron.. In normal 
operation it is limited to 1 kHz maximum repetition rate. However, it 
can be adapted to operate at up to 8 kHz.
For high repetition rate operation, grid 0 (GO) was supplied with 
a 0.5 A DC current through a 300x1 high wattage resistor. This 
current kept the region between GO and the cathode permanently 
ionized. The thyratron was kept in the non-conducting state by a bias
voltage of -150 V applied to G1, which shielded the anode from the
GO-cathode plasma. The anode was connected to G2 by a thick piece of
copper braid, which effectively made G2 act as the anode, so that the 
high voltage gap was between G1 and G2. The thyratron was triggered 
by applying a 3.7 kV pulse to G1 via a 1OOxi wire-wound resistor.
The cathode and reservoir heaters were supplied from separate 
transformers so that the gas pressure could be adjusted independently 
of the cathode heater voltage. The cathode heater was kept at 6.6 V 
and 37.5 A and the reservoir heater at about 6.3 V, 7 A.
The heaters dissipate roughly 300 W and the tube itself
dissipates between 100 and 300 W/A average anode current, depending on
the rate of rise and fall of the anode current. To dissipate these
thermal powers effectively, the thyratron was cooled by totally
immersing it in oil. The cooling arrangement was the same as that
shown in Fig. (2.8(a)) for the CX1535
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2.5 CVL CIRCUIT
2.5.1 CHARGING CIRCUIT
The charging circuit is shown in Fig. (2.11(a)). The storage
capacitor C is charged inductively from the high voltage power supply s
via L^, the diode and the bypass charging element. The size of the
charging inductor depends both on the time to be allowed for charging
and the size of C . For resonant charging, where the circuit s
discharges at the same time as the peak voltage on Cg is reached, Lq
is given by equ, [A.14]. The voltage on C and the current through s
the diode are shown in Fig. (2.12) for the cases where L is less 0
than, equal to, and greater than, L^, the size of inductor required 
for resonant charging. The presence of the diode allows the circuit
to be run at lower frequencies by stopping current reversal and so
maintaining the peak voltage on C .s
Inductive charging has two main advantages over resistive
charging. The losses in the circuit are lower and the rate of 
increase of the voltage on the thyratron anode is lower immediately 
after the discharge pulse, which allows the thyratron time to 
recover. If resistive charging is used, a large proportion (>50%) of 
the available power is dissipated in the resistor. Also, the rate of 
rise of voltage on the thyratron anode is very high, which can cause
the thyratron to start conducting again without a trigger pulse being
applied.
The choice of bypass charging element affects both the
performance of the laser and the charging circuit. Once copper vapour
starts to diffuse through the discharge volume, the plasma
conductivity rises, both during the discharge and in the afterglow. A
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significant proportion of the charging current will therefore flow 
through the decaying plasma if the impedance of the bypass charging
element is too high. A high level of ionization is therefore
maintained in the afterglow which lowers the plasma impedance at the
start of the following discharge pulse. For this reason, the output 
5power can drop if a resistor is used . The use of an inductor, with
its lower impedance during the charging cycle, reduces the current
flowing through the plasma. However, the laser power will also drop
if the circuit is arranged so that none of the charging current flows 
5through the decaying plasma . A small current is therefore desirable 
to maintain the preionization at the optimum level.
The choice of bypass charging element affects the performance of
the charging circuit mainly when the tube is cold or when contaminants 
are present in large amounts. In both of these cases, the impedance 
of the discharge is high for the duration of the discharge pulse, so
that some of the energy will be dissipated in the circuit components 
rather than in the discharge. If a resistor is used, the energy is
dissipated over a period with a time constant dependent on the
impedance of the dischargeplasmaand the r esistoio i nparaLlel, which 
may be of the order of microseconds. In this case, the load is
over-matched, so that the large impedance produces a positive
reflection on the thyratron anode which can cause the thyratron to
fail to recover. If an inductor is used, the discharge voltage can
oscillate for many microseconds with a time constant T, determined by 
the size of the inductor and the peaking capacitor. This time
constant is given by
T, = 2TT(C Lj1/2 
d p b [2.1]
This also produces a reflection but in this case a negative voltage
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appears at the thyratron anode. Since the CXI535 is unidirectional, 
this voltage will remain on the anode and on the following cycle will
cause Cs to be charged up to a voltage given by
Vo = 2Va - v(0) , [2.2]
where V is the power supply voltage and v(0) is the voltage on the
thyratron anode at the start of the charging cycle (Appendix (A.2)),
If the negative voltage becomes too large, the thyratron will start to
dissipate too much power and may overheat. When the CXI625'thyratron
is used, inverse voltages are quickly removed, and C always charges s
up to twice the supply voltage.
2.5.2 DISCHARGE CIRCUIT
The discharge circuit is shown in Fig. (2.11(b)). When the
thyratron is triggered, the anode voltage falls to the arc drop level
and C starts to discharge. The voltage aonoss the laser increases as s
the charge on C is transferred to C . If the impedance of the s P
inductor is high enough, only an insignificant amount of the
discharge current will flow through it. The voltage across the laser
increases until the gas breaks down, at which point C^ discharges into
the laser, Amy energy left in C also dischargesinto the laser. In s
order to reduce the risetime of tde Cdrurntpulse, C is chosen to be P
smaller than C .s
2.5.3 CIRCUIT INDUCTANCE
In order to obtain a fast rising current pulse, the inductance of
the discharge circuit is minimized. By using a peaking capacitor, the
’ -V
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inductance of the thyratron is removed from the laser discharge loop. 
The inductance is further reduced by mounting close to the laser, 
and by adding a coaxial return around the laser.
The discharge loop is almost totally coaxial, so the inductance
of that part of it can be estimated from
L = lnCrg/rp , [2.3]
8 2
where is the permittivity of free space, r2 is the radius of the
outer conductor (the coaxial return) and r^ is the radius of the inner 
conductor. If the current density across the discharge is uniform, 
the inductance of the coaxial system is 330 nH/m. However, when the 
discharge constricts, the current geometry changes, causing an
increase in the inductance.
There is also an inductance associated with the discharge itself, 
which decreases as the gas breaks down. The plasma inductance is 
inversely proportional to the electron density (Section (3-6)). 
Therefore, when contaminants are released by outgassing, the electron
density in the discharge increases at a lower rate, due to the
presence of molecular species and electro-negative gases. Also, the 
current geometry may change. The presence of contaminants therefore
results in a higher discharge inductance. Since the inductance of the
coaxial system is low, an uncontrolled increase in inductance will 
have a large effect. The characteristic frequency w^ of the discharge 
loop is given by
= !_-]£_ 
LC 2L2
[2.4]»
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where L, C and R apply to the discharge loop as a whole. Therefore, if
we have
R > (2L/C)1/2 , [2.53
the discharge will be aperiodic. If, however, the inductance increases
for the above reasons, so that R is such that
R < (2L/C)1/2 , [2.6]
the discharge current and voltage will oscillate and energy will be 
deposited in the inductance of the loop outside the discharge.
2.5.4 DISCHARGE IMPEDANCE
The discharge impedance is dependent on a number of factors : the
power deposited, which is dependent on the size of C and/or the s
voltage to which C is charged; the amount of preionization; thes
circuit inductance; the cui?r»enfc ggomet2~y; the buffer gas pressure and
type and the ppesence of contaminants or copper vapour. As the
discharge tubb heats up, these jparjaneters vary, and so the impedance 
changes. In an ideal, system, the load impedance should be exactly 
matched to the output impedance of the pulse forming network for
maximum power transfer. However, since the CVL discharge impedance 
changes by orders of magnitude each time the gas breaks down, it is 
difficult to exactly match the circuit to the load. In this system, 
matching is taken to be when the voltage pulse is as in Fig. (2.13), 
with only a slight overswing.
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2.6 LASER HEAD
2.6.1 LASER HEAD DESIGN
The laser design is shown in Figs. (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16). The 
thermal insulation is placed inside the quartz tube, which is 1 metre 
long, with inner and outer diameters of 56 and 60 mm respectively. 
The gap between the quartz and pyrex tubes is evacuated to reduce heat 
losses by conduction and convection. The quartz tube can be replaced
easily, so different insulation configurations can be used in the same 
system. Pyrex (or Duran) tubing is used for the outer tube because it 
is at a much lower temperature (less than 300°0) than the inner one. 
The pyrex tube is 94.6 cm long with inner and outer diameters of 7.5 
and 8.0 cm respectively. These two tubes fit into the end flange 
assemblies (Fig. (2.15)). The pyrex tube is shorter than the quartz 
one because it sits in the brass flange while the quartz tube extends 
beyond it to sit in the stainless steel flange. The evacuated is 
isolated both from the discharge cavity and the atmosphere by o-ring 
seals. The quartz-pyrex gap is evacuated from the anode end through a 
connection in the anode flange. Molybdenum foil is wrapped round the
inside of the pyrex tube to act as a radiation shield. A water-cooled
coaxial return, made uo of two concentric brast tubes with the water
flowing between thth, ruim ruon tUt u hoCoUtaroe Uo uitfin t (5 cm of 
the cathode flange. Thu coaxial nutunn servas tha dual purpose of
reducing the inductance associated with the discharge and of removing
heat radiated from the quartz through the pyrex. The coaxial return 
is supported at ono and be tht uuoCo UUanae ana at tth sothe Uy a leg 
resting on the aluminium rail on which the loser is mtteCee.
Thu stainless stael end flanges contain the electnodas, tha
Cuaann gas input and output conneceitnr and tha window mounts. Thu
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electrodes are simply sheets of molybdenum rolled up and inserted into 
the end flanges. The buffer gas enters at the cathode end, flows 
through the cavity, and leaves at the anode end, thus reducing the 
cataphoretic effects on the copper ions and removing contaminants. 
Spectrosil B windows, 40 mm in diameter and 5 mm thick are mounted in 
nylon flanges at 5-10g from normal incidence. The iylon ensures that 
the discharge cannot reach the windows and the small angle of 
incidence prevents them from forming secondary optical cavities. When
running, this causes a small amount of the laser beam to be reflected
off the windows away from the plane of the main laser beam. Both
steel flanges have a water jacket welded onto the main structure. The
cathode is the high voltage end and is insulated from the aluminium 
rail by a nylon block 6 cm high. The anode flange is mounted onto the 
rail by steel legs and the coaxial return is supported at its end by a 
single leg whose height can be adjusted to take the weight of the
return off the pyrex tube.
The bypass charging element is mounted between the cathode flange
and the near end of the coaxial return. The peaking capacitors are 
mounted on the cathode flange and are connected to the coaxial return
by a wide strip of copper sheet.
The mirrors are mounted outside the laser. A flat aluminium
mirror is used as a total reflector with a quartz flat as the output
coupler. The mirrors are placed 2 m apart.
2.6.2 LASER HEAD ASSEMBLY
The laser head is assembled by placing the quartz tube which
contains the insulation inside the pyrex tube. Both of these tubes
are placed inside the coaxial return. The coaxial return is then 
placed on the aluminium rail, supported at one end by its leg, and at
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the other by a lab-jack. The cathode flange is fixed, so the coaxial 
return- must be brought up to it. With about 15 cm of the pyrex/quartz 
tubing protruding from the cathode flange end of the coaxial return, 
the thin locking flange (Fig. (2.15)) is slid onto the pyrex tube. An 
o-ring is then fitted onto the pyrex tube and the tube is slotted into 
the support flange (Fig. (2.15)). The quartz tube is then pushed 
through the support flange and an 0-rr.nn ppaaee uaouud it.
assembly is pushed towifds the cetUode flange. TTih tUeiaded ur>ds 
protruding from the cathode flange slot into the holes in the locking 
and support flangee. Thequartz tube slots into the cathode flange. 
Care must be taken to ensure ihat the quartz tube is centred to avoid
breaking it. The same process is then repeated at the anode end: 
first the pyrex o-ring (the locking flange is part of the coaxial 
return), then the brass flange with the quartz tube running through it 
and finally the quartz tube’s o-ring is put on. The anode flange is 
then moved into position and the threaded rods on it slid into the
holes in the brass flange and end flange of the coaxial return.
Again, the quartz tube must be carefully centred in the anode flange.
In order to take the laser head apart, the above process is
carried out in reverse. The electrodes can be inserted into the end
flanges by removing the windows and pushing the Mo sheet in fromthe
ends. To load the laser with copper, an open-ended plastic tube 
containing the copper wire pieces is inserted into the laser tube.
The copper is pushed out with a rod as the plastic tube is withdrawn
along the length of the laser tube to ensure a uniform distribution.
2.7 VACUUM AND. GAS SUPPLY SYSTEM
Two rotary pumps are used to evacuate the laser. One is connected 
to the vacuum gap between the quartz and pyrex tubes while the other
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one evacuates the discharge cavity. It was found to be necessary to 
use two pumps in order to prevent some of the buffer gas diffusing 
into the vacuum gap. If this happens, the pressure in the gap rises, 
and discharges become possible there. Also, for the gap to be 
effective as an insulator, the pressure must be as low as possible to
ensure that radiation is virtually the only heat loss process. To 
control both the rate of flow and pressure of the buffer gas, a 
Swagelok bellows metering valve (SS-4BMG) is placed between the 
cathode gas input and the gas bottle together with a Swagelok bellows 
valve (SS-4BK) between the anode and the rotary pump). To prevent the 
discharge going to the gas supply, the supply is connected to the 
cathode via a 1m long glass coil and a 1m length of plastic tubing. A 
Leybold-Heraeus Diavac-K pressure gauge, measuring from 1 mbar to 
atmospheric pressure, is placed between the glass coil and the
metering valve.
2.8 THERMAL. INSULATION
2.8.1 INTRODUCTION
The thermal insulation must satisfy a number of criteria. First, 
it must allow an inner wall temperature of 1550°C to be maintained 
without requiring more power than the discharge circuit can handle.
Secondly, the insulation shouLd provide a nffrrm inner wall
temperature over as much of the length of the discharge tube as
possible. Finally, since the maximum safe operating temperature of 
quartz is about C000oC , ter nidationm etteron m the discharge and the 
quartz wall must allOToa temperaturedif  fere nee of more than 5CC°C. 
These criteria have been satisfied successfully both by using a wholly
ceramic insulation configuration and a segmented metal-ceramic one.
?s
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6—8Most CVLs use ceramic insulation . However, a number have used
layers • of metal foil (to act as radiation shields) placed in a vacuum 
9 10outside the ceramic tube which confined the discharge . The use
of multilayer radiation shields outside a ceramic tube has not been
successful because the large dielectric stresses induced across the 
11ceramic tube caused it to fracture .
2.8.2 MATERIALS
There are four materials used in the high temperature zone of the
CVL described in this thesis : they are alumina, zirconia, quartz and 
molybdenum.
Alumina (AI2O3) is a ceramic material which combines high
strength, low thermal conductivity, low electrical conductivity and a
high maximum service temperature. However, its large coefficient of 
12thermal expansion (Fig. (2.17)) makes it susceptible to fracture
when it is heated or cooled too rapidly or nonunifornlLy. 
13 14Figures (2.18) and (2.19) show the thermaL conductivity and 
electrical resistivity, respectively. Recrystallized alumina tubing 
(99.86 pure) is used. This type of alumina has a maximum service 
temperature of 195CoC. However, at tpmpcruturec osose to this, it 
softens and creeps, oausingtlie tueo to ditt^t . Ao alumiaa heats up, 
various impurities outgas and can affeto tho operatioo ff tho lser..
Impurities detectedwhen a CVL using an alumina tube is operating
include gases such as Ng, 9g and Hg, and low vapour pressure metals, 
15such as Ni and Ci .
Zirconia (ZrOg) has a melting point of about 2790g0 and a very 
low thotml1 conductivity. Pure zirconia is monoclinic and undergoes a 
phase change to tth tttrrgonEl]1 crystal form at about lOOogc, causing a
drop in volume of 76, It reverts to the monoclinic state when the
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temperature drops below 1000°C again. To prevent this, about 655 of a 
suitable metal oxide is added to convert the crystal structure to the
stable cubic form. This prevents the change in volume, but lowers the 
melting point to about 2600°C. Stabilized zirconia has a very low 
coefficient of thermal expansion. The zirconia used in the laser is
in the form of ZIRCAR zirconia felt (type ZYF). The felt is white and
easily tears, making it difficult to use in large quantities. It is
stabilized by the addition of 8* by weight of yttria (Y^^). The
thermal conductivity in various atmospheres Is shown in 
16Fig. (2.20) . The dotted line shows the values used in our
calculations (Chapter 5). The melting point is 2590°C, but the felt
loses its flexibility after being heated to 1370°C. It has a vapour 
-*•12 opressure of 8x10“ torr at 1370 C. As the temperature increases, the 
electrical resistance decreases (Fig. (2.19)).
Fused quartz has a melting point of 1750°C, but should be kept
below 1100°C to avoid devitrification. Since its coefficient of
-7 -1thermal expansion is very low (5.4x10 K ), it is resistant to
thermal shock.
Molybdenum is of interest as a material for use In CVLs because 
of its high melting point (2617°C) and low vapour pressure over the
CVL operating range (Fig. (1.1)). It is ductile and easily worked.
o 17Above 760 C, it forms an oxide which evaporates as it is formed , so
that an air-leak in a CVL using molybdenum segments would seriously 
18damage them. The emissivity is low (Figure (2.21)) and so 
molybdenum is a suitable material for a radiation shield.
2.8.3 CERAMIC INSULATION
The ceramic insulation configuration is made up of a 2.0 cm I.D.,
2.85 cm O.D. recrystallised alumina tube with zirconia felt (2.5 mm
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thick) wrapped around it to a diameter of about 5.5 cm. Care must be 
taken to ensure that the fragile felt is not torn. The felt and
alumina are then pushed into the quartz tube. To stop any of the 
discharge current running between the felt and the quartz wall, extra 
felt is forced in at each end to block any gaps.
2.8.4 SEGMENTED INSULATION
The general form of the segmented insulation is shown in 
FigS. (2.22). The thermal insulation in a segment consists of 
concentric molybdenum cylinders made from 3 cm wide strips of sheet 
ten thousandths of an inch thick. The strips are of different lengths 
so that, when rolled into a tubular shape, they form 3 cm long 
cylinders of different diameters. The ends of the strips are not 
joined, they merely butt together. Dimples are punciiehi n eaea s trip 
to reduce the amount of contact between concentric rings, so that 
ideally, the rings act as multilayer radiation shields. To reduce the
thermal conductivity between concentric rings, the outer surface of 
each ring can bb flame s^raed uitt zirconia and strips of zirconia 
felt placed between concentric rngss. In Fig. (2.22), three 
insulating layers, each made up of u ttriu of zirconia felt held 
between concentric molybdenum rings, are placed inside an alumina ring 
(5.5 mm wide, 4.4 cm I.D.) for support. In turn, the alumina ring is 
placed inside the quartz tube. Another insulating layer is placed
between adjacent alumina rings. This outer laamy'r s imer diitmeeri s 
such that it does not touch the layer hehd da tUt '.maimi atri. 
Therefore, there is no continuous metal path between the electrodes
longer than the length of a metml segment. The effective length of a 
segment can be tecpdared by removing alumina rings and pushing the 
3 cm long segments together.
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2.8.5 FLAME SPRAYING
Flame spraying is a process by which one material can be coated 
with a different material without heating the surface being coated. 
The process is applied here to coat the molybdenum rings with 
stabilized zirconia to reduce the radial thermal conductivity of a 
segment. The flame spraying system used is a CastoDyn System 2000 
(Eutectic Co.). The coatings applied are first a bond coat 
(Metaceram 29029S) and then a low thermal conductivity ceramic coat 
(Metaceram 28085). The bond coat is a Ni-based alloy with 6?5 A1 
added. The ceramic coat is made up of ZrO^ and CaO in the ratio
60:40. The maximum temperature at which this ceramic material can be 
o 19used is quoted as 1000 C At the gun’s outlet, the coating
material is uniformly fed into an oxy-acetylene flame in powder form 
and sprayed on to the surface to be coated which has to be thoroughly 
cleaned for the coatings to adhere. The Mo rings were cleaned by
sand-blasting them. The rings were then placed round a metal bar. 
which was rotated while the rings were sprayed to ensure an even coat 
thickness. The inside surface of each Mo ring was only occasionally 
discoloured, showing that little oxidation of the Mo took place. The
resulting coat is very strong and has withstood numerous thermal
cycles to CVL operating temperatures without flaking off.
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CHAPTER 1
3 COPPER VAPOUR LASER COMPUTER MODEL
3.1 INTRODUCTION
1-5A number of detailed models of CVLs have been written . Of
these, RRefeence [2] prroiide thhmosS accuurtt remits bb moOdlllin 
both the ddiuUhtge mcd tho mCtteelco oove m nurnObe oO meceie uutti tho 
initial cenddth.ind in mow cenuueuUtvi puUiue centerge. Ihhi mottod
provides the model with realistie initial eonditions, but uses c lot 
of eomputer time. The models whieh eonsider only the diseharge pulse 
take less time to run, but must assume initial eonditions and so 
reduee the aeeuraey of their results.
The moddl deserted nn mhOi oUocpoi iv delSnedd nt me sUvoUe, tt
reduee tho amount of ceoputer thmo r required, and yet to bb!
suffieiently detailed to provide qualitatively good results. It has
been written from a kineties viewpoint to enable the uharaeOeriutvus
of the plasma to be studied under various eonditions. The model
simulates the operation of a CVL and its diseharge eireuit for up to 
500 ns after the start of the diseharge pulse. Only eopper and neon
are ineluded. The wall temperature ean be varied to simulate the
operation of OOi system as ih heats up. To aeeount for the axial 
temperature gradient, the diseharge is divided into a eentral hot zone
and an outer eool zone.
Figure (3.1) shows an outline of the program strueture, and OOi
program itself is given in Appendix (C).
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3.2 INITIAL CONDITIONS
Initial conditions for a number of variables are set up at the
start of the program. The Cu vapour density nc^ in the hot zone is
• v 2given by
n- = 1.23 x 107 exp(0.01236 T ) cm“3 ,
OU W [3.1]
where T is the wall temperature. The Ne density n.T is calculated w Ne
from the gas equation
nNe " %Ne C3.2]
R Tg
where p33 is the Ne pressure as measured outside the laser, V is the
volume, R is the gas constant and T is the gas temperature. The gas g
temperature in the cool zone is assumed to be half the value in the
hot zone. During the dischrrge , the gas wlll inereaee
rapidly to a maximum, and then slowly ddcrease. In the model, the gas
temperature ii ahslmed to inoreess by 500 in itth first 100 ns, and
then decrease at a slower rate, approximately following the decrease 
in the electron temperature. The neon and copper densities change in 
proportion to the change in the gas temperature. The nnOerpuOsg 
processes are not considered in this model, so the initial electron 
density must be assumed. The initial gas, electron and wall 
temperatures are set equal to each other. Apart from the mgthsOhyle 
levels of* Cu, tth powPU-ofcOowls of* eecl! ievel off Cu and Ne are assumed
to be in theeeah egqinlnyenm witti eecT cOthe at the start;. The
population,of each metal0hy0g level can be set to any value.
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The dimensions of the laser and the initial values used are shown
in Tables (3.1) and (3.2). Each of these values can be changed at the 
start of the program if required.
3.3 ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS
Figures (3.2) and (3.3) show the energy levels included in the 
model. The model of the Cu atom contains seven energy levels : the 
ground state ( S,^); the four laser levels ( D and P states); a 
pseudo state; and the ion ground state. The pseudo state lumps 
together all the energy levels between the upper laser levels and the 
ion ground state to make calculations easier. The simplified Ne atom
is made up of a metastable, a resonance and a pseudo state between
ground and the ion level. The metastable and resonance levels have
the same excitation energy and represent the 3s states of neon. The
pseudo state lumps together all the 3p levels. The use of a pseudo
state has been found to be sufficient to model the higher levels of 
4the Cu and Ne atoms .
Figures (3.2) and (3.3) also show the transitions included in the 
model. The processes included in the Cu atom are : electron impact
excitation from ground to every energy level; superelastic relaxation
from every level back to ground; excitation and superelastic
relaxation between the upper laser levels and the pseudo state;
ionization frcm every level; spontaneous emission from the pseudo 
state to the upper laser levels and from there to ground; and 
spontaneous and stimulated emission between the upper and lower laser
levels. The lower laser levels are metastable and so are assumed to
have an infinite lifetime for radiative decay. Electron excitation 
from the metastable levels to the upper laser levels and the pseudo
state is two orders of magnitude less significant than the processes
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included above and so they are neglected. Since the • model only 
calculates rate processes for 500 ns after the start of the discharge 
pulse, it is assumed that processes which affect the population of the 
Cu ionic ground state, such as recombination and diffusion, can be 
neglected. The processes affecting the Ne atom are similar : electron 
impact excitation to, and superelastic relaxation from, every level; 
ionization from every level to the ion ground state; spontaneous 
emission from the pseudo state to the metastable and•resonance states; 
and spontaneous emission from the resonance state to ground.
3.4 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
In order to simplify the calculations needed for the rate
equations, the electron energy distribution is assumed to be
Maxwellian. The equation describing this distribution is
f(EJ = 2n [E /Tr(kT )3]1/2 exp(-E / kT) , [3.3]
6 6 6 6 6 6
where n is the number density of electrons, E is the electron e e
energy, T^ is the electron temperature, and k is Boltzmann’s 
constant. Figure (3.4) shows the Maxwellian distribution as a
function of energy..
The average velocity <vg> of the electron distribution at a 
temperature T^ is given by
k r<v > = ~^~ \n v f(E ) 
e n >0 e e dE [3.4]
where v is the velocity of an electron of energy E and is given by 6 6
V = (2 E / m )e e e
1/2 [3.5]
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From equ. [3.4], the average velocity of the electron distribution can 
be shown to be given by
<ve> = (8 k Tg / n me)1/2 . [3.6]
The number of electrons with energy greater than the threshold energy 
E12 for a process is given by
a CO
n' = Se , 2f<Ee’dEe • [3-2 * * * * 7]
Strictly, a Maxwellian distribution can be used ornLy when the 
system in question is in thermodynamic equilibrium. Once inelastic 
processes such as excitation and ionization start to become important
however, the proportion of electrons in the tail of the distribution
drops below that of a Maxwellian distribution. The result of using a
Maxwellian distribution is that all inelastic processes are probably
overestimated, and the higher the energy required for the process, the
larger the error is in the calculation of the rate of that process.
Therefore, the rates of ionization of Ne are overestimated with 
2respect to those of Cu, and the rate of excitation of the P levels is
2overestimated wiih respect to tte D levels. However, all previous
CVL computer models have used a Maxwellian distribution with results
which are judged to be satisfactory.
3.5 CROSS-SECTIONS
3.5.1 COPPER AND NEON CROSS-SECTIONS
The cross-sections for excitation and ionization are assumed to
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be zero up to the threshold energy and are then given by the values in
Table (3.3). The excitation cross-sections for copper are taken from 
2 2Ref. [4]. The P^2 and ^3/2 oross-seotions are not given in
Ref. [4] and so are calculated using the and' 2d5/2
cross-sections given in Ref. [4] and the ratio ff the pp and
cross-sections from [1.. ^he momentum. transfer and elastic
scattering cross-sections for copper are shown in Table (3 .4) 6. The
7excitation cross-section from ground to the metastable level of neon 1
is assumed to be equal to that of the cross-section from ground to the 
o
resonance level . The excitation cross-sections for the pseudo state
from both ground and the metastable and resonance levels are taken to
be the sum of the cross-sections to each of the 3p levels of the real 
gatom . The neon elastic scattering cross-section given in
Table (3.2) is from Ref. [10a], and the momentum transfer
cross-section is assumed to be approximately equal to this. The 
11 12ionization cross-sections for copper and neon are in
Table (3.3). Ionization cross-sections from levels above ground are 
1calculated using
° . = (Eo. / E .)2 rO1 , [3.8]xl ( °i xi Oi , ]
where E_. and E . are the threshold energies for ionization from the Oi xi
ground state and the level x respectively and c is the ionization
cross-section from ground.
3.5.2 DETAILED BALANCE
The cross-sections for superelastic relaxation processes are 
10bcalculated using the principle of detailed balance . If a system
is in thermodynamic equilibrium, the excitation and deexcitation rates 
must be equal. Therefore, we have
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ne n0 °o/E1+dE^ f(E<,+dE) vCE.j+dE)
= nQ n<I <r10(dE) f(dE) v(dE) , [3.9]
where f is the Maxwellian distribution, v is the electron velocity, 0 
and 1 represent the lower and upper states and E^ is the energy 
difference between the states. With reference to Fig. (3.5), dE is 
defined to be either the electron energy (for superelastic collisions) 
or the difference between the electron energy and the threshold energy 
for the process (for inelastic collisions), depending on the process 
under consideration. Equation [3.9] can be rearranged using 
equs. [3.3] and [3.5] to give
c^Q(dE) = nQ (E.j+dE) exp[-(E1+dE)/kTe] o^^E^dE) . [3.10]
dE exp(-dE/kTe)’
For a system in equilibrium at a temperature T , the populations of 
two energy levels are related by the equation
n1 = nQ jexp(-E<|/kTe)] g,j / gQ , [3.11]
where gQ and g^ are the statistical weights of the two levels and E 
is the difference in energy between them. Substituting equ. [3.11] 
into [3.10] gives a relation between the excitation and superelastic 
cross-sections, which is
cr10(dE) = (E1 + dE) gQ o-01(E1+dE) . [3.12]
dE g1
Since the cross-sections are dependent only on the electron energy,
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this result can be used in a non-equilibrium situation, even though it 
has been derived for a system in thermodynamic equilibrium. It can be 
seen frcm equ. [3.12] that the lower the electron energy, the higher 
the cross-section for a given superelastic process will be.
3.6 LASER PLASMA
The conductivity of a plasma in which the electrons have a
Maxwellian energy distribution, and where there is a DC electric field 
1across the plasma, is given by
n e <v > e e
3kT 2.N.<r . e i i mi
E3.13]
where o~ . is the cross-section for momentum transfer collisions with mi
atoms of density N^. The resistance of the plasma is given by
Rp = d , [3.14]
O" A P
where d is the length of the plasma zone and A is its cross-sectional
area. The plasma inductance is given by
L = m d . [3.15]P e
2.n e A e-
When the wall temperature is high enough, the hot zone is
occupied by a mixture of the buffer gas and Cu vapour, both of which
are assumed to be uniformly distributed. The cool zone is occupied
solely by the buffer gas at a temperature below that required for the
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production of copper vapour. The totli plasma. and
inductance is the sum of the respective values in each zoee.
3.7 CIRCUIT EQUATIONS
The CVL discharge circuit is modelled by the circuit shown in
Fig. (3.6). In the model, i is the discharge current from the
storage capacitor C which charges the peaking capacitor C and i_ is s p 2
the discharge current from C^ which flows into the laser when the gas 
breaks down. The thyratron is modelled by a reverse-biased voltage V s
which decays exponentially with a time constant t to represent the 
thyratron switch-on time. Therefore, V is given by
Vs V exp(-t/t ) o P on' [3.16]
where t is the time after the trigger pulse is applied to the
thyratron and VQ is the initial voltage on Cg. The thyratron is only
allowed to pass current in one direction. The lumped inductances and
resistances of loops 1 and 2 are represented by L^, Lg, R^ and Rg.
The plasma inductance and resistance are represented by L and R , P P
respectively. The bypass inductor is omitted because it is assumed
that a negligible amount of current flows through it during the 
discharge.
The equations governing the rate of change of current and voltage
in the circuit are
di./dt = / L, , [3.17]1 cs s cp 1 1 1 ’
dig/dt = (Vcp- P' [3.18]
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dV /dt = - i, / Ccs 1 s , [3.19]
dVQp/dt = (^ - i2) / Cp , [3.20]
Vp = (Lp di2/dt) + (Rp i2) , [3.21]
where V , V , V are the voltages across C , C and the laser cs cp p s p
plasma, respectively. Table (3.5) shows the circuit values used.
3.8 RATE EQUATIONS
When calculating rate equations for the excitation and ionization 
of atoms, only those electrons with energy greater than the threshold
energy of the process can be included in the rate equation. The
velocity of these electrons will be different from the average 
velocity of the whole distribution, which is given by equ. [3.6], 
since only a part of the distribution is being considered. The
average velocity of electrons in a Maxwellian distribution with energy 
greater than or equal to E^ is given by
<v'> = )e ve f(Ee) dEe ’ [3-22]
n ya12 e e e
twhere n is the number of electrons in this part of the distribution 
(equ. [3.7]), and f(Ee) is given by equ. [3.3]. When the integral in 
equ. [3.22] is calculated, the average velocity of the electrons with 
an energy greater than or equal to the threshold energy for the
process is given by
<v’> = n 
_ e
»n
[1+(E12/kTe)] exp( -E12/kTe) [3.23]
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In order to calculate the changing populations of the various
energy levels used in the model, rate equations of the form
R = N Ng y <v> [3.24]
are used. This equation gives the total number of,collisions per
second per unit volume between particles of type 1 and 2, where N is
the number density of the particles, co is the cross-section for the
process and v is the relative velveioy oy the two partrcies. It is
assumed eett y ii indeeeneehr oo ltie peart ice enefry and ttat the
velocity of electrons is much greater than the velocity of atoms and
ions, so that v can be substituted for v in collisions between G
electrons and atoms.
Most of the rate equations describe interactions between 
electrons and Cu or Ne atoms. TWo versions of equ. [3.24] are used, 
depending on whether her holee, oo oaei ppar, of the electron
distribution can take part in tth ppocess. It. is assumed that all 
electrons can take part in elastic and suptreiastiy processes, so that 
the average electron velocity is given by equ. [3.6], and equ. [3.24]
becomes
R = N n y(8kT /hm )1/2 
e e e
For processes such as excitation and ionization, 
the electron distribution is involved, so equ. 
rate equation is then given by
[3.25]
only a fraction of
[3.23] is used. The
R* = R [HCE^/kT^] exp(-E12/kTe) [3.26]
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where R is given by equ. [3.25].
3.9 RADIATION TRAPPING
Under conditions of radiation trapping, the effective lifetimes 
2of the copper P levels are increased by the trapping factor P., which t
is given by
Ft = A21 (traPPed) 
A^ (untrapped)
[3.27]
where A^ is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission between
levels 2 and 1. The trapping factor for an infinite cylinder of 
13radius R is given by
1.60 [3.28]
k21 R (Tr ln(k21R)) 1/2
where k is the absorption coefficient of photons emitted between 
levels 2 and 1. The absorption coefficient is given by
k21
= 1 / ln(2) X
htt J tt
21 A21 N1 S2
A
[3.29]
F = t
where is the wavelength, is the density of atoms in the lower 
state, g is the statistical weight of the level, A^ is the untrapped 
Einstein coefficient and A is the Doppler linewidth (FWHM). The 
Doppler linewidth of a transition between two levels of an atom of
mass M in equilibrium at a temperature T is given by
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Avd = 2.35
12
kT
M
[3.30]
Assuming Doppler broadening to be the main broadening mechanism
in the CVL, the linewidths of the two transitions can be calculated
from equ. [3.30]. The untrapped Einstein coefficients are taken as 
29.60 ns and 10.24 ns", for the 2p3/2 and transitions to
ground, respectively
shown to be given by
14 The absorption coefficients k can then be H
ka (2p3/2-2s1/2) = 3-32 x 10”15 N / yf [3.31]
and
X
kg 2-2S1Zg) = 1.57 X 10"15 N /7t [3.32]
where N is the density of ground state copper atoms. By substituting
equs. [3.31] and [3.32] into equ. [3.28], the effect of radiation 
2trapping on the copper P levels' lifetimes can be calculated. The
effective lifetimes are given by
t (trapped) = t (untrapped) k R (TTln(kR)),/2 / 1.60 
cL [3.33]
where t (trapped) is the effective lifetime of the trapped level, 
t (untrapped) is the untrapped lifetime and k is the relevant
cl
absorption coefficient from equ. [3.31] or [3.32].
3.10 ELECTRON ENERGY EQUATIONS
The changing electron temperature is determined by the flow of
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energy into and out of the electron distribution. There are five
processes incCldde in thh model whhch affeec tte electron
temperature : power gain froo the electric field (Pp); power gain froo
superelastic collisions power loss from elastic collisions
(P_. ) and power loss from excitation (P„v) and ionization (Pr„„) 
fib EX ION
processes. The ttmopratnue ccienge ppr sscond of tlie electron
distribution is given by
d(1.5 k he) = pF + pggg “ PpL “ pEX “ pIQN . [3.34]
The power gain per unit volume from the electric field is given by
Pp = o-p F2 > [3.35]
where cr is the plasma conductivity (equ. [3.131) and F is the
Jr
electric field. The elastic and suprarIashnc terms involve the whole 
of the electron distribution. In an elastic collision, the electron 
loses a fraction dE of its energy, which is given by
dE = 2 me Ep / M , [3.36]
where M is the mass of the atom and Ep is the electron energy. In a
suFrrrItshnc collision, the electron collides with an atcm in an
excited state, causing it to derxcnhe to some lower energy level. The
energy lost by the atom is transferred to the electron. Therefore the
energy gain per second per unit volume for these two processes is
given by
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P_ = N n cr _ (2m /M) <v E > EL e EL e e e
and
2 N n cr _ 2m e EL e 8(kT )' e
m.
1/2 [3.37]
PSEL = N ne SEL E12 <Ve> ’ [3.38]
where <vq> is given by 
only involve part of
second per unit volume
equ. [3.6]. The excitation and ionization terms 
the electron distribution. The energy loss per 
by excitation and ionization is given by
PEX = H n [3.39]
and
c~ . XI <v’> [3.40]
M
c-,2 E1£ <v >
i twhere n and <v > are given by equs. [3.7] and [3.23], respectively.
At the end of each iteration of the program, the electron
temperature is recalculated using equ. [3.34]. It is assumed that any 
new electrons produced by ionization have the average electron 
energy. Since there are two temperature zones included in the model, 
the above equations are calculated for each zone separately.
3.11 STIMULATED EMISSION
The model has been written mainly in terms of kinetic processes,
so the routines for calculating the laser output are very simple. The
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transitions from the upper to the lower laser levels have a known 
1spontaneous emission lifetime . It is assumed that spontaneously
emitted photons can be emitted in any direction with equal
probability, so only those photons which travel towards the end
mirrors contribute to the growth of the lasrr pusse. ff nn avrrage Cu
atom is located in the middle of the hot zone, on the central axis of
the laser, then the number of spontaneously emitted photons, n ,, spont'
travelling towards the end mirrors is given by
n . = n. r2 / 4R2
spont t [3.413
where n, is the number of spontaneous emissions, r is the radius of 
the end mirror and R is the distance from the middle of the laser to 
the end mirrors. The rate equation for stimulated emission is given
by
R, = N n , c o" , . lase u ph stim [3.42]
where is the density of atoms in the upper laser level, n,, is the 
number of photons in the cavity travelling towards a mirror with a 
wavelength equal to the laser wavelength, c is the speed of light and 
°stim is the cross-section for stimulated emission. Stimulated 
emission gives rise to gain if we have
g, N g N. 1 u u 1 [3.43]
where g is a statistical weight and u, 1 refer to the upper and lower 
laser levels respectively. The rate at which laser photons are
coupled out of the cavity by a mirror of reflectivity R is given by
--- .— ---- ——,——
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R , = c (1 - R) / 1. ,out lase c [3.44]
where nlase is the density of laser photons and 1q is the distance
between the mirrors.
3.12 RESULTS
The advantage of the computer model described in the preceding 
sections is that one parameter at a time canbealtered in order to 
obtain a better understanding of how the laser wrrkc . Figures (3.7) 
to (3.14) show the dependence of the plasma resistance and 
Figs. (3.15) to (3.19) the dependence of the electron density and peak 
electron temperature on various system variables. In each case, the 
other variables are held stastant with v^Ltees as given in 
Table (3.2(a)), unless otherwise stated. The three curves on the 
resistance and electron density graphs show the values of these 
variables at different times after the start of the discharge.
As the wall temperature (and hence the gas temperature) rises, 
the gas density falls. This causes the plasma resistance to fall 
(Fig;. (3.15)), since the resistance is proportional to the density of 
gas atoms (equ. [3.14]). There is a mareed drop in the plasma 
resistance at about 1300°C, where the temperature becomes high enough 
for a significant copper vapour density to be produced. This decrease 
in resistance is due to the lower ionization potential of copper
compared with neon, which causes an increase in the electron density 
(Fig. (3.15)). The model also shows an increase in the plasma 
resistance as the temperature increases past the optimum level. As 
the copper vapour density increases, the peak electron temperature 
drops (Fig. (3.18)), and eventually falls below the level required for
ionization. The corresponding drop in the electron density
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(Fig. (3.19)) causes the rise in resistance. Increasing the buffer 
gas pressure causes the plasma resistance (Fig. (3.8)) to rise, 
whereas the peak electron temperature falls (Fig. (3.17)), due to the
increasing rate of elastic and inelastic collisions with the neon 
atoms. The eleltrtn density curve (FiF. (3.161) has a diffefent fofm, 
reaching a peak and then slowly decreasing. The dependence of the 
plasma resistance on the voltage to which Cg is charged has also been 
calculated. A higher voltage is required at low temperature. 
(Fig. (3.9)) than at 1500°C (Figs. (3.10) and (3.11)) to achieve the 
same amount of excitation and ionization. By varying the amount of 
insulation along the length of the tube, the length of the zone with 
sufficient copper vapour in it for lasing can be altered. Increasing 
the length . of the hot zone to the electrodes would result in the
lowest possible plasma resistance as shown in Fig. (3.12). In
Fig. (3.13), the sizes of the storage and peaking capacitors are
varied. When n g is smalrer ton tht plasmsr ere stance e s quite
large, due partly to there being insufficient energy in the pulse to
achieve the same degree of ionization and excitation, and partly to a
mismatch in energy transfer between the capacitors. As C increases, s
the resistance falls, but further increases in C produce smaller s
reductions in the plasma resistance, again because there is a mismatch 
between the capacitors. The plasma resistance and peak electron 
temperature both depend on the initial electron density (Figs. (3.14) 
and (3.19) respectively). Varying the density of electrons at the 
start of the discharge gives an indication of the effect of changing 
the length of the afterglow period or the effectiveness of the 
afterglow processes. Increasing the FRF, or reducing the
effectiveness of the plasma recombination processes, eventually causes 
the electron temperature to drop below the level required to excite 
the upper laser levels (Fig. (3.19)). At the same time, the plasma
— 6 0 —
resistance falls (Fig. (3.14)), making matching more difficult.
The variation of plasma resistance (Fig. (3.20)) and inductance 
(Fig. (3.21)) with time during a single discharge pulse is of interest 
in determining the action of the bypass charging element and the
factors limiting the current risetime. The model shows that the
initial resistance, and hence the resistance over much of the
afterglow, is of the order of hundreds of ohms. Bypass resistors are 
usually chosen to be about 200 ohms, in which case, a significant 
amount of the charging current will flow through the laser plasma. A
bypass inductor of 100 uH, however, will only have an impedance of a 
few ohms at 10 kHz and so will carry almost all of the charging 
current. Once the plasma starts to break down, the inductance falls 
quickly to a few nanohenries (Fig. (3.21)). Therefore, under ideal 
conditions, with a low contaminant density, the factor limiting the
current risetime is the external circuit inductance rather than the
plasma inductance.
Figures (3.22) to (3.25) show the results of calculations to 
determine the maximum metal segment length at the peak of the voltage 
pulse, using equ. [1.1]. There is a strong dependence on the wall 
temperature (Fig, (3.22)) and neon pressure (Fig. (3.24)). The main 
factor which increases the maximum metal segment length in these cases 
is a reduction in gas density. Fig. (3.22) shows that the maximum 
segment length drops when the wall temperature becomes high enough for
copper vapour to be produced. This effect has not been observed
experimentally, probably because the introduction of the copper vapour 
changes the discharge conditions, whereas for the purpose of the 
calculations shown in Fig. (3.22), the discharge conditions (apart 
from the wall temperature), were taken to be constant over the entire 
temperature range. Figure (3.23) shows that at high initial electron 
densities, the maximum segment length increases markedly. This effect
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will compensate for the drop in segment length shown in Fig. (3.22),
The voltage to which C is charged has a comparatively small effect s
(Fig. (3.25)). Taken together, these results suggest that in order to 
maximise the metal segment length, the discharge should be run at very 
high repetition rates and/or low buffer gas pressures.
Figures (3.26) and (3.27) show the variation in the maximum metal 
segment length during a single discharge pulse for different wall 
temperatures and neon pressures. The discharge voltage pulse across 
the laser cavity is also shown. In Fig. (3.26), the segment length 
drops rapidly as the diicharge voltage riiee because the electron 
temperature is still at a low level. However, breakdown between the 
segments at this poi.nt in the eherier ge is unlikely because the 
electric field is not very high. Io the next stage of the discharge, 
both the voltage and the electron temperature rise rapidly together, 
so that the maximum segment length stays horLsharLh. If there is any 
breakdown between segments, it probably occurs at this stage, when the 
electric field in the discharge is at, or close to, its peak. Before 
the discharge voltage reaches its peak, and the discharge current 
shaihs to flow, small arcs between segments caused by the high 
electric field may produce a large p^i^ia^im density within the 
segments. This will allow the main discharge current to penetrate 
through the segments. As discussed in Section (7.2.2), a segment 
length of 12 cm was used successfully with neon. With this length,
the neon pressure had to be less than 6 torr when the tube was cold or
else some of the discharge current could be seen to arc between 
segments. This simple theory (equ. [1.1]) therefore provides an 
accurate’ result. At high temperatures and electron densities 
(Fig. (3.27)), the neon pressur*e can be increased significantly before 
the maximum segment length drops. This result is important because
unless the laser bore is very narrow, a neon pressure of greater than
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20 torr is usually required for a stable discharge and optimum
operation of the laser.
The relative densities of copper and neon ions during the
discharge pulse changes as the wall temperature increases from 1300°C
to 1500°C (Fig. (3.28)). Whereas the ionization of neon is the main
source of electrons at 1300°C, the density of neon ions has fallen
significantly at 1500°C. At this temperature, the copper atom density 
15 -3is about 10 cm , so that about 10$ of the copper atoms are ionized
when the discharge ends. Figure (3.29) shows the variation in the
densities of the atomic copper levels during a discharge pulse. The 
2 2effect of stimulated emission on the populations of the P and D
levels can clearly be seen. Only a few percent of the copper atoms 
contribute to the laser pulse and the higher lying levels (the pseudo
state) are populated at a lower rate than the laser levels are.
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TABLE 3.1 : LASER DIMENSIONS
(a)
(b)
Discharge length 90 cm
Hot zone length 50 cm
Discharge diameter 2 cm
Optical cavity length 200 cm
Mirror reflectivity 0.1
TABLE 3.2 : INITIAL VALUES OF VARIABLES
Neon pressure 20 torr
Hot zone wall temperature 1500°C
Hot zone electron density 11 -32x10'' cm 3
Cool zone electron density „A11 -310 cm 3
Hot zone gas temperature 1800 K
Hot zone electron temperature 1800 K
2Dgyg Population ,n12 -310 cm
2Dgyg Population 1.55x10^1 cm"
Hot zone wall temperature 1300°C
Hot zone electron density 10W on~3
Cool zone electron density 5x109 cm"3
Hot zone gas temperature 1600 K
Hot zone electron temperature 1600 K
2Dg/2 Population I0W cm“3
2Dgyg Population 1.08x10' cm"'
TABLE 3.3 CROSS-SECTIONS AND LIFETIMES
TRANSITION CROSS-SECTION LIFETIME
f <n-l6 2,(x10 cm ) (ns)
COPPER
2 2S1/2 - »5/2 3.3 00
2g^1/2 - »3/2 2.2 co
2qS1/2 - 2p1/2 3.5 10.24 (untrapped)
2s
1/2 -
2pr3/2 7.5 9.60 (untrapped)
2s®1/2 - PS 2.4 100
2_°5/2 - 2P*3/2 0.0 770
2p
o/2 —
2p*1/2 0.0 370
2PP1/2 - PSEUDO 40 20
2P
3/2 - PSEUDO 48 10
2S
1/2 - ION 3.0 co
NEON
GROUND - MEETATAABL 0.06 co
GROUND - REESO'ANCE 0.06 2.0
GROUND - PSSUUO 0.02 oo
METASTABLE - r PSEUD' 650 1 .0
RESONANCE - PPSEUD 60 1.0
GROUND - ION 0.2 oo
?,A
" '^r r..., J-i, » A’'—f
.TABLEL_3E.4. : ELASTIC AND MOMENTUM TRANSFER CROSS-SECTIONS
ELASTIC SCATTERING CROSS-SECTION (x1O~16 cm2)
Copper 80
Neon 3
TRANSFER
Cu (2S) 80
Cu (2d) 4
Cu (2p) 10
Cu (PSEUDO) 6
Ne (GROUND) 2
Ne (METASTABLE) 0.4
Ne (RESONANCE) 0.4
Ne (PSEUDO) 0.4
TABLE L5. : CIRCUIT VALUES
L1 1.2 pH
L2 0.8 pH
C 6.5 nFs
C 3.2 nFP
V 10 kVc
R,j 1 ohm
R2 1 ohm
t 10 nson
FIGURE 3.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE
FIGURE _32_: COPPER ENERGY LEVELS AND PROCESSES
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CHAPTER 4
4 COPPER VAPOUR LASER RESULTS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes and discusses the results of experiments 
run on the CVL. In the first section, the gaseous contaminants found 
in the CVL are described. The characteristics of the charging and 
discharge circuits are then described in some detail. The other
sections describe t^iie effcct s ff the buffer g^s on the operation of
the laser,
4.2 CONTAMINANTS IN THE CVL
A mass spectrometer (Kratos MS10S) was attached to the laser gas 
handling system at the gas outlet on the laser head in order to 
identify the contaminants evolved when the discharge was run. Since 
the mass spectrometer was attached to the system outside the hot zone, 
only species which are gaseous at room temperature could be detected. 
The thermal insulation in the laser head consisted of a recrystallised 
alumina tube (TSL Thermal Syndicate) within 3 cm long Mo segments.
A background scan of the residual gases in the mass spectrometer
was run. The species detected were HgO, N^, 0^ and 00g. Water vapour
and nitrogen were the main contaminants and were approximately 2% of
the levels detected when the discharge was run. When the laser was 
20 22filled with neon, the ratio of Ne to Ne was found to be 10;1, as 
expected.
A DC discharge was run for 120 hours to allow the variation in
the contaminant concentration with time to be monitored. When the
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discharge current stabilized, the mean power dissipated in the 
discharge was 1.7 0.1 kW. Neon at between 25 and 28 torr was slowly 
flowed through the tube to remove the contaminants. The temperature 
of the inner wall of the alumina tube was 11OO°C when 1.75 kW was 
dissipated in the discharge.
The species detected while the discharge was running were H°0, 
20 22Ne , Ne , N°, 0°, CO° and occasionally (the mass spectrometer was
temperamental in detecting H°), Figure (4.1) shows the variation of
contaminant concentration with time. The points on the graph were
plotted by measuring the heights of the contaminant peaks relative to 
22the height of the Ne peak.
The results show that the gaseous contaminants, consisted of water
vapour and atmospheric species, with water vapour as the main
contaminant. Although it is assumed that the alumina tube was the
main source of these impurities, this was not proved. Once the oxide 
layers and surface water vapour were removed from the Mp electrodes
and segments, these should not have been a source of any further 
contamination. However, the stainless steel end flanges and quartz
tube may provide significant amounts of impurities. Although the 
flanges are water-cooled, their inner surfaces may become quite hot,
especially the flange containing the cathode. Metallic elements frcm
the steel flanges have been deposited on the end windows under certain 
conditions (Section (7.2.3)), so it is not unreasonable to assume that 
they could also be a source of gaseous contaminants. Ideally, an
optical spectrometer should have been used to see if metallic elements
1such as Na and Ca, which are known impurities in alumina ,
present in the discharge.
were
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4.3 DIAGNOSTICS
Measurements were made of the laser cathode and thyratron anode
voltage, the laser current, laser pulse duration, average laser power
and tube temperature.
The voVtage wwvvfooms were measurrd wiih a Tektrrnix P6015 High
Voltage orobe. ihTa hktuvnkSat eav vca-tegb Ta o ftorwo af 100T and 
2has a mihkhime of 5 ns . TTh acur^t p^sseTier mekvhurk with a T&M
Research ProductsccrrmkS ppror (ttyp W-4-001-2.5FC). TTii has a very
low inductance, which is essential for measuring currents which have a
very high rate of rise. The probe's resistance is 1mll and its 
3misehimk is 8 ns . Both the current and voltage pulses were
displayed on a eettmnsix 543B oscilloscope (not simultaneously). A
50X2 BNC termination was used to match the current probe to the
noscilloscope. The voltage probe was calibrated and compensated by 
displaying the oscilloscope calibrator output through the probe.
The laser pulse was observed using the experimental arrangement 
shown in Fig. (4.2). An ITL photodiode (type TF1850M20) was used. 
This required a bias voltage of -3 tV. The spectral response of the 
photodiode is shown in Fig. (4.3) • The photodiode riskhiee was
100 ps. The diameter of the phnhofahhnde was 18 mm, so some of the 
CVL pulse was lost, but it was assumed that the spatial profile of the
beam was uniform. The photodiode was placed in a metal box to screen 
out the RF noise generated by the laser and pulse circuitry. The
coaxial cable running from the photodiode to the oscilloscope was
wrapped around a ferrite core to reduce the amount of noise entering
the oscilloscope through the cable's screen. In order to avoid
saturating the photodiode, the laser beam was split by using a quartz
flat to deflect 10% of the laser beam to the photodiode. Strips of
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brass mesh then further reduced the intensity of the beam if
required.
The laser power meter consisted of a thermopile detector attached 
to a Comark microvoltmeter. It was calibrated against a Coherent 
power meter (accurate to within 10$) with an argon ion laser used as 
the calibration soiorce. The v oltageproduced by ehe decect or was
dependent on the temperature difference between the detector and the 
surroundings. The power meter was therefore placed far enough away 
from the laser ho ovohd yoy boatiog efftshs causee by thermal 
radiation coming through hhe 1aserwivtdc. In cordr ht ssaten out any
radiated noier, the power meter was hl ace di v o hcjjp^e^r bbo and the
meter reading was observed through a fine copper mesh.
The discharge tube temperature was measured with a Minolta/Land 
Cyclops 52 Infra-red Thermometer. This had a temperature range from 
600°C to 3000°C. The thrtmcmetet had an emissivity compensation 
control to ensure accurate temperature readings for surfaces with
different emissivities. The optics could focus to a
spot of diameter less than 5 mm at distances of up to 100 cm. The 
thermometer was calibrated against the melting point of copper. A
piece of copper wire was inserted into the centre of the tube with the
wire's tip on the tube's axis. As the tube heated up, the copper wire 
was regularly inspected. When the base started to melt and the wire
collapsed, the discharge was switched off and the drmprtututr of the 
alumina wall adjacent to the copper wire read as 1100°C (cf 1083°C MP 
of Cu) with the emissivity set at 0.4. Ideally, another metal should 
have been used to check that the alumina's emissivity did not alter as 
the temperature was increased to 1550O0. However, this would have 
rendered the alumina tube useless for use in a CVL. The error in
temperature measurements made in the centre of the tube was rstimutrO
to be 20°C.
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4.4 DISCHARGE CIRCUIT
4.4.1 .H BARGING INDUCTOR
The charging inductor was made from a nylon bobbin and four
ferrite U-cores (Section (2.2)), clamped so that they form the core 
shown in Fig. (2.3). Pieces of mylar were placed between the U-cores 
to form the "air" gap. More mylar was placed round the central leg of 
the core and the nylon bobbin to increase_the breakdown voltage 
between the ferrite and the windings. Single strand 0,6 mm insulated 
wire (RS) was wound round the bobbin.
The required inductance was calculated to be 0,169 H for a 
resonant frequency of 10 kHz and a storage capacitance of 6 nF. For a
maximum supply voltage of 9 kV, the peak current was calculated to be
1.7 A from equ. [A.20]. Thevolume of the air gap required to stop
the inductor saturating with a mlaimlm magnetic flu x den sity ojT 0.3 T
3was 6.8 cm from equ. [A,29]. The three air yaps shown in Fig. (2.3)
3had a total area of 25 um , so the required air gap length was 2.7 ii
(neglecting fringing). The number of turns needed was 380 from
equ. [A,31], With the bobbin wound and an air gap length . of 2.3 mu,
the inductance was mleslded To ou 0.ieu H. TakTng into account the
effect of fringing at the air gaps (equ. [A.23]), the effective core
2 3area was 29.2 cm . Hence the effective air gap volume was 6.7 cm as 
required. The inductance of the charging inductor was changed for
later experiments by altering tth mwitt uf ofu aim iru.
With 0 at 9 nF, C att.. un, aan u CC1I33 tOaratooe, thes p '
duration of the charging voltage wave was studied as a function of the 
power supply voltage. The inductance, L°, in this case, was measured' 
to be 0.29 H. The charging period was calculated to be 160 ps. The
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circuit was run at 140 Hz to avoid heating the capacitors and so 
changing their capacitance. Photoggraph (4.1) sOwws the charging 
voltage waveform at a supply voltage of 5.25 kV. The charging period 
was 160 ps, as expected. However, as the power supply voltage was 
increased, the length of the charging period decreased, until, with a 
supply voltage of 7.05 kV, it was 115 ps (Photo. (4.2)), This 
reduction in the charging periodwaa dueto core saturation as the 
peak current increased. In Phsto. (4.2), it can be seen that the 
slope of the curve increased at about 40 ps aftes the taarS of the 
charging cycle, where the core started to saturate as the peak current 
passed through the windings. Although the circuit appeared to operate 
well even when the core was saturating, the inductor was altered to 
stop this by increasing the length of the air gap).
The voltage probe was placed between the charging inductor and 
diode to look at the voltage there at the end of the charging cycle.
Photograph (4.3) shows that after C has been charged up, the voltages
oscillated with a period of 60 ps. The charging diode prevented 
current reversal in the circuit after Cg was fully charged. The 
voltage across then fell to zero by discharging the energy stored 
in its coils to ground via ehe rtrey capitatce.e. The charging 
inductance in this case was 0.38 H, so its stray capacitance to ground
was calculated to be 0.24 nF.
Photograph (4.4) shows the charging waveform when the CX1625 
ftyeateon was used. The neon pressure was 4 torr. The insulation was
made up of the 3 cm long Mo segments. The capacitors were charged to 
10.0 kV, from a power supply voltage of 5.3 kV. The charging
inductor's efficiency was, therefore, 94%.
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4.4.2 . BYPASS CHARGING ELEMENT
When the hollow anode thym^on type CX1625 was used, the bypass 
charging rlrmrtd was a 200X1 , high wattage, resistor. However, this
arrangement caused problems with dhytuttcn recovery when a CXI535 was
substituted. With a bypass resistor, if the first discharge pulse did 
not break the gas down properly, the load seen by the circuit included 
the 200xn resistor for a large part of the pulse. This overmatched 
load reflected energy back to the discharge circuit, producing a 
positive voltage at the thytatrct anode which caused the thym^on to 
fail to recover ("hang up"). When the 200n resistor was changed to a 
5xi one to improve the matching, the CXI535 operated perfectly.
Bypass inductors were tried both to avoid the recovery problems 
and to reduce the power dissipated in the bypass resistor. Results of 
experiments suggested that the required bypass inductor should be 
uit-forrd to avoid saturation and should also be as large as
practicable to reduce the amount of discharge current flowing through 
it. 0 11h hO tdUftCto uso adee. eesumtio a 10h so airdiimo ur^entt 
pulse, this had an impedance of about 3.5kxi during the initial stages
of the discharge. During the charging cycle, its impedance was 
calculated to be about 7xi (for a PRF of 10 kHz), so the power
dissipated was much less than with a bypass resistor. When the
discharge was run, the inductor never became hot.
4.4.3 EFFECT OF CONTAMINANTS
If the rate of heating of the thermal insulation was too great 
and/or the flow rate of the buffer gas was too low, then as
contaminants outgassed and entered the discharge, they increased the
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discharge impedance. This increase in impedance caused less power to
be dissipated in the plasma and more to be dissipated elsewhere in the
circuit. A large proportion was dissipated at the thyratron anode by
the negative voltage which appeared there after the discharge pulse 
(Appendix (B.3)), oom e eneryy was left stored in the Cp-Lb loop, 
which then oscillated (Photo. (4.5)) with a period given by 
equ. [2.1]. The resistance of this loop was very small, so the 
oscillations were only slightly damped and could last for hundreds of
microseconds. These oscillations were then superimposed on the 
charging waveform as shown in Photo. (4.6).
One consequence of the increase in the discharge impedance as 
contaminants were evolved was that one or more filamentary discharges 
ran between the outside of the zirconia felt and the quartz tube. 
These discharges started at the cathode flange and ran to a point
approximately level with the start of the coaxial return. At this
point;, the discharges spread out and became more diffuse. Adding more 
zirconia felt at each end of the tube to try to block off these 
discharge paths was unsuccessful. After a number of runs, these
filamentary discharges "burned” paths through the outside of the 
felt. If the gas flow rate was increased, the arcs reduced in 
intensity and would stop if the flow rate was high enough or the 
plasma was clean enough.
4.4.4 VOLTAGE AND CURRENT HJLSES
Photographs (4.7(a)) to (4.7(f)) show the evolution of the 
voltage pulse across the laser as the ceramic insulation heated up. 
The Ne pressure was 20 torr. Photographs (4.7(a)) to (4.7(e)) were 
taken at the same hRF (4 kHz), with a supply voltage of 3*5 kV. The 
t^^tron used was a CX1535. Photograph (4.7(a)) was taken shortly
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after the discharge was switched on. As the discharge plasma heated
up, the impedance of the plasma fell, and the voltage pulse narrowed.
However, at the same time, the density of contaminants increased until
it was high enough to reverse the fall in impedance. This caused a
larger reflection from the load to the thyratron anode, so the
charging voltage on C increased. This larger voltage on C together s s
with the higher discharge impedance combined to increase the peak 
voltage across the laser (Photo. (4.7(b))). As still more 
contaminants entered the discharge, the voltage pulse widened 
(Photo, (4.7(c))) and the proportion of power dissipated in the 
circuit components increased. Gradually the density of contaminants 
decreased as they were carried away by the flowing buffer gas so the 
discharge impedance started to fall again (Photo. (4.7(d))). At the 
same time, the current drawn from the power supply dropped. In 
Photo. (4.7(e)), the effect of the contaminants had disappeared. The 
impedance of the plasma continued to fall as the gas temperature rose
and copper vapour diffused through the discharge cavity. 
Photograph (4.7(f)) shows the voltage pulse at a PRF of 6.1 kHz, after 
lasing had started.
As the discharge tube heated up, the current pulses also 
changed. Photographs (4.8) to (4.11) show this. In Photo. (4.8), 
there were contaminants in the discharge (there were oscillations on 
the voltage pulse after the main pulse). The current pulse trace was
affected by noise so only the overall current pulse shape could be 
determined. The pulse appeared to have a broad base (about 400 ns), 
with a low peak value (400 A, neglecting the initial 'spike). In 
Photo. (4.9), most of the contaminants had been removed. The current
pulse had narrowed to about 300 ns at the base and increased in height 
to about 600 A. Gradually, the characteristic double hump pulse shape 
emerged (Photo, (4.10)) until it was clearly there in Photo. (4.11)
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when lasing had started. Hie first peak was due to the charge on
discharging into the psasma nnd the second peak was due to the 
remaining charge on C discharging into the plasma. In Photo. (4,11),*3
the pulse height was 1200 A.
Photographs (4.12) and (4.13) show the current and voltage in the 
laser when the discharge was overmatched. The negative part of the 
voltage pulse was nearly 1.5 ps wide and then became positive, but did 
not oscillate. Instead, it showed a resistive decay as the remaining 
charge on the capacitors discharged into the plasma.
When the storage capacitor was reduced to 3.6 nF (= C^), the
current waveform was as in Photo. (4.14), showing good matching
between the capacitors, with comparatively little aftercurrent from
C . The discharge voltage was? an almost perfectly matched pulse s
(Photo. (4.15)). To reaah the required temperature with this 
arrangement, the supply voltage was increased to 6.1 kV and the PRF to
9.3 kHz.
With storage and peaeakg chpaphthrs oo 9 m and 3.6 nF 
respectively, ceramic insulation, 3.8 kV supply voltage and a PRF of
5 kHz, the current pulse at peak lasing power appeared as in 
Photo. (4.16). The oscillation after the second hump of the current 
pulse shows that the load was uddaraptched. Photograph (4.17) shows 
the reduc tim in height off tth current pulse when the laser
temperature was hi high than optimimn; aloo, the positive overswing
after the second hump had decreased in height. This shows that the
discharge impedance increased as the copper vapour density rose past
its optimum value. The laser output was almost wholly yellow at this
pridh.
The highest recorded power from the ceramic insulated CVL was
11.2 W. TTih: PPR was d.8 kHz, tth supply hojLtage d.4 kV, tth storage
capacitance 7.2 nF and the Ne pressure 50 torr. The efficiency (laser
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power divided by supply power) was 0.6%,
4.5 DEPENDENCE OF LASER POWER ON SUPPLY POWER
Although a Minolta/Land thermometer was available for the
measurement of the discharge tube temperature, it was not possible to
obtain the dependence of the laser power on the tube temperature.
This was because of the difficulties associated with observing the
discharge tube wall while the CVL was lasing. Instead, the laser
power was measured as a function of the power drawn from the supply,
For the experiments using metal segments, the storage capacitance 
was 9 nF, the peaking capacitance was 3,6 nF and the neon pressure was 
kept between 10 and 15 torr, The results shown in Fig, (4,4) were
taken from experiments where the insulation consisted of the 12 cm
segments described in Section (2,8,4), For the results in 
Fig, (4.4(a)), a Mo heat shield was used, whereas in Fig. (4,4(b)), 
the heat shield was Al, In Fig. (4.4(a)), the optimum temperature was 
not reached due to the limitations of the power supply, In 
Fig. (4.4(b)), the lower emissivity of the Al heat shield increased 
the thermal efficiency of the insulation. Lasing was thus achieved 
for a lower supply power, However, part of the Al heat shield melted 
(point A on the graph), reducing the temperature. More power then had 
to be supplied to raise the temperature and laser power to their
former levels. At point B on the graph, the power drawn frcm the 
supply drops from 2,56 kW to 2,52 kW, This was due to the changing 
impedance of the load as the walls cooled and the copper vapour
density dropped.
Figure (4,5) shows the laser power and efficiency as a function 
of the power drawn from the supply for two different PRFs, In this 
experiment, ceramic insulation (Section (2,8,3)) was used with a Mo
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heat shield. The storage and peaking capacitances were 7.2 nF and
3.6 nF - respectively. Thee Np ssese ure wak kept Wetw een 20 and 
40 torr. At 3.3 kHz, thh -pea Tisse power was achieved at a higher 
supply power than at 4.1 kHz. This was due to the higher supply 
voltage, and hence larger electric field, which was used at the lower
PRF.
With 1.94 kW drawn from the power supply, the discharge was 
switched off and the peak wall temperature measured with the infra-red 
thermometer to te 1550°0.
4.6 LASER PULSE WITH NEON BUFFER GAS
Photographs (4.18) to (4.20) show the changing shape of the laeer 
pulse as the wall temperature and output power increased. The PRF was
4.6 kHz and the neon pressure kept between 00 and 30 torr. The laser 
powers in Photos. (4.18), (4.19) and (4.00) were 0.4 W, 4.7 W and 9 W, 
respectively. As the temperature rose, the pulse width narrowed and
both tth energy per pulse and tht peae power increased. In 
Photo. ((.20), the FWHM of the pulse was 36 ns and the peak power was
54 kW.
In Photos. (4.2)( and (4.22), the PPF was increased to 8 kHz. In 
order to keee e constant power supplied to the laser, the supply
voltage was reduced. The storage and peaking capacitors were 
unaltered. In Photo. (4.01), the laser power output was 0.4 W and the 
wall ttmptrs0uet was below optimum; a prominent spike had appeared at 
the start of the pulse. In Photo. (4.00), the laser power was 8.9 W, 
and the power drawn from the supply was 1.8 If. The pulse shape was 
the same as for Photo. (4.00), tut the FWHM had decreased to 08 ns. 
However, since the energy per pulse had also decreased, the peak power 
was only 40 kW. In Photo. (4.03), the PRF was switched to 1,4 kHz and
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the photograph taken before the wall temperature had dropped 
significantly. The beam attenuation in front of the photodiode was 
the same as for Photo. (4.22), so the energy per pulse had increased.
To study the effect on the laser pulse of increasing the FPF 
without reducing the supply voltage, the storage capacitance was 
reduced to 3.6 nF. Photograph (4.24) shows the laser pulse at
9.3 kHz, a changing voltage of 10.5 kV and a neon pressure of 
50 torr. The laser power was only 1.8 W for a supply power of 
1.94 kW, The pulee shaer wss to that of Photo. (4.22),
which was taker te r comperbble PRe (8 kHz). heie main difference 
between the two cases was the power drawn from the supply. At this 
high PPF, the supply power was probably higher than optimum, resulting 
in the lower laser power.
Photograph (4.25) shows the effect on the laser pulse of running 
the discharge with a v^e^iyrl^j^ghi^e^o n pressure . I n thi s case, the neon 
pressure was 280 torFe tte PPP eas e.8 kHz and the laser power was 
2.5 W, The temperature was near optimum. The supply voltage was 
higher to compensate for the drop in supply current caused by the high
pressure.
The changing Jhiape c>f the pulse with tteipeature was due to the 
combined effects of the ttw eaase eline. InntiaZLly, oiI) the green 
line lased, then, as the temperature increased, so did the strength of
the yellow atns1 Since the yellow pulse has been found to be delayed 
with respect to the green pulse \ this would explain the increasing 
height of the centre of the pulse as being due to the emergence of the
yellow laser line.
The change in the pulse shape with PPF was probably due to the
change in the electron density at the start of the each discharge 
pulse. At higher PPFs, the higher electron density increases both the
excitation rate and the rate of supsesiaatic collisions. This
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produces both the faster rising front edge and the faster falling 
tail. Also, at higher electron densities, the electron tamlaeatuea 
falls, avadhppyly resulting in a drop in the pulse energy. Finally, 
the gas temperature rises, resulting in a higher metastabla population 
at the start of the discharge. At higher buffer gas leatsprat, the 
large radial temperature gradient in the plasma produces a larger
thermal population of the lower laser levels. These effects combine
to produce the observed reduction in yptee lpysa energy and width as
the PRF and/or the neon pressure was increased.
4.7 BUFFER G^S EFFECTS
4.7.1 DEPENDENCE OF LASER POWER ON NEON PRESSURE
Figures (4.6) and (4,7) show how the laser power varied as the 
neon pressure was increased. The storage and peaking capacitors were
7.2 in and 3.. rn’, respectively. The ddifeeence bbahean tth tto
graphs was that in Fig. (4,6), the power drawn fraa the power supply
was kept constant by adjusting the supply voltage, whereas in
Fig. (4,7)» the power drawn was allowed to vary with pressure. The
laser power in Fig;. (4.7) therefore dropped as the pressure increased,
partly because the power drawn from the supply, and hence the wall
temperature, decreased. Figure (4.8) shows the decrease both in the
charging voltage on C and in the power drawn from the supply as the s
neon pressure rose. The power supply voltage was 4,5 kV. Below
100 torr, there was a large reflection from the load to the thyratrrdo
causing C to charge up to more than twice the supply voltage s
(Section (2,5.1) and equ. [2,2]). The drop in the supply power as the 
buffer gas pressure increased was not compensated for by the
improvement in matching between the load and the circuit;. The
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charging voltage in Fig. (4.8(b)) was calculated by measuring the
temperature of C and then estimating the actual value of C from 3 s
Fig. (2,4). When running, C reached a temperature of 45°C,s
corresponding to a 10% drop in capacitance. In Fig. (4.6), the 
initial rise in power was due to an increase in•the tube temperature 
caused both by the improved matching and the higher dissipation per 
unit length as the higher pressure moved the discharge closer to the 
electrode tips. After this, as the neon density increased, the larger 
elastic and inelastic losses in the discharge caused the gradual 
decrease in power. The small fluctuations in the curve were due to
small variations in the power drawn from the supply. In the 
experiment, the power drawn varied by °20 W frcrn a mean value of 
1.61 kW. The vertical error bars were obtained using Fig;. (4.5) to 
calculate the proportional variation in output power over this range.
Another source of error was the variation in the flow rate of neon as
the pressure rose. This altered the rate of loss of contaminants and
the rate of heat loss by gaseous conduction.
Lasing was achieved at up to atmospheric pressure of neon. As the
pressure rose, the intensity of the green line decreased, until at 
760 torr, only the yellow line was visible, at a power of 30 mW.
The above results show that the coupling between the discharge 
circuit and the laser plasma was strongly influenced by the buffer gas
pressure. This applied during both the discharge and the charging
cycles,
4.7.2 ADDITION OF HYDROGEN TO NEON
Research grade hydrogen was added to the gas supply system to 
observe the effect on the voltage and laser pulses of adding H^ in
small amounts to a copper-neon discharge. The results are shown in
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Photos. (4,26) to (4.29). Photographs (4,26) and (4.27) were taken
with 50 torr of Ne in the laser, a supply voltage and current of 4 kV,
0.42 A, a PRF of 6.1 kHz and a laser output power of 5 W. The
efficiency was therefore 0,30%. Hydrogen was then let slowly into the
laser through a needle valve. With less than 1 torr partial pressure
of Hg in the system, the supply current dropped to 0.39 A, the laser •
power to 4 W and the efficiency to 0.26%. The voltage and laser
pulses were as in Photos. (4.28) and (4.29), Comparing Photos. (4,26)
and (4,28), it can be seen that the effect of adding Hg was to
increase the discharge impedance. This increase reduced the size of
the reflection to the thyratron anode so that C charged to a slightly s
lower voltage, causing thesupplycurrent to fall. The reduction in
laser power was due orr e oe a (drop in the wall temperature than to the 
effect of hydrogen on the laser procesres. The laser pulse in 
Photo. (4.29) had the same pulsewidth as in Photo. (4.27), but a 
slightly different shape. The pulse risetime decreased with the 
addition of Hp. TTe bbups in the laser pulses were 12 ns apart;, which 
corresponded to the! cavity round trip time. The vertical scales in 
the two photographs were different. As more Hg was let into tlee 
system the supply current fell further. If a large partial pressure 
of Hg was let into the system, lasing ceased almost immediately and 
the current drawn from the power supply dropped sharply. The speed at
which this happened can be explaieed by tth hydrogen a tons or
molecules reducing the electron temproaydrr to a level below that 
required for lasing. Alternatively, the Hg molecules de^cited the 
copper upper laser levels in inelastic collisions.
4.7.3 HYDROGEN BUFFER GAS
Photographs (4.30) to (4.32) show the variation of the discharge
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current with hydrogen pressure. The wall temperature in this case was 
kept at less than 1100°0 to avoid producing copper. The supply 
voltage was 5.3 kV and the PRF was 2 kHz. As the Hg pressure was 
decreased from 7.5 torr (Photo, (4.30)) to 1 torr (Photo. (4.31)), the 
height of the current pulse increased. At the highest pressure, there 
was a lot of amplitude jitter, showing that the discharge impedance
was varying between pulses. The oscillations 200 ns after the start
of the pulse show that energy was still being dissipated due to 
reflections from the load. As the pressure decreased, more of the 
discharge power was dissipated in the plasma (Photo. (4.31)) and less 
in the circuit components. The jitter had also disappeared. At
pressures below 1 torr1, the current pulse height continued to
increase, but the jitter increased as well (Photo. (4.32)), With
1,5 torr of Hg, lasing only started when the supply power reached
1.8 kW, which was close to the optimu for neon. The laser bea was
not steady, but varied strongly in intensity. As the pressure was 
reduced, the average power increased from 0,7 W at 1.4 torr to a 
maximum of 5.1 W at less than 0,75 torr (the pressure gauge would not 
read below this level). Photograph (4.33) shows the laser pulse at 
0.75 tori', with 1.9 kW drawn from the supply. The average power was
3 W. Both the green and yellow lines lased, but their relative powers
were not measured.
Photograph (4.34) shows the laser pulse at 2.2 torr, for a supply 
power of 1.9 kW and an output power of less than 100 mW. The low
power output was due to the high pressure.
In order to study the effect on the laser pulse of running at 
higher PRF’s, Cs was changed to the same size as Cp (i.e. 3.6 nF), 
Photographs (4.35) and (4,36) show the laser pulses for storage 
capacitances of 7.2 nF and 3.6 nF, respectively. The PRFs were 
4.7 kHz and 9.8 kHz, and the average powers were 5.4 W and 4.9 W,
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respectively. The hydrogen pressure was less than 0.75 torr in both 
cases. The faster rising front edge of the pulse in Photo. (4.36) was 
due to the effect on the initial electron density of running at a 
higher PRF. The pulsewidth in Photo. (4.36) is slightly less than in
Photo, (4.35) (25 ns and 30 ns, respectively).
4.7.4 CONCLUSION'
The effect of the buffer gas is extremely complicated, since it
affects the operation of the discharge circuit, the afterglow
processes and the radial temperature gradient in the discharge, as
well as the discharge kinetics during the discharge pulse. In turn, 
7the optimum buffer gas pressure depends on the tube diameter and the 
ocopper vapour density . There is probably also a dependence on the
contaminant density, which is related to the rate of flow of the
buffer gas, the type of insulation used and its cleanliness. 
Therefore, making sense of a comparison between the use of Ne and Ig, 
or a mixture of the two gases in vanious circumstances is very 
difficult. In effect;, each gas and every gas mixture will be likely 
to have different optimum operating conditions.
The results in Section (4.7.2) show that adding small amounts of 
Hg to Ne increased the discharge impedance. Whether this was due to a 
higher plasma recombination rate in the afterglow, which affected the
electron/ion density at the start of the following pulse, or to larger 
elastic and/or inelastic losses during the discharge, or to both, is 
unknown at present. Frcm a theoretical viewpoint (Section (1.3.2)), 
the higher elastic scattering cross-section suggests that hydrogen
will affect both the discharge and afterglow processes. It is also
known that the addition of hydrogen improves the radial intensity
distribution of the laser beam by increasing the power output fran the
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gaxial regions . Although this improvement is attributed to an 
2increase in the rate of volume deexcitation of the D levels, it is 
equally likely to be due to the high thermal conductivity of Hg which 
lowers the radial temperature gradient in the plasma. This is because 
the larger the radial temperature gradient, the higher the plasma 
temperature will be, and hence the lower the density of copper atoms 
on the axis (equ. [3.2]).
When hydrogen was used on its own, the dependence of the laser
power on pressure was similar to when it was used as an additive.
This suggests that when hydrogen is added to neon, the importance of 
the neon gas is significantly reduced. The conclusions to be drawn 
from Section (4.7.3) are limited to the facts that the CVL lased, with 
power levels and laser pulses similar to those obtained with neon.
However, the discharge circuit and buffer gas pressure were not
optimized for use with either neon or hydrogen, so the maximum
attainable power is not known. It should be noted that, for an
optimum hydrogen pressure of about 0.75 torr (as measured outside the
discharge), the density of hydrogen in the discharge at a temperature 
15 -3of 2000 K is 3.6x10 cm °. This is only 1.4 times the estimated
15 -3copper vapour density of 2.6x10 cm ° (from equ. [3.1], for a wall 
temperature of 1550°0), At these low pressures, the discharge 
kinetics in the hot zone may be dominated by processes involving
copper vapour and hydrogen may only have a secondary role. However,
it is still needed to carry the discharge from the electrodes to the
copper vapour.
The use of hydrogen, with its higher impedance and thermal
conductivity, suggests that, compared with neon, larger bore diameters
and repetition rates may be used. However, further work in a properly
decontaminated system, with a suitable pressure gauge, is required
before this can be confirmed.
" 'n'iV ' * '' • '■»- ,•»<
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CHAPTER 6
5 THERMAL INSULATION FOR THE CVL
5.1 INTRODUCTION S
I
This chapter analyzes the thermal processes which occur in the
CVL, The first section gives the heat transfer equations used in the
computer models. The other sections describe the various insulation
configurations used in the CVL, their thermal characteristics and the
results of the computer programs written to model their behaviour
under various conditions. f
5.2 THERMAL PROCESSES , |
The power radiated from a body with surface area A,, at a J 
1temperature T, to a body at a temperature T_ is given by
P , = A, F. F o- (T, - T^) 
rad 1 A e 1 2 [5.1]
where F^ is the radiation shape factor’, F, is the emissivity factor 
and or is Stefan's constant. The total amount of heat radiated from
the first surface is not necessarily completely absorbed by the 
second, unless the second surface completely encloses the first. 4
Also, since the second surface is radiating heat at some temperature,
the first surface will absorb some of this. Therefore, the radiation
shape factor is used as a measure of the net amount of radiant energy
2 'transferred between the two surfaces. Figure (5.1) shows the ‘4
radiation shape factor for concentric cylinders of finite length. The |
emissivity factor is used to allow for the effect of the emissivity of
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non-black bodies. This factor depends on the configuration and
relative positions of the two bodies, as well as being dependent on
their emissivities. For the case of infinite cylinders, the
1emissivity factor is given by
Fe = ____________1___________ . [5.2]
1/c1 + A^d/e,, - 1)
where c is the emissivity, and A is the area of . surfaces 1 and 2.
The power per unit length transported radially by conduction in
an infinitely long cylinder is given by
Preon 2 TT k (T, - T2)
ln(r2/ri)
[5.3]
where k is the thermal conductivity, T is the temperature, r is the 
radius and the subscripts 1, 2 refer to the inner and outer surfaces
respectively.
The power conducted linearly over a distance d between two points 
at temperatures Ti and Ti is given by
P, = A Icon (?1 - 22) [5.4]
where A is the
The power
cross-sectional area of the conductor,
transported by convection is given by
Poonv A h (T - T ) s S [5.5]
where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, A is the surface
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area, To is the surface temperature and T is the temperature of thes g
surroundings.
5.3 POWER DISSIPATED IN THE DISCHARGE
In order to compare the results of the computer models with
experiment, it is necessary to know the amount of power being 
dissipated per centimetre in the discharge. However, although the 
power drawn from the supply is known, the proportion dissipated in the 
laser is not. Also, it is not known whether the power is dissipated 
uniformly over the length of the discharge. Finally, the exact length
of the discharge is not known.
The proportion of the supply power which reaches the discharge is 
estimated by combining the following factors: the charging circuit is 
94% efficient (Section (4.4.1)); the thyratron dissipates 
approximately 10% of the power which it switches; the rest of the 
discharge circuit (capacitors, loop resistances, etc) is assumed to 
dissipate 5% of the power passing through it. Therefore, the total 
circuit efficiency is estimated to be 80%. The discharge length is 
assumed to be 100 cm, which is slightly longer than the distance 
between the electrodes (90 cm), but since the discharge is not 
necessarily confined between the tips of the electrodes, this is a
reasonable approximation. Finally, the power dissipated is assumed to
be uniform over the length of the discharge.
5.4 MOLYBDENUM SEGMENTS AS INSULATION
5.4.1 INTRODUCTION
The Mo segments described in Section (2,8.4) were designed to
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produce a large temperature gradient between the inner and outer rings 
by reducing conduction losses to a minimum. Molybdenum has a low 
emissivity (Fig. (2.21)) so by ^ranging a nvuaber of oonoentirio Mo 
rings, the segments were designed to be able to maintain temperatures
high enough for lasing to occur with the available input power.
In the gap between two concentric Mo rings, heat energy is 
transferred from the hotter to the colder by a number of processes.
Radiation, convection, gaseous conduction and conduction through 
points of contact (such as the dimples) may all be significant. Tlie 
full heat transfer equation is given by .
P =P + P +P +Ptotal rad rcon Icon conv [5.6]
where the terms on the right hand side are the power transferred by
radiation, radial conduction, linear conduction and convection 
respectively. These terms are given by equs. [5.1] to [5.5]. Heat is 
conducted radially both by the buffer gas and through the dimples. 
Equation [5.3] is ' used for gaseous conduction and equ. [5.4] is used 
for conduction through the dimples and other points of contact.
By substituting sample values into equ. [5.6], an estimate of the 
relative importance of the four heat transfer processes was obtained.
Taking two concentric Mo rings, each 3 cm long, with diameters of
40 mm and 42 mm and at temperatures of 1300 K and 1200 K respectively,
the heat transferred by each process is given in Table (5.1).
Table (5.2) shows the values of the other variables used in the
calculations. It was assumed that the only contact between the Mo
rings was at the eight dimples, each of which has a cross-sectional 
2area of 1 mm . From this estimate, it was assumed for the purpose of 
the computer model that convection losses are negligible. However,
radiation, gaseous conduction and conduction through points of contact
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were all taken into account.
Figure (5.1) shows that, taking an average over the values of R^
and Rg for the different radii of the Mo rings, the radiation shape 
factor for an isolated 3 cm long segment is 0.92 and for an isolated
12 cm segment it is 0,96.
5.4.2 COMPUTER MODEL
A computer model was written to estimate the temperatures
achievable for various input powers. The program is listed in 
Appendix (D), There are two versions of the program. One models a 
segment made solely of Mo rings, and the other models the effect of
using flame-sprayed Mo ring3. The gaps between the segments are
neglected by assuming that the segments are isolated.
The temperature of the radiation shield is fixed at 400 K. The
effects of the quartz and pyrex are neglected. The temperature of the 
outer Mo ring is calculated using equ. [5.1] by assuming that 
radiation is the only heat loss process across the vacuum gap. The 
temperature fh each iingis then cacculatdd iu turn ussnn equs. [5.1] 
to [5.4]. heu erneanonn of thu enisninttu of ho nwit ttmphnatune 
(Fig. (2.21)) is taken into account. An approximate initial value of 
the emissivity is used to aaaculeae the ring temperature. The
emissivity of Mo at that te^lI:hratunh is then caeuaCueah using the 
values given in Fig. (2.21). If the aisrmhd and ceacuaated 
emissivities differ by more than a set amouea, the assumed emissivity
is adjusted and the tthpehneurn mccaLculated. When ncg’nehent hi
reached, the program moves on to the next ring. The values of the Ne
and Mo thermal conductivity used in the model are shown in
Table (5.2).
In order to adapt ite metal ssegient heat tannsfer pprgrEoi to the
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case of segments which have been flame-sprayed with zirconia, the 
iiemissivity of the outer surface oO each ring is changed to 0.5 and 
-1 -1 5the conductivity of the zirconia ii taken to be 2 Wm K . la fact, 
the true thermal conductivity oo the sprayed ziroomLa layer is 
unknown, being dependent on the density of the layer, which in turn
depends on the spraying technique used The thickness of the
flame-sprayed surface is 0.12 mm. Assuming that all the power 
transferred by conduction goes through the dimples, equ, [5.4] is 
rewritten to take account of the altered thermal conductivity, and so
becomes
Picon = A (T^Tg) / ((d^/kp + (dg/kg)) . [5.7]
where d, is the height of the Mo dimple, d, is the thickness of the 
zirconia coating and k, and k, are their respective thermal 
conductivities.
5.4.3 COMPUTER MODEL RESULTS
Figures (5.2) and (5.3) show the temperatures predicted by the 
model for isolated 3 cm and 12 cm wide segments which have not been 
flame-sprayed. In each case, as the emissivity of the heat shield is
reduced, both the inner and outer wall temperatures rise, as
expected. Thie temperature gradient across the segment falls with 
decreasing emissivity of the heat shield because of the rise in the 
emissivity of Mo with temperature. In Figs. (5.4) and (5.5), the same
graphs are plotted, but with the ten innermost Mo rings flame-sprayed
on their outer surface. This significantly reduces the power required 
to reach a given temperature by reducing conduction losses through
points of contact between adjacent rings.
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Figures (5*6) to (5.9) show the effect of contact between
cfnaeeannc rings and the effect of the different heat transfer 
processes for both oacmh-ipraytd and nfn-flemh-ipnayed segments. 
Comparing Figs. (5,6) and (5.8), it can be seen that oaeme-spraytd 
rings reduce the heat loss through points of contact. The "no 
contact" 0emphra0urts in Fig. (5.8) are imallhn than in Fig. (5.6) 
because of the higher emissivity of the zirconia layer compared with 
Mo. Heat loss by gaseous conduction has been included in Figs, (5.6) 
and (5.8). Gaseous conduction is a major heat loss process, as can be 
seen in Figs. (5.7) and (5.9). In the flame-sprayed segment, more 
heat is lost through gaseous conduction 0hee by conduction through the 
dimples. The effect of using the segments in a vacuum, with no 
contact between concentric rings, is shown in the "radiation only"
aunvti.
5.4.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The nenoial insulation configuration consisted of ten 
flame-sprayed Mo rings held inside the alumina ring, with four
non-sprayed rings outside. The segments were 3 cm long. There was no
radiation shield in the vacuum gap). The inner wall temperature did 
not become high enough for laser action even with 3.9 kW drawn from
the power supply, but the Cu did melt in some of the segments, showing 
that in some parts of the tube, the temperature had risen above 
1083°C.
A 2.5 mm thick piece of zirconia felt was placed inside the 
innermost ring of each segment with another flame-sprayed Mo ring
placed inside the Ohlt. Lasing started when the circuit was drawing 
3.9 kW frcm the power supply. The nniulatife was then changed to ttet
shown in Fig. (2.22), with more felt and fewer Mo rings. The supply
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power required for lasing to start in this case was 3.3 kW.
The segments were then rearranged in groups of four to form 12 cm 
long segments and a. Mo heat shield was placed in the vacuum gap. The 
power required for lasing to start dropped significantly, with 1 W of 
laser power when 2,36 kW was drawn from the supply. When the supply 
power was increased to 2.86 kW, 8.4 W of laser power was produced. 
The laser was then disassembled and the segments inspected. The 
distribution of Cu on the innermost surface of each segment was as 
shown in Fig. (5.10). The distribution of Cu can be related to the 
local wall temperature when the discharge was running. Every piece of 
Cu had melted, but the Cu in segments 5 to 13, where the temperature 
was the highest, had flowed through the gaps in the segments and been 
absorbed by the zirconia felt;. The highest temperatures were not in
the centre because of the gap in the heat shield at the cathode end
which allowed heat to escape. At the anode end, the heat shield
extended to the anode flange. Temperatures were tt■le!aea'or>e hi^er on 
the anode side of the mid-point of the discharge.
The Mo heat shield was then replaced by an aluminium one. This
resulted in a further improvement in the efficiency of the thermal 
insulation, so that 1.3 W of laser power was produced when 1,85 kW was 
drawn from the power supply.
Figure (5.11) shows the pattern of heating when 27 cm long 
segments were used. When the laser was disassembled, the Cu had
melted in some segments, but in others, the Cu and Mo still had an
oxide layer. Since molybdenum oxide evaporates at temperatures above 
760°0 (Section (2.8.2)), there must have been a large axial
temperature gradient at the anode end. When the discharge was
running, the highest temperatures were in segments 11 to 17 and must 
have been greater than 1083°C. The lower temperatures in segments 10
to 18 were due to the proximity of the gaps produced by the alumina
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rings. The wall temperature was high enough to remove the oxide layer 
from both the Cu and Mo in segments 6 to 9 and 19 to 23, but not in 
the segments nearest the anode electrode. The low temperatures 
produced in segments 1 to 9 were probably because some of the
discharge current conducted through the metal walls.
5.4.5 COMPARISON OF RESULTS
The computer model differs from the experimental reality by not 
taking the gaps between the segments into account. In the case of the 
discharge confined by 3 cm long segments, these gaps allow nearly 20% 
of the power dissipated in the discharge to radiate and conduct
directly to the much cooler regions on the outside of the segments. 
Therefore, close agreement between the computer model and the 
experimental results is not expected.
When insulation consisting of 3 cm long, flame-sprayed Mo 
segments with no heat shield (modelled in Fig. (5.4(a))) was used, 
lasing temperatures were not achieved with up to 3.9 kW drawn from the 
supply. Using the assumptions given in Section (5.3), the power 
dissipated per unit length was 31.2 W/cm. AAcordinn to the model, 
this should produce sin inner wal temperdnorr of 1840 K 
(Fig. (5.4(a))). In fact, it only melted the Cu, so while the 
temperature was at least 1083°0, it was probably not much more than 
this.
5.5 CERAMIC INSULATION
5.5.1 INTRODUCTION
The medamnm insulation consisted of a demrystallnsed alumina tube
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with zirconia felt wrapped round it. The alumina tube had an ID of
2.0 cm and an OD of 2.8 cm. The zirconia felt was in the form of
sheets with dimensions 18nx24nx2.5 mm. Two of these sheets were
required to fill the quartz tube. A Mo heat shield was inserted into 
the vacuum gap over a length of 85 cm from the anode flange end.
5.5.2 COMPUTER MODEL
A computer program was written to model the radial temperature
gradient produced when the ceramic insulation described above was
used. The program is listed in Appendix (D). The heat transfer
processes included are radial conduction through the alumina and
zirconia felt and radiation from the felt to the heat shield. Axial
conduction and radiation to the end flanges are assumed to be
negligible. The temperature of the heat shield is taken to be 400 K. 
Starting at this fixed temperature, the temperature of the outer
surface of the zirconia felt is calculated for a given input power.
The radiation shape factor is estimated to be 0.74 from Fig. (5.1).
4The emissivity of the zirconia felt is assumed to be 0.5 . The
program then moves through the zirconia to the alumina tube in 0.5 mm
steps, calculating the temperature at each step using the thermal
conductivity given in Fig. (2.20). Finally, the temperature on the
inside of the alumina tube is calculated. The thermal conductivity of 
-1 -1 5the alumina is taken to be 5.6 Wm K
5.5.3 COMPUTER MODEL RESULTS
Figure (5.12) shows the results of the model for different heat 
shield materials. In Fig. (5*12(a)), there is no heat shield, so the 
emissivity is assumed to be equal to that of the pyrex tube, which is
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70.8 . In Fig;. (5.12(b)), the heat shield is Mo, with an- emissivity
g
of 0.05 . In each graph, the temperatures shown are those of the
inner wall of the alumina tube and the quartz tube, which is assumed
to be equal to that of the outer surface of the zirconia.
When the emissivity of the - heat shield is reduced, both the
quartz and the alumina temperatures increase for a given input power. 
However, the temperature drop across the zirconia felt decreases
because the thermal conductivity of the zirconia rises with
temperature (Fig. (2,20)).
5.5.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The ceramic insulation was more efficient than any of the 
configurations using Mo segments. With a Mo heat shield, only 1.1 kW 
from the power supply was required for lasing to start, and the 
optimum temperature of 1550°0 was reached with 1.94 kW drawn from the 
supply (Fig. (4.5)). The highest temperature measured before lasing 
started was 1330°C. A 766 increase in the supply power was therefore 
required to raise the tube temperature by approximately 200°(^.
5.5.5 COMPARISON OF RESULTS
In order to produce the optimum temperature, the model predicts 
that an input power of 11.3 W/cm (Fig. (5.12(b))) is needed. Using 
the assumptions of circuit efficiency and discharge length given in 
Section (5.3), this is equivalent to a total supply power of 1,41 kW, 
The actual power required was 1.94 kW, The wall temperature was 
measured at supply powers of 950 W and 750 W to be 1330°0 and 1100°0 
respectively. The model predicts that the powers required to produce 
these temperatures are 990 W and 650 W respectively. Assuming that
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the temperature measurements are accurate, the disagreement between
theory, and experiment has two • main sources; the estimate of losses in 
the didchargecircuit andthe assvsnption that axial heat procpsocscan 
be neneeited, BeforoCu uapauo is s^odoced, the load is not matched 
to the discharge circuii. This reduces teu rrecciieu circuit 
efficiency used above by an amount which depends on the matching. At 
higher temperatures, axial and radial radiation losses become so 
important that it is no longer valid to neglect them. The variation 
of thermal conductivity with temperature for zirconia (Fig. (2.20)) 
shows an increase at higher temperatures. This is because, as the 
temperature rises, radiation losses through the felt's fibres increase 
so that more and more radiation is being lost from the interior of the 
felt directly,to the heat shield. The effective radiation shape 
factor will therefore be smaller than the value used. Finally, the 
addition of Cu vapour to the discharge may increase its axial thermal 
conductivity.
5.6 CM^LCLUSIO
The comparisons of results in Sections (5.4.5) and (5.5.5) show
that the computer models the various forms of insulation with
varying success. In the case of the Mo sefgaents, this is ppatty 
because of the large variation in contact area which exists in reality 
between concentric rings. If adjacent rings were isolated, they would 
each have a different temperature gradient. While this effect is 
probably smoothed out in the discharge tube, the inner temperature of 
adjacent segments will still be slightly different. Another source of 
error in the description of the segments is the neglect of thu ^fctt 
which the gaps have. However, an equally serious error, which only 
shows up in the case of the ceramic insulation, is the oelCrtU f
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axial heat loss processes. This only seems to become important at 
lasing • temperatures, but this is exactly where the model should be 
most accurate. In order to model the temperature gradients with
greater accuracy, it will be necessary to include the axial processes, 
as well as improve the estimates of the actual proportion of the
supply power which is dissipated in the discharge.
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Prad 30
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P1 con 67
P 1conv
TABLE 5.2
VARIABLE VALUE
Tg 1250 K
C1 0.3
“2 0.3
h -2 -15 (Ref. 3)
kg 0.08 (Ref. 3)
84 Wnf 1K“1
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CHAPTER 6
6 GOLD VAPOUR LASER
6.1 INTRODUCTION
1 _QThe gold vapour laser (GVL) J belongs to the same class of 
lasers as the CVL (Section (1.1.2)), but operates at a slightly higher 
temperature. The GVL system described in this chapter is designed to
provide laser light at 628 nm for research into the treatment of
n 5cancer. Hematoporphyrin Derivative (HPD) ’ is a dye which, when 
injected into humans or animals, is flushed out of healthy tissue, but 
retained by cancerous tumours. Unlike most body tissue;, HPD has a 
large absorption cross-section at 628 nm, so that the output of the 
GVL can be used to selectively irradiate the cancer tumour and destroy 
it without harming the surrounding healthy tissue. The short laser 
pulses produced by the GVL give high peak powers which may be an 
advantage in the treatment when compared with CW dye lasers of similar
average power.
6.2 LASER SYSTEM
The gold vapour laser system is contained within a single chassis 
as shown in Photo. (6A). The laser head is mounted on top with the 
controls on an angled face along one side. Inside the chassis, the 
power supply components are placed at one end (Photo. (6B)), the 
thyratron oil box and cooling system in the middle (Photo. (6C)) and 
the vacuum system at the other end (Photo. (6D)). Power and water
enter the chassis at ground level at one end. The whole chassis is
mounted on wheels
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6.2.1 LASER HEAD
The laser head is exactly the same as that described in 
Section (2.6). Ceramic insulation is used, with zirconia felt wrapped
round a recrystallised alumina tube (Purox, Morgan Refractories) which 
is 95 cm long, 25.5 mm ID and 32 mm OD. Molybdenum sheet is used both
for the radiation shield in the vacuum gap and for the electrodes.
The laser head is enclosed within a "perspex" box to shield the high
voltage components.
6.2.2 VACUUM SYSTEM '
The vacuum system consists of two rotary pumps (Edwards E2M5) 
with a number of gauges and valves, as shown schematically in 
Fig. (6.1). One pump keeps the discharge cavity under vacuum when the 
laser is off, to minimize the buildup of contaminant levels. It also
removes the buffer gas and contaminants from the cavity when the laser 
is running. The other pump is used solely to evacuate the vacuum 
jacket. The solenoid valves (Edwards PV25EK) are wired up so that 
they shut if the power to the laser is interrupted, thus preserving 
the vacuum. The solenoid valve in the discharge cavity system can 
also be opened or closed manually from the front panel. The air 
admittance valves (Edwards PVA10EK) open if electrical power is lost. 
This allows air into the space between the pumps and the solenoid
valves and so prevents oil being sucked back from the pumps into the
system. The pressure gauge next to the pump in the cavity system is 
an Edwards Controller 503 with a PRM1OK Pirani gauge head. This
covers the pressure range from 1000 mbar to lo mbar. The gauge also
has a relay facility with two set points. The low pressure relay is
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«2set to 2x10 mbar and is connected to a relay in the laser power
supply. This relay is set so that operation of the laser is not
-2possible if the cavity pressure is above 2x10 mbar. This prevents 
the laser being damaged by running it up to temperature while there is
an air leak. The high pressure relay is set to 2 mbar to switch the 
system off if a leak develops while the laser is being run. A capsule 
dial gauge (Edwards CC3), which measures from 0 to 125 mbar is used to 
measure the buffer gas pressure in the discharge cavity. The buffer 
gas used is neon (BOC Research Grade). The pressure and flow rate are 
determined by the two fine control valves at each end of the cavity, 
with the coarse flow control valve shut. To evacuate the cavity, the 
coarse flow control valve is fully opened. The neon bottle regulator 
is left fully opened, and the neon is brought into the system by the 
ON/OFF valve. A pressure gauge on the front panel shows when the neon 
bottle.is empty. The neon cylinder is size 5(D) (BOC). In the vacuum 
jacket system. the pressure gauge is an Edwards Thermocouple 507 with 
a thermocouple TC1 gauge head. There are no relays on this gauge. A 
leak in this system will only reduce the effectiveness of the thermal 
insulation. Both systems are connected between the solenoid valves 
and the laser head by flexible metal tubing (25 mm ID) and then a 
short length of green plastic tubing. The piping on the gas supply 
side is Swagelok 1/4". A metre and a half of green plastic tubing 
connects the cavity gas input (on the cathode flange) to the gas 
supply, to stop the discharge going to earth via the . gas supply
system.
6.2.3 THYRATRON
The thyratron used is a hollow anode EEV CX1625, as described in
Section (2,4). However, the grid and heater supplies are different
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from those used before.
The cathode and reservoir heaters are supplied from the same 
variac and transformer. The variac is a 0-240 V, 2 A transformer. 
The heaters require 6,6 V and 44,5 A, 37.5 A for the cathode heater 
and 7 A for the reservoir heater. The transformer (TEC) has a voltage 
ratio of 240:6.6 with a secondary current rating of 50 A. The heater 
tags on the thyratron are connected to the heater supply circuit as 
shown in Fig. (6,2). The capacitor C in Fig. (6.2) consists of three, 
0,47 pF, 1000 V polypropylene capacitors connected • in parallel. This
protects the heater circuits from high voltage spikes generated when 
the thyratron switches.
The grid supply circuits are shown in Fig. (6.3). The three 
thyratron grids are numbered GO, G1 and G2, running from the cathode 
to the anode. The trigger unit output is labelled G1 and G2. The 
trigger unit G1 output voltage is 140 V DC and is connected to the 
thyratron GO via an 820.O., 50 W aluminium dad resistor to provide a 
170 mA DC priming current. The required current is recommended by EEV 
to be between 150 and 200 mA. The trigger supply G2 output provides a 
bias of -200 V and the pulses required to switch the thyratron. It is 
connected to both G1 and G2 on the thyratron via the circuit shown in 
Fig. (6.3). The resistors are RS 17 W wire-wound ceramic ones. The 
capacitor is a 1000 V polypropylene capacitor. This circuit provides 
pulses to both G1 and G2, but only G2 is negatively biased. The 
10 kn resistor keeps G1 at cathode potential in the interpulse 
period. As in Sections (2.3.4) and (2.3.5), the resistors are 
wire-wound to provide a large inductive impedance to spikes travelling
back to the trigger unit and to aid in recovery of the thyratron. The 
cables running from the trigger unit to the thyratron are coaxial and
are wound round a ferrite core five or six times to help to prevent
spikes from going back to the trigger unit through the braid of the
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cables.
The thyratron is mounted in a tank under oil. The tank also
contains the grid supply circuits, the charging diode and the inlet
and outlet pipes for the oil cooling system. The thyratron is mounted
onto a stainless steel plate which, in turn, is mounted on a perspex
base which sits about 12 cm above the base of the oil tank. Holes
drilled in the steel plate allow oil to circulate in the tank. The
perspex base isolates the thyratron from the tank, so that the tank 
partially screens the rest of the system from the RF noise radiated by 
the thyratron. The structure which supports the thyratron and other 
circuit components can be lifted out of the tank for easy
maintenance. Steel legs in each corner of the tank slot into
corresponding holes in the thyratron support structure to guide it 
into place. Cool oil is directed onto the thyratron end cover which
contains the heater circuits. The cooling oil is removed from near
the surface of the oil so that the oil is forced to move up from below 
the perspex base to cool the- thyratron body. The grid supply circuits
are mounted onto a perspex plate which is mounted vertically next to
the thyratron. The storage capacitors are mounted above the oil and 
are connected to the thyratron anode by a stainless steel rod. A 
probe connection is included for monitoring the thyratron heater 
voltage. On two sides of the tank, welded to the rim, are supports on
which the structure can be rested for inspection. The supports are
flexible enough to be easily bent back as the structure is lifted out
of the oil. When released, they spring back and support the
structure.
6.2.4 CHARGE AND DISCHARGE CIRCUIT
The circuit is almost exactly the same as that used for the CVL
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(Fig. (2.2)), with one or two minor changes. The 150 mH charging 
inductor Lq is made by TEC. It is rated to 10 kV, 1.0 A, and is 
designed to run at 10 kHz with air cooling. The storage capacitor Cs
is mounted directlyabovethe thyratron and is connected to the laser
cathode by coaxisi. cade, instead of being mounted at the laser
cathode as in the CVL. The earth of the whole system has been chosen
to be on the aluminium rail on which the laser head is mounted rather
than the thyratron cathode. The thyratron cathode is therefore
floating. The laser chassis is earthed at a point on the rail next to
the laser cathode end of the laser’s coaxial return.
In order to protect various sensitive components, such as 
voltmeters, from the electrical noise generated by the discharge 
circuit, a number of noise reduction and protection techniques are 
used. To prevent high voltage spikes travelling along wires, they are 
wrapped around ferrite cores. Polypropylene capacitors (0.1 pF, 
1000 V) are used to provide a low impedance path to ground for high 
voltage spikes. Finally, coaxial cable screening and metal boxes are
used to reduce the amount of radiated noise.
6.2.5 POWER SUPPLY
The whole laser system is run from a three-phase power supply.
The three-phase supply is transformed and rectified to produce the
high voltage DC supply for charging the storage capacitors. The other 
components in the system which require single-phase power at 240 V, 
such as the vacuum pumps and trigger supply are run from ones of the 
three phases. The circuit diagram is shown in Fig, (6,4).
The three phases, plus a neutral and an earth, enter the system
via a three-phase plug. An isolating switch next to the plug connects 
the circuit to the supply. Each phase then goes through a fuse (FI to
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F3). A red lamp (01 to 03), connected across each phase and 
positioned on the front control panel, shows that all three phases are
on. There are a number of interlocks on the system, all connected
through to relay G, which is placed in front of the standby switch in 
the circuit. The interlocks are for the three back panels, the laser 
head's perspex cover, the vacuum in the discharge cavity and the water
pressure. Lights on the front control panel show that the interlocks
are closed. These are wired in series so that if a door interlock is
open, the vacuum and water lights will not come on, even though they 
may be OK. Both the vacuum and water pressure relay settings can be 
adjusted if required. When all the interlocks are shut, the standby 
ON switch can be pressed. The standby ON button on the front panel 
starts a fifteen minute timer and sends power to the trigger supply, 
the thyratron heaters and the oil pump). The fifteen minute delay is 
to allow time for the trigger supply and thyratron to warm up. An
amber light on the front panel shows that power is being supplied to 
the thyratron heaters. After the fifteen minutes, relay F shuts and
allows the high voltage to be switched on. A green light on the front
panel shows that the system is ready. The variac voltage is displayed 
on a voltmeter on the front panel before the HT is turned on to show
where the variac is set. After another set of fuses (F4 to F6) there
is a transformer on each phase. These are 24:0,24 V transformers with 
a secondary current maximum of 20 A. By connecting the secondaries to
each phase, and then rectifying the AC output, the AC current in each
phase can be monitored. Relay H then trips out the high voltage
supply if the AC current becomes too high. The HT ON switch is
connected to contactor B. When B closes, there is a 0.2 second delay
before contactor C closes and the full AC current reaches the
transformer. This delay is needed because the state of the
transformer's core is unknown. If it is in a saturated state), or the
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initial crerent flow whioii charges up the circuit’s stray capacitance 
causes - ii to saturate, the AC relay would cause the power to trip
out. The resistor in parallel with contactor C allows a small current 
tf tlow while the transformer core stabilizes and the circuit’s stray 
capacitance charges up. The transformer is a delta-star three-phase 
transformer (TEC), rated to 8 kV, 9 kVA. The high voltage output from 
the transformer is rectified by a three-phase diode bridge 
(CD Rectifiers). The six diodes in the bridge are each made up of two
J-Ea 9000-0.7 modules in series. Each of the modules can hold off
9 kV and pass 0.7 A. The bridge is therefore rated to 18 kV, 2.1 A. 
The maximum DC voltage that this arrangement can produce is 10.8 kV.
The DC overload relay is positioned on the earth side of the DC
circuit. A 100., 50 W resistor in series with the thyratron cathode
and diode bridge produces a voltage drop across relay J in parallel 
with it. This relay will trip ou0 tho highvottago ff the DC current
becomes too large.
6.2,6 OPTICAL COMPONENTS
As in the CVL, the optical cavity consists of a total reflector 
(research quality, flat, circular aluminium mirror) and a flat 
Spectrosil B polished window as the output coupler. Both mirrors
are mounted on standard gimbals (Ealing) which are mounted in turn on
pins screwed into the rail. The output coupler is at the anode end.
There is about 65 cm between the output coupler and the end of the 
rail to leave space for the optical components necessary for coupling
the light into an optical fibre.
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6.2.7 • COOLING SYSTEM
The laser and fclay]aat2oon are both water* cooled; the laser directly 
and the thyratron inddreetty. hhe watersupply cemesdirectly from 
the mains through, a water reeay (Flowline), which is preset to trip 
out the high voltage supply if the water pressure drops below a 
certain level. From there, the water runs through a heat exchanger 
which cools the oil flowing through the thpratron tank. The oil is 
circulated in this loop bp a pump (Totton Electrical Products; 
tppe DP30/3).
6)3 RESULTS
6.3.1 CURRENT AND VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS
This section describes and explains the current and voltage 
waveforms which occur in the GVL under various experimental 
conditions. In each case, the supply voltage, PRF and neon pressure 
is given. Unless stated otherwise, the storage capacitance was- 7.2 nF 
and the peaking capacitance was 3.6 nF. For the single trace 
photographs, a Tektronix 5%3B oscilloscope was used, whereas the dual 
trace photographs were taken from a Tektronix 555 dual trace 
oscilloscope. The voltage and current pulses were monitored with 
Tektronix P6015 High Voltage probes and a T&M Research Products 
current probe (type W-4-001-2.5FC) respectively.
Photographs (6.1) to (6.3) show the same discharge voltage pulse 
on three different timescales. The PRl wae 1.1 HHz, tee suplty 
voltage was 4.1 kV and the neon pressure was 25 mbar. The voltage was 
not high enough to break down the neon sufficiently for the load to be
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well-matched. Therefore, after the neon started to break down at the
peak of the voltage pulse, the collapse of the voltage across the 
discharge gap only lasted for about 200 ns. The voltage pulse then 
showed three distinct types of oscillation, each characteristic of one
loop in the discharge circuit. The first set of oscillations had a
duration oo 300 ns and can bb seen moss cleaaly in Photo. (6,2), 
starting 400 ns after the start of* tte pulle. ITems were due to the 
mismatch in energy transfer between Cg and C^. From equ. [2.1], the 
inductance of the thy^^on-^-^ loop was calculated to be 0.95 pH,
using the period of these oscillations and the capacitance of C and, s
C in seline. The second set of oscillations were those shown in the P
first 20 pp of Photo. (6.3). Thess weee hhavily damped, but the 
resonance I^^l^□^od was estimated to bb 5.6 ps ffom tilts duration of the 
first eayf-lycyn of the oscillations. This corresponded to the period 
of the 0hyratron-Cs-L^ loop). The oscillations occurred because a 
hollow anode thyratron was used, and were damped because of the 
increasing resistance of the thyratron as the plasma in the hollow
anode was used up in reverse conduction. The third set of 
oscillations had a er^dd oU d ss andmrd ere to the remaining energy 
in the circuit oscillating in trie Cp-Lb loop).
Photographs (6.6) to (6.6) show the thy^^on anode voltaee on
different timescales when the load was overmatched as above. In this
case, the storage utlatttlnae sa3 6.6 nF, eds pppy dv yottnre sas 
2.2 kV, the PRF was 2 kHz and the neon pressure was 15 mbar. In 
Photo. (6.0), the voltage drop to the arc level was as expected, but 
in Photo, (6.5), there wem oscillations equivalent to those shown in
Photos, (6.1) to (6.3). The first set, in tth d0errtorn6- .- lloo,
s p
can just be seen up to 2 ps after the start of the pulse in 
Photo. (6,5). Then, reverse aonduction in the tby:ratirron due to
oscillations in the teylatlon-Cg-Lb loop show as the negative swings
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in Photo. (6.5), 4 and 10 ps after the start of the pulse. Finally,
both these oscillations and those in the C -L. loop can be seen P h
superimposed on the charging voltage waveform in Photo. (6.6).
When the GVL was lasing and the load was well matched, the supply 
voltage could not be increased much above 6 kV without the thyratron 
"hanging up". Also, while the laser was heating up, the thyratron 
hung up at seemingly random intervals. Photograph (6,7) shows the 
thyratron anode voltage. The supply voltage was 6 kV, the PRF was 
5 kHz and the neon pressure was 25 mbar. It can be seen that the 
anode voltage rose to between 200 and 400 V after 2 ps and then fell 
to about 100 V before starting to increase again as charged up.
There was a large amount of amplitude jitter in the waveform, due to
discharge instabilities. Occasionally, the voltage rose above the
reignition voltage and the thyratron "hung up".
Photographs (6.8) to (6.13) show the changing voltage waveform on 
the laerr cathdde aa the laser heated up. As with the CVL, the pulse
width narrowed and tee pulse height fell as the matching improved and 
the discharge impedance dropped. In Photo, (6.12), the pulse height 
was only -4.6 kV. At this point, the neon was being flowed very fast 
through the cavity, so ehd density of contaminants was low. The
resulting "pure" neon discharge had a very low impedance as shown by
the low peak voltage. When hhr flow rate was reduced, the discharge 
pulse height increased (Photo. (6.13)) as the density of contaminants 
in the discharge rhsd.
The current pulss gooig tlhough the Wynton when the laser was 
cold is shown in Photo. (6.14). Tth supply voltage was 5.25 kV, the 
PRF was 2 kHz and the neon u’raaure was 20 mbar. The first peak was 
the current flowing in the ehyratrhn-Cs-Cu loop as Cq pulse charged 
Op. At low laser trmprraturee, the discharge took longer to form, so 
there was a delay between hhe current which charged and the second
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peak, which was the remaining charge on C discharging into the s
laser*. . During the interval between these two current pulses, the
current in the thyratron-C -C loop reversed, but the peak reverse s p
current pulse was only one third of the peak forward pulse. The
slower risetime of the second peak compared to the first one shows
that the inductance of the thyratron-C -laser loop was larger than s
that of the thyratron-C -C loop. The smaller oscillations after the s p
second peak were caused by the mismatch in the circuit so that current
continued to oscillate after the main pulse. When the discharge was 
at its optimum temperature, there was little or no current oscillation
in the circuit after the main pulse.
Photographs (6.15) to (6.23) show the thyratron anode voltage and
current (the upper and lower traces, respectively, on the dual trace 
photographs) and the laser cathode voltage as the laser warmed up. 
The circuit conditions are shown under each photograph. As the PRF 
increased and the laser heated up, the delay between the two parts of 
the current pulse decreased. When the delay reached zero 
(Photo, (6,19)) the negative swing in the anode voltage started to 
disappear. Eventually, when the GVL was lasing, the current pulse had 
the expected double hump shape and the anode voltage only became 
slightly negative (Photo. (6.23)).
Photographs (6,24) to (6.30) show the laser cathode and thyratron 
anode voltages. In each photograph, the upper trace was the laser
cathode voltage and the lower trace was the thyratron anode voltage.
The extra noise on the traces compared with the other dual traces was
due to the fact that the two probes were grounded at different points
in the circuit. Therefore, there was coupling between the grounded 
screens of the two coaxial cables bringing the signals from the
voltage probes to the oscilloscope. The neon pressure was kept 
between 20 and 24 mbar. Photographs (6.24) and (6.25) show the same
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traces, but on a different timebase. The laser voltage was 
overmatched, as was expected when the laser was warming up. 
Photographs (6.26) to (6.30) then show the usual pattern as the laser 
heated up. The two traces follow each other almost exactly, showing 
that after the thyratron switched, the thyratron anode voltage was 
dependent on the laser cathode voltage, and hence on the impedance of 
the discharge.
Photographs (6,31) to (6.36) show how the thyratron anode voltage
and current (Photos. (6.31), (6.33) and (6.35)) and the laser voltage
(Photos. (6.32), (6,34) and (6.36)) varied with the PRF.
Photographs (6.31) and (6,32) were taken at 400 Hz, Photos. (6.33) and
(6.34) at 1 kHz and Photos. (6,35) and (6.36) at 2 kHz, In each case,
the supply voltage was 6.3 kV and the neon pressure was 20 mbar. The
discharge was run at 400 Hz and the photographs at higher PRFs were
taken within one minute of increasing the frequency to avoid changing
the wall temperature significantly. Increasing the PRF had no effect
on the initial current pulse which charged up from Cg because that
was dependent solely on the voltage to which C was charged and the s
inductance of the loop. However, the second part of the current pulse
did depend on the PRF. As the frequency increased, and the discharge
impedance decreased (shown in the laser voltage pulses:
Photos, (6,32), (6.34) and (6,36)), the current flowing from C intos
the discharge in a single pulse increased. At the same time, the
amount of current left oscillating in the circuit after the second
part of the current pulse decreased.
6.3.2 LASER PULSE
The laser pulse photographs were taken from a Tektronix 519
oscilloscope. The laser beam was directed into an ITL TF1850
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photodiode (Section (4.3)) in an arrangement similar to teah of 
Fig. (4.2) except that the photodiode was lo^si'tioned divcc-tly in line
with the llaer1
Photographs (6.33) to (6.41) show the GVL laser pulse under 
different conditions. In Photo. (6.37). her laser was just above 
threshold and was tiil1 warming up. The PRF was 10 kHz and the neon
pressure was 25 mbar’. As the laser continued to edah up, the initial 
spike became llrger and the pulse developed abroad il. l. The GVL 
pulse at 1.5 W and 25 mbar of neon is shown in Photo. (6.381. The 
indentations in tth pulse were 10.6 ns apart. The cavity leig^th was 
162 cm, so the Interval between heese indentations corresponded to hhe 
round trip time in tti^ cavity. Something within ahe cavity was 
absorbing the laser light. Figure (6.5) shows the variation of the 
average laser power with the edhe pressure, up to 100 mbar. 
Photographs (6,39) and (6.40) show the effect of pressure on the laser 
pulse and were taken at 50 and 100 ' mbar, respectively. The effect of 
increasing the pressure appeared to be to reduce the size of the 
population inversion after hhr initial spike so that the amount ff
energy In tth tall of the ulse r eocaaard6. mallly . err PRF was
decreased to 5 hHz asd Photo. (6.4)) war taken the wall
temperature had time to chaegr1 The erhe pressure was 25 mbar. The
pulse appeared to be almost exactly the same as teaa of Photo. (6.38),
which was taken under the same conditions, but atA10 kHz. The average
power at 5 kHz could not be measured. The absence of any change in
the GVL pulse shape with the PRF is due to the energy level structure
of gold (Fig. (6.6)). Since the lower level of the 628 nm hraesiaihe
lida over 2.5 eV above ground (compare this with the copper energy
levels in Fig. (113))) the high gas tdmueraturd does not significantly 
2populate the level. It is possible to run a GVL at PRFs of up
g
to 20 kHz without any reduction in the laser efficiency . However,
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2because the level lies close to ground, it is difficult to get
the 312 ran line to lase.
6.4 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
With the GVL system as described above, it was possible to get
between 1 and 1.5 W consistently at a PRF of 10 kHz. If more power is 
required, it will be necessary to make some changes to the system.
The easiest method of obtaining more power is to increase the 
length of the active zone by smoothing out the axial temperature 
gradient. This could be done by replacing the Mo heat shield near 
each end with a higher reflectivity material. Secondly, hydrogen 
could be added in small amounts to the neon buffer gas 
(Section (4.7.2)). Finally, since the GVL can be run at higher PRFs 
than CVLs of comparable bore diameters with no reduction in the 
efficiency 6, the circuit could be altered to run at a higher PRF to 
obtain a higher average power. This would be an expensive alteration 
however, because the trigger unit would have' to be modified and the
charging inductor would have to be replaced.
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• CHAPTER 7
7 DISCHARGES .CONFI^N^jEH-BI-METAL-SEGMENTS.
7.1 ' INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes the experiments carried out with
metal-walled discharges and some theories to explain their use. 
Preliminary experiments were carried out to determine the feasibility 
of running pulsed discharges in long metal tubes and their operating 
conditions. The results of these experiments were then used in the 
design of the metal CVL discharge tubes. Theories to explain the use 
of discharges confined by metal walls and their application in the
copper vapour laser discharge are discussed in Sections (7.3) to
(7.6).
7.2 EXPERIMENTS
7.2,1 DISCHARGES IN LONG METAL TUBES
In order to investigate the distance which a pulsed -discharge 
will penetrate into a metal tube, the apparatus shown in Fig. (7.1) 
was used. A long glass tube enclosed the metal tube. The ends of the
glass tube were stopped with rubber bungs, with the electrodes pushed
through the bungs. The gap between the electrodes was filled with a
continuous length of brass, either a 139 cm long, 3.8 cm 0.D,, 3.6 cm
I.D. tube, or two 70 cm long pieces of gauze wrapped into a tubular
shape. The two pieces of gauze touched so that they formed a
continuous length of metal. The tube had 2 mm diameter holes drilled 
2every 2 cm. The gauze hole size was 0.25 mm , The cathode electrode
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was hollow, allowing the tube to be evacuated and then filled with the 
required gas. A Vacuum General Model 80-6A pressure display module 
was connected to a Vacuum General Capacitance Manometer to measure 
pressures from 10 torr down to millitorr. Helium, argon and hydrogen 
were used in turn. The system was not leaktight. The base pressure 
reached was 50 mtorr. The circuit shown in Fig. (7.2) was used, with 
a 0.5 pF capacitor initially. The capacitor was charged through the 
resistor until the voltage on it was large enough to break down both 
the spark gap and the gas in the discharge tube. The power supply
voltage was kept at 7 kV unless otherwise stated.
Figures (7.3) to (7.5) show the results obtained with the brass 
tube. In each case, the pressure was reduced gradually from about
1 torr by adjusting the gas admittance and pumping rates. The extent 
to which the discharge penetrated the tube was measured by observing 
the length of the glow through the holes in the tube. In each case, 
the discharge penetrated a constant distance from the cathode, 
independently of the gas pressure or type. However, as the pressure
dropped, the length of the glow from the anode end increased. There 
was a large pulse-to-pulse variability in the distance from the anode,
which was orobably dde to the ccrouii used. A ddisharre ovee the
whole length of the ttue iso louerdee u0 u lueU herged pr^ssur in
helium than in either argon or hydrogen. With He in the tube, the 
discharge reached about 26 cm from the anode until the pressure was 
reduced to 0.95 torr. At this pressure, the discharge suddenly
reached the whole way through the tube and continued to do so as the 
pressure dropped further. The discharge eventually stopped at
0.155 torr whee tiie seirra uvoltage una lnseUf±oUint Io leodO loon the
combination of the ssnar gaa and tth ddtuue. AAron and
hydrogen have the same uharncterietru pressure dependence (Figs. (7.3) 
and (7.4)) ; a slow increase in the length of the glow as the pressure
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is reduced and then a 'runaway” effect as the gradient of the curve
increases. When the discharge penetrated the whole tube, the
intensity of the glow was fairly uniform, apart from a dimmer section
extending from the edge of the cathode region for 10 or 15 cm. When 
the pressure became too low, usually at about 100 mtorr, the discharge 
stopped. Increasing the supply voltage started the discharge again
and enabled a lower pressure to be reached.
The inductance of the discharge loop was reduced by wrapping a 
coaxial return made of copper foil around the discharge tube, with a
narrow gap left to allow the holes in the brass tube to be seen. The
spark gap and capacitor were positioned close to the anode to minimize
the length of the connecting leads. The effect on the discharge is 
shown in Fig. (7.5) for hydrogen. Comparing this with Fig. (7.4), it 
can be seen that reducing the circuit inductance reduced the 
penetration distance for a given pressure.
The supply voltage was increased from 6,5 kV to 10 kV without any 
noticeable variation in the length of the glow at the cathode end.
The ngnggh gf ege cathode glow was therefore independent of the 
voltage, gas pressure and type, and was probably dependent principally 
on the geometry of the electrode and metal tube.
In order to study the structure of the discharge, the brass tube
was replaced with the gauze described above. Using hydrogen, the 
discharge moved further into the tube as the pressure was reduced, 
until, at 0.2 torr, it reached the whole length. Small flashes of 
light could be seen at random points on the walls. The density and
frequency of these flashes was higher nearer the anode. The discharge
could be seen to extend radially out to the gauze walls over the whole
length of the tube. Also, striations could be seen running from about
50 cm from the anode to a dimmer region before the start of the
cathode glow. These striations varied in position and length from
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pulse to pulse, but were typically between 1 and 4 cm long. 
Occasionally the striations disappeared and the glow became uniform. 
Between the anode and cathode glows there was a dim region of length 
10 to 15 cm. The discharge was much brighter at both the cathode and
anode ends than in the middle.
The 0.5 pF capacitor was replaced by a 1.8 nF strontium titanate 
one in order to increase the PRF of the discharge. Again, using 
hydrogen at a pressure of about 0,15 torr1, the discharge extended over
the whole length of the gauze with a similar structure to that 
described above for the larger capacitor, although the striations were 
absent. The glow filled the whole cross-section of the tube, apart 
from the middle region, where it narrowed slightly, moving away from 
the walls. The small flashes of light at the wall noted above were 
present again, and increasing the supply voltage caused them to
increase in number.
In order to allow observations of the voltage on a long metal 
tube placed between the electrodes in a pulsed discharge, the 
apparatus shown in Fig. (7.6) was used. The electrode at one end was 
a hollow cathode, and at the other was a pin to be used as the anode.
The floating metal tube had connections made to it to allow the
voltage on it during the discharge to be measured. The ends of the
metal tube and the cathode were machined smooth to reduce field
enhancement effects. A coaxial return, made from brass gauze, was
wrapped round the discharge tube and attached to the anode. The 
electrodes were connected to the CVL discharge circuit (Fig, (2.2)). 
In order to reduce the amount of impurities in the discharge, the 
discharge was onlyrun at140 Hz. The storagecapacitance was either 
3.6 nF or 1.8 nF , thie capacitance was 1.8 nF and the voltage
to which C was changed was 6 kV, The power dissipated by the
discharge was therefore no mor e than9W. Hydrogen was us ed d, ca rry
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the discharge between the electrodes.
The photographs in Fig. (7.7) show the effect on the cathode and
floating tube voltages of changing the gas pressure and C :C ratio.s p
In Fig. (7.7(a)) and (7.7(b)), the positive spike which occurred after 
the peak negative voltage was probably due to an arc forming between
the electrodes, and the metal tube. For the first 3CC ns of the
discharge. the voltage traces shown in Figs. (7.7(d)) and (7.7(e)) had 
the same form as the current pulse was expected to have. Current
pulses were not obtained because of problems with electrical noise,
but it was assumed that the current pulse shape was the same as in
Photos. (4.11) and (4.14) in Section (4.4.4), depending on the ratio
of C to C . With C at 3.6 nF (twice C ), the voltage pulse had the s p s p » «•
double hump shape (Fig. (7.7(d))) which is characteristic of the 
mismatch in charge transfer between C and C . However. when C was 
reduced to the same size as C^, the voltage pulse showed only one peak 
(Fig. (7.7(f))). Since the voltage pulse did appear to follow the 
expected current pulse shape. the change in the shape of the pulse 
must have been due to the improved matching between Cg and C^, so that 
there was no after-current.
The discharge circuit was not well matched to the load, so that 
oscillations in the C^ -L^ loop occurred after the initial negative 
pulse (Fig;. (7.7(h))). The voltage on the floating tube at this point 
(Fig. (7.7(i))) showed a slightly different form to that of the 
cathode voltage. There were noticeable positive oscillations, but the 
voltage did not swing negative after more than 4 ps from the start of 
the pulse. This showed that current was flowing from the floating 
tube to the anode (which was earthed), so that the potential 
difference between the floating tube and anode was small. However,
when the cathode voltage became positive, there was little or no 
current flow from the anode to the floating tube, resulting in a large
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potential difference.
7.2.2 METAL SEGMENTS IN THE CkL
With the 3 cm long Mo segments (Section (2.8.4)) placed in the 
quartz tube in the CkL head, a DC discharge was started with a neon 
pressure of 40 torr. With a current of over 1 A and over 1 kk across 
the electrodes, the neon pressure was increased to 170 torr, with no 
visible sign of arcing between the segments. At this pressure, the
discharge was constricted to o diameter of less than 1 cm. When the 
pressure was reduced again, the discharge expanded.
If a pulsed discharge was started with a neon pressure of
20 torr, filamentary discharges could be seen running over the alumina 
spacers between the segments, showing that some of the discharge 
current was being conducted through the segments. The glow on the 
discharge axis was very weak. Changing the power supply voltage had 
no apparent effect. Raising the gas pressure increased the number and 
intensity of the filamentary discharges between segments. In order to 
moke the discharge run down the axis of the segments, the neon 
pressure hod to be reduced to less than 10 torr. Increasing the power 
supply voltage did not visibly affect the discharge path at low 
pressure. A thin "cathode dark space" could be seen between the edge 
of the cathode and the start of the glow. This varied in length up to 
about 2 cm, depending on the discharge conditions.
Initially, Mo rings flame-sprayed with zirconia were used os the 
innermost layer in each segment. However, after less than an hour at 
high temperatures, the rings curled up and obstructed the loser beam. 
This did not happen to Mo which had not been sprayed. After a few 
hours at high temperature, the flame-sprayed Mo rings became brittle.
The 3 cm segments were removed and reassembled in the quartz tube
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in groups of four’, so as to form 12 cm long segments (Fig. (7.8)). 
Initially, the alumina spacers could "see" the discharge. A 6 cm long 
gap was left between the cathode electrode and the nearest segment. 
Alumina segments were used to shield the o-ring round the quartz tube 
at the cathode end from the heat generated by the cathode, A 2 cm
long gap was left between the anode electrode and the nearest metal 
segment. In these experiments, the circuit shown in Fig, (2.2) was 
used, with a 9 nF storage capacitance and a 3.6 nF peaking
capacitance. Neon was used as the buffer gas.
It was found necessary to start the discharge at a neon pressure 
of no more than 6 torr in order to avoid visible arcing between the 
segments. Typically, the discharge was started at low voltage (about 
2 kV supply) and the PRF was slowly increased to about 7 kHz, with the 
pressure kept at 6 torr. To increase the wall temperature, the supply 
voltage had to be increased. However, increasing the voltage moved
the discharge back towards the windows, causing them to overheat. To 
avoid this, the neon pressure was increased gradually, keeping it as
high as possible without causing arcing between segments.
With the 12 cm long segments, an output power of 1 W was achieved 
for a supply power of 2.36 kW, When the supply power was increased to 
2,86 kW, the laser power rose to 8.4 W in twelve minutes. The neon 
pressure was 32 torr. This power level lasted for five minutes, and
then started to drop. Two effects were observed: a gradual drop in
power and an occasional flicker in the'beam accompanied by a sudden
drop in power. Within fifteen minutes, the power had dropped to 5 W. 
When the laser was disassembled and the segments inspected, the
distribution of copper on the inside surface of each segment was as 
shown in Fig, (5.10), The inner surface of every alumina ring was 
coated with copper’. Also, the zirconia felt had soaked up some
copper, thus reducing its effectiveness as a thermal insulator. The
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drop in laser power was therefore due to a combination of the copper 
rapidly migrating from the hot zono, an increasing proportion of the 
discharge current flowing through the segments via the copper-coated
alumina rings and a gradual drop in the wall temperature as the 
nirconia felt absorbed copper. Hiere were no signs of damage to
either the segments or to the alumina rings.
The segments were rearranged so as to shield the alumina rings
from the discharge and were refilled with copper. The segment lengths 
were the same as in Fig. (7.8). The rate of copper loss proved to be 
too great to run reliable laser power output exper’imeiffcs. Fifty 
minutes after lasing • started, a supply power of 4.3 kW was required to 
obtain 3 W of laser power.
The use of Mo segments proved to have an unexpected effect on the
optical modes of the laser cavity. "Waveguide" laser modes were 
observed in the form of two thin beams of green light, at slightly 
different angles, lying on the bottom of the innermaost surface of the 
segments nearest the cathode electrode. The inside of these segments
could be seen through the gap between the cathode flange and the 
coaxial return. When the alignment of the output coupler was 
adjusted, their intensity changed. Covering the aluminium mirror at
the anode end caused them to disappear. The optical path For these 
beams must have included reflections from the innermost segment walls
and the Mo electrodes, as well as from the end mirrors.
The longest segmented arrangement attempted was made up of three
groups of segments: two 27 cm lengths (each of nine 3 cm segments) and 
one 15 cm length at the cathode end. After a discharge had been run, 
the heating pattern described in Section (5.5.3) and shown in 
Fig. (5.11) was obtained. This was different from that of the 12 cm 
segments (Fig;. (5.10)). Here, the highest temperatures were nearer
the cathode end. This suggests that some of the discharge current in
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segments 1 to 9 (Fig. (5.11)) was conducted through the metal and so
the dissipation per unit length was less there. The temperatures
required for lasing were not achieved with this arrangement.
7.2.3 LONG METAL TUBES IN THE CVL
The results obtained from the 3 cm and 12 cm segments and the
experiments described in Section (7.2.1) showed that in order to use
still longer metal tubes, the buffer gas pressure had to be reduced. 
With neon, as described in Section (7.2.2?), there were problems 
associated with reducing the pressure. However, the results described 
in Section (4.7.3) showed that laser action with hydrogen as the 
buffer gas at pressures less than 1 torr was possible. Also, the 
results of Section (7.2.1) showed that a pulsed discharge in hydrogen 
could be run through a metal tube 140 cm long. Therefore, in order to 
increase the segment length, it was decided to use hydrogen. From 
Section (7.2.1), a length to diameter ratio of 40:1 seemed feasible. 
Two 40 cm lengths of 2.85 cm ID molybdenum rod were used. The Mo 
tubes were wrapped in zirconia felt and inserted into a quartz tube in
the CVL head. The gap between the two Mo tubes was approximately
1 cm. There was 5 cm between the cathode and the nearest Mo tube, and 
4 cm between the other tube end and the anode. A single length of 
copper wire (weight not measured) was placed in each tube. 
Figure (7.9) shows a schematic diagram of this arrangement.
Observations of the discharge from the cathode end (looking along 
the discharge axis) together with the discharge voltage pulses showed
the following: as contaminants evolved and the pressure increased, a
bright glow could be seen between the two Mo tubes; when the glow 
between the two tubes was brightest, the voltage pulse was most
undermatched, whereas when the glow disappeared, the pulse became
■ .’.J.'...;
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overmatched. When the discharge was switched off after running with
1 kW drawn ffom the power supply, only the Mo tube nearer the anode 
electrode was red hot (measured as 800°C).
After one more decontamination run which 2L^:st^^d for over two
hours, an attempt was made to obtain lasing action. At a PRF of
10 kHz, a suppPi vvoiaae ao 3.5 kk aad a suupPl pooer of 1,6 kW, 
lasing was observed, although the power was very low (a few 
milliwatts). It was not possible to obtain more powow kbcause the
cathode end window was coated with a brown material. The anode
window appeared to be clean. When the discharge was switched off, the 
pressure was just over 1 torr, but rapidly dropped to 0.5 tori’, 
showing that over 50% of the buffer gas had bebn composed of
contaminants.
The windows were removed and inspected. The nylon window mounts
were damaged, having been partially melted. ThT vw^I^:Ll^^^ had
hardened. The anode window had a brown annular deposit around its
rim. The cathode window had a similar deposit plus a copper-coloured 
deposit in the centre. The elements in these deposits were identified 
using an electron microprobe (JOEL Superprobe 733). The only element 
detected on the anode window was Si, from the window itself. The
brown material on both windows was lifted off by the electron beam.
In the operator’s opinion, the material was probably some sort of 
hydrocarbon. If so, it must have come from the nylon window mounts
and/or the o-rings. When the deposits on the cathode window were 
inspected, Si was again detected. Also present were S, Ni, Cr, Fe and 
P, showing that sputtering from the stainless steel flange must have 
occurred. Molybdenum and copper may have been present, but at very
low levels. The relative concentrations of these elements was not
known.
While the discharge was running, the'brown material appeared on
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the windows first. It is possible that the addition of the
hydrocarbons to the discharge, especially around near the cathode, may 
have affected the cathode processes. This could then have resulted in
material being sputtered frcm the steel flange and deposited onto the
window.
7.3 THEORY
7.3.1 INTRODUCTION
Having demonstrated that a copper vapour laser discharge can
operate along the axis off a met a tube, the question arises as to how 
much influence dooe tiie metal wal lhav eon the disargrge. In the 
following sections, it will be argued that the most important 
properties of the plasma in this respect are the breakdown voltages 
for various paths (as determined by Paschen's Law), the Debye iL^ng^l^h 
and the plasma frequency.
7.3.2 PASCHEN'S  . LAW
Paschen's Law (Section (1.4.2)) must apply to the gaps between
the segments as well as to the gap between the electrodes. If field
enhancement effects, due to sharp edges or to preionization, can be
neglected, it is possible to estimate the breakdown voltage for two of
the possible discharge paths between the electrodes e directly from 
the cathode to the anode through the . frcm the catboee to the 
anode via the metal ss^gnents. TTble L7.1) shhws thh breakdown 
voltages (from Fig. (LU)) at vvaroos neoo prrsssurs (at rocm 
temperature) for the direct route between the electrodes and for the
route through the segments for two segment lengths (3 and 12 cm). As
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expected, the lower the pressure, the higher is the breakdown voltage
through the segments compared with the breakdown voltage directly 
between the electrodes. Therefore, the lower the pressure, the more
likely is breakdown to be achieved directly between the electrodes. 
Although this agrees with experimental observations, account must also 
be taken of the fact that the discharge gap is overvolted, so that it 
is possible for the breakdown voltage for both paths to to be 
exceeded. Also, there are actually an infinite number of discharge 
paths between the electrodes, since the discharge current could run
onto any segment from the axial discharge and off again into the
discharge from any point.
As the wall and plasma temperatures increase, the gas density 
will decrease. Therefore, the breakdown voltage for the small gaps 
between the segments will increase as the product pd/T (where T is the
gas temperature) decreases, and so moves up the left hand side of the
Pasohen curve.
7.3.3 DEBYE LENGTH
As discussed in Section (1.2), if a metal tube in contact with a
gas discharge is too long (greater than d in equ. [1.1]), themax
potential of one end of the tube will become positive with respect to
the adjacent plasma. In this case, electrons will be attracted to the
positive end of the tube. If the flow of electrons is great enough,
an arc will form and the current in the arc will then conduct through 
the metal walls of the tube. However, under certain circumstances,
the electrons in the plasma will be shielded from the positive charges
on the walls.
If a positive charge is placed in an initially neutral, uniform 
plasma, the electrons in the plasma will move towards the charge and
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the ions will move away from it. In doing so, the charged particles
shield, the positive charge so that its electric fiiel hha no enfeeten
the rest oi the plasma. The distance vvr n whcch th n i^r^^l^d oi the
positive charge extends is given by the Debye length
2 1/2_= [ k T g / n e ])z metres 
D e o [7.1]
where T^ is the electron temperature and n is the electron density. 
In the case oi a metal tube or segment in the CVL, it part oi the wall
does become positively charged with respect to the adjacent plasma,
the electrons in the plasma nearest the wall will be attracted to it.
As they move towards the wall, they will tend to shield electrons 
iurther away irom the iield produced by the charges on the wall. Ii
the Debye length is much smaller than the tubu radius, the charge
distribution in the plasma will be such thth tth hulk no hth plasma
will be shielded irom the wall charges.
7.3.4 PLASMA FREQUENCY
Calculations can show whether or not the Debye length is short
enough compared to the tube radius ior the bulk oi the plasma to be
screened irom the walls. However, the above argument will only hold
in the case oi the CVL ii the electrons and ions can move to shield
the plasma irom the radial electric rield on a timescale much shorter
than the rhsebhme oi the current pulse. A measure oi the speed with
which the plasma can screen out any perturbation is given by the 
1plasma irequency w^ , where
w = [ n e? / m e ]1/2 rads/sec 
P o J [7.2]
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~3and n is the electron density (m ). From this, the response time of 
the plasma is estimated to be given by *
t = 0.11 / n1/2 
r secs [7.3]
7.3.5 CONCLUSION
The arguments put forward in the previous two sections suggest 
that if the electrons and ions in the plasma can move fast enough, and 
the Debye length is much less than the tube radius, the electrons in
the plasma will be isolated from the electric field produced by the 
charges on the walls. In effect, the bulk of the plasma will not
"know" whether the walls confining the discharge are metal or
ceramic.
7.4 DEBYE LENGTH AND PLASMA RESPONSE TIME IN THE CVL
In order to establish the Debye length and plasma response time 
under various conditions in the CVL discharge, equs. [7.1] and [7.3]
were inserted into the computer program which models the CVL discharge
(Chapter 3).
Figures (7.10) and (7.11) show how the Debye length and plasma 
response time vary during the first 500 ns of the discharge when the
tube is cold and the initial electron density is low. The current
pulse through the laser discharge is also shown. The curves have been 
drawn for both low and high Ne pressures. Figures (7.12) and (7.13) 
show the Debye length and plasma response time in the hot zone for
different initial electron densities when the wall temperature is near
optimum. When the tube is cold, and the neon pressure is 20 torr, the
Debye length is greater than 1 mm over most of the first 200 ns of the
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discharge (Fig. (7.10)). Of greater importance, however, is the 
plasma . response time, which is greater than 5 ns under the same 
conditions (Fig. (7.11)). This is not negligible compared with the 
risetime of the current pulse. It is likely, therefore, that the
electric field produced by charges on the walls will penetrate much
further into the discharge than the Debye length. When the neon
pressure is reduced, both the plasma response time and the Debye 
length fall (Figs. (7.10) and (7.11)). The plasma forming more than 
one millimetre away from the tube wall should therefore be shielded
from the wall charges during the whole of the discharge. When the 
tube is hot, the electron/ion density is much higher and the discharge 
forms more quickly. The Debye length is therefore very small compared 
to the radius of the tube (Fig. (7.12)) and the plasma response time 
(Fig. (7.13)) is small compared to the current risetime. It can be 
seen from Figs. (7.12) and (7.13) that if the electron density at the 
start of the pulse is increased, the Debye length and the plasma
response time become still smaller. Reducing these quantities could
be achieved by running the discharge at higher repetition rates.
7.5 MAXIMUM METAL SEGMENT LENGTH IN THE CVL DISCHARGE
Sections (7.3) and (7.4) suggest that arcing will not occur under 
suitable discharge conditions so that the maximum metal segment length 
is given by equ, [1.1]. In this section, it will be argued that the 
segment length can be increased still further.
Assuming discharge conditions such that the walls are isolated
from the plasma, positive ions will only move to the walls under 
random thermal motion. The proof for equ. [1.1] assumes that the ion 
and electron currents to the walls are equal. However, the slow
moving ions will take much longer to reach the walls than the
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electrons. During this period, the walls will be more negatively
charged than they would be in equilibrium. If the maximum gas 
temperature is taken to be 4000 K, the average thermal velocity of the 
ions is 2000 ms (equ. [3.6]). Therefore, the time taken for an ion 
to move directly to the walls from a position on the axis, assuming it 
collides with no other particles on the way, is 5 us. The ion current 
to the walls will therefore be less than the electron current during 
the current pulse as long as the walls are shielded from the plasma. 
The metal tube will therefore'be more negative with respect to the 
plasma than it would be under equilibrium conditions, resulting in a 
longer maximum metal segment length than that predicted by 
equ. [1.1]. However, under conditions where the electric field 
produced by the charges on the walls can penetrate into the plasma, 
positive ions will be accelerated to the walls by the radial electric
field. In this case, the ion and electron currents will balance each
other on a much shorter timescale and the maximum segment length will
be correspondingly reduced.
7.6 APPLICATION TO THE CVL DISCHARGE
7.6.1 BEFORE BREAKDOWN
In a CVL, the voltage between the electrodes falls to zero before 
each pulse. Therefore, the axial plasma potential will also drop to 
zero. However, there ' may still be a radial electric field, since the 
positive ion sheath will only disappear when the plasma fully 
recombines, which does not happen at high PRFs in the CVL. The 
potential difference between each segment and the adjacent plasma is 
therefore dependent on the charge density remaining in the tube from
the previous pulse. Therefore, the initial charge on a segment
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depends on whether the tube is cold and filled only with the buffer 
gas, . or whether it is hot and there is a large metal vapour density. 
When the tube is cold, the charge density in the tube is comparatively 
low, so that the segment potential will be cIoio to the plasma 
potential at the start of the pulse. It is probably at this point 
that Paschen breakdown between segnents can take place if the sum of 
the breakdown voltages between the segments is less than the breakdown
voltage between the electrodes. When the CVL is hot, the electron/ion
density at the start of each discharge is very high (of the order of 
10 -310 cm or greater). In effect, there is already a plasma between 
the electrodes. Since the plasma has not totally recombined, there
must still be an ion and electron current flowing to the walls. The 
positive ion sheath will already be in place and so, as the discharge 
builds up, only high energy electrons will be able to penetrate to the
walls.
7.6.2 DISCHARGE DEVELOPMENT
Only when breakdown starts does the DC metal segmegnt 
(Section (1.2)) apply. However, for a pulsed. in a long
coaxial tube theth aae added effects tlaat must be taken into
consideration, susu as thh epooagatton ef tth tonization wave front
and the charging up of the discharge tube walls (Section (1.4.3)). 
Since the CVL system is coaxial, there is a comparatively large 
capacitance between tth metal segments and the coaxall return. An 
electron current must therefore flow to the walls to charge this 
capacitance.
As the discharge develops, the high electron temperature means 
that , more electrons than ions will reach the wllss , charging them 
negatively. The negative charge on the tube walls will repel
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electrons and attract positive ions. However, if the Debye length and
plasma, response time are small compared with the tube radius and
current risetime, respectively, the developing plasma will be shielded
from the wall potential. As the discharge develops, positive ions 
will move to the walls. If this flow is fast enough, part of the tube 
will become positively charged with respect to the plasma during the 
current pulse. In this case, electrons will move to the part of the 
tube which is positive with respect to the plasma potential, causing a 
discharge to form between the cathode electrode and the nearest part 
of the metal tube. Then, even if the gas does break down, the metal 
tube and the discharge plasma must be regarded as two conductors in
parallel, each with a certain inductance and resistance. The 
discharge current will divide between them according to the ratio of 
their * impedances and the laser efficiency will be correspondingly
reduced. This arguunent suggests thiat the current pulse should be as 
short as possible to ensure that as much of the discharge current as
possible has been dissipated in the plasma before the potential of the
walls rises above that of the plasma at any point.
7.6.3 AFTERGLOW PROCESSES
By the end of the discharge pulse, when the current has stopped 
flowing, the walls may still be negative with respect to the plasma.
If so, positive ions will flow to them to neutralize their charge.
This positive ion current to the walls may increase the plasma
recombination rate. A CVL with the discharge confined by a metal tube
which is negatively biased by an external circuit would produce a
significant improvement in the optimum PRF. In this case, the metal
tube would act like the control grid in a thyratron. It could also be
used to switch the laser discharge, thus removing the need for a
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thyratron.
7.7 CONCLUSION
The copper vapour laser is, at present, limited in its
applications and ease of use because of the requirement that the
buffer gas be flowed through the laser tube to remove contaminants. 
For CVLs to gain wider acceptance, the next stage of development
should be directed towards the use of materials which are free of
contaminants in orddr thht sealed-off tubes may be built. The results 
described above have shorn that metal walls maa be used to confine the
CVL discharge unddr cent^ n conditisnF. Errthor work whoi show 
whether CVLs of this ttye can compete in terms of power output and 
efficiency with certmrc-idsultted, flowing buffer gas CVLsn
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TABLE 7.1
Ne PRESSURE (torr) 5 10 20
BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE (kV)
3 cm SEGMENTS (a)
7.1 5.6 6.2 7.4
BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE (kV)
12 cm SEGMENTS (b)
2.3 2.0 2.4 3.1
BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE (kV)
ANODE - CATHODE (c)
1.2 2.3 4.0 6.0
(a) Twenty-three, 3 om segments; 0.5 cm gap between segments;
2 cm between the anode and the nearest segment;
8 cm between the cathode and the nearest segment.
(b) Six, 12 cm segments; one, 6 cm segment; 0.5 cm gap between 
segments; 2 cm between the anode and the nearest segment;
7 cm between the cathode and the nearest segment.
(c) 90 cm between electrodes.
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FIGURE 7.8 : SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF ARRANGEMENT WHICH 
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FIGURE 7.9: SCHEMATIC OUTLINE OF THE COPPER URPOUR LASER WITH 
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APPENDIX A
A.1 INTRODUCTION
This appendix describes the inductance charging of a capacitor
from a DC power supply. It is divided into three sections : a general 
1analysis of inductive charging ; a discussion of the effects of
magnetic cores and air gaps; and the design of a charging
inductor 112.
A.2 ANALYSIS OF DC INDUCTIVE CHARGING
The assumptions used in the following analysis are that the
effect of circuit inductances outside the charging inductor can be
neglected and that the inductance of the charging inductor is
constant.
The charging circuit is shown in Pig. (A.1), where V is the power 
supply voltage, L is the charging inductance, R is the resistance of 
the inductor and C is the capacitance to be charged. The equation for 
this circuit, in terms of q, the charge on the capacitor, is
L d2q + R dq + q = V , [A.1]
dt2 dt C
Also, the equations
q(0) = C v(0)
and
1(0) = (dq/dt)qqQ [A.2]
give the initial current i(0) in the inductor and the initial charge
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q(0) on the capacitor, when v(0) is the initial voltage on the 
capacitor’. Using Laplace transforms and the initial -conditions,
equ. [A.1] can be rewritten as .
L [ sq(s) - sq(0) - (dq/dt)t_Q ]
+ R [ sq(s) - q(0) ] + q(s)/C V/s [A.3]
Rearranged, this becomes
qCs) = CVw' 1
2 2 s s +2as+w0
+ q(0) (s+2a) + i(0) [A.4]
(s2+2as+w2) (s2+2as+w2)
o o
where a and w are given by
2 2 2 ? w 1/LC - R/4L^ = w o^
Taking the inverse transform of equ. [A.4], we get
q(t) = VC [1 - exp(-at)(cos(wt) + (a/w)sin(wt))]
+ qCO)exp(-at) [cos(wt) + (a/w)sin(wt)]
+ i(0)exp(-at)sin(wt)/w . [A.5]
Voltage and current equations can be derived from equ, [A,5] 
to give
v(t) q(t) / C [A.6]
a = R / 2L
- a
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and
i(t) = dq(t)/dt
= exp(-at) (V-v(0))sin(wt) + i(0)(cos(wt)-(a/w)sin(wt)) [A.7]
wL
Since the duration of the pulse produced by C is very small 
compared to the period of the charging cycle, thc creneni in the 
inductor can b a^jsiu^^d to be thi ammi ai thi eegnnnngi and end of
each charging cycle. Therefore, we have
1(0) = i(T)
where T is the duration of the charging cycle. Substituting T for t in 
equ. [A.7], setting it equal to i(0) and rearranging, gives us
i(0) = V-v(O)____________ sin(wT)______________ . [A. 8]
wL [exp(aT)-cos(wT)+(a/w)sin(wT)]
This can be substituted tni o esu i. [A. 6] aid [[A.7] to get the 
following general expressions for the current through L and the 
voltage on C,
i(t) = V-v(O) exp(-aT) [exp(aT)sin(wt) + sin(w(T-t))] , [A.9]
wL [exp(aT)+(a/w)snn(wT)-cns(wT)]
and
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v(t) = V + (V-v(O))exp(-aT) sin2(wT)
pw LC(exp(aT)-cos(wT)+(a/w)sin(wT)
- (oos(wT)+(a/w)sin(wT))] . [A.10]
%
If the resistance of the inductor can be neglected (effectively 
R=a=0), then equs. [A.9] and [A.10] become
i(t) = [V-v(O)] oos[(T-2t)/2VLC] , [A.11]
V(L/C) sin(T/2 VLC) ■
and
v(t) = V + (V-v(O)) sin[(2t-T)/2 VLC] . [A. 12]
• sin(T/2-VLC)
At time t=T, when C is fully charged, we have
v(t) = 2V - v(0) . [A.13]
Therefore, if the capacitor is fully discharged at the start of the
next charging cycle, it should be possible to charge C up to twice the
supply voltage. In practice, however, there are always losses, but if
these are kept as low as possible, the voltage on C will be nearly
twice the supply voltage.
Resonant charging occurs when the inductor is chosen to satisfy
Lj, = 1 / (Tr2 f2 C) , [A. 14]
where f is the charging frequency required. From equ. [A.8], it can be 
seen that when resonant charging occurs, the current at the beginning
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of the charging cycle is zero, since we have
f = 1/T = W/2-'n .
From equ. [A.6], if i(0) is zero, then we get
v(t) = V + exp(-at)[v(0) - V][cos(wt) + (a/w)sin(wt)] . [A.15]
Equation [A.15] shows that at the start of the charging cycle, the 
voltage increases slowly, thus allowing plenty of time for the 
thyratron to deionize.
If L is smaller than LR, then the current in the circuit will
reverse direction and the voltage on the capacitor starts to decrease
from its peak value unless a diode is used in series with the charging 
inductor. This maintains the voltage at its peak value until the 
capacitor is discharged, assuming that no leakages occur. However, if 
L is made too small, the inductor core may saturate due to the high 
peak current (equ, [A.20]). As the charging inductor becomes larger 
than Lr, the voltage curve becomes increasingly linear, with the 
voltage still ■ increasing when the capacitor is discharged. However, 
assuming that the circuit losses are the same, the voltage to which 
the capacitor is charged is the same as when LR is used. When linear 
charging is used, the current in the charging circuit never falls to 
zero. This can cause the thyratron to fail to recover. Figure (2.12) 
shows the current and voltage waveforms for L smaller than, equal to, 
and greater than LR.
By adding a diode in series with the charging inductor, it is 
possible to vary the charging frequency over a large range both higher 
and lower than the resonant charging frequency of the chosen inductor
while still achieving voltage doubling. However, there are practical
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difficulties with the charging current in that the range of
frequencies over which inductive charging can operate depends on the
recovery characteristics of the thyratron and the current at which the
inductor’s core will start to saturate.
A.3 MAGNETIC CORES AND AIR GAPS
By analogy with Ohm’s law written in the form
i = v / r , [A.16]
the equivalent magnetic circuit equation is
f = F / R , [A.17]
where / is the mngnetic uiux, F is the magneto-motive foree (MF) ) in 
ampere turns, and R is the magnetic reluctance. The magneto-motive 
force, F, can be regarded as the force driving the magnetic flui 
through a medium with magnetic resistance R. The current i which 
flows through the windings of the coil and the mntneCho uiex ere 
related by
I = po py N A i / 1 , [A.18]
where p^ is the permittivity of free space, p~ is the relative 
permittivity of the core material, N is the number of turns in the 
coil, A is the crfss~setnifial area of the core and 1 the mean length 
of path that the magnetic flui follows. Figure (A.2) shows the
relationship between the flux and the current in the inductor. The
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inductance of the coil is proportional to the gradient of the curve,
L = k / / 1 , [A.193
where, in an ideal inductor, k is a constant until the core starts to
saturate. As the current in the windings of the inductor increases,
the magnetic flux increases at the same rate. If the current becomes
too large (i in Fig. (A.2)), the core starts to become saturated with s
magnetic flux. Larger and larger increases in current are then
required to obtain ever smaller increases in the flux. This 
saturation causes the inductance to decrease (from equ. [A.19]), which 
in turn increases the peak current;, since we have
i = V C/L)1/2 . [A.20]
Figure (A.3) shows the effect of saturation in an inductor. In (a), 
the current waveforms are as expected for a normally operating 
charging inductor. At a higher average current in (b), the inductor 
core is becoming saturated at the peak of the current waveform, thus 
causing the peak current to increase. At a still higher average 
current, as in (c), the voltage-current characteristics repeat in 
alternate cycles, with one cycle having a much higher peak current and 
voltage than the other. In this case, the saturation has lowered the 
inductance, which increases the current, lowering the inductance still 
further, thus causing the current to increase raiidly, Aloo, since 
the inductance has decreased, the period of the charging circuit
t =HT<I^C)1/2 , [A.21]
decreases, causing the voltage increase on the capacitor to become
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more linear, and the charging current to have time to fall to zero.
If there is no charging diode, the voltage will overshoot 2V and the
current will go negative. Since the current now starts from zero, the
inductance remains higher for longer than on the previous cycle, so 
the current peak value is smaller*. The higher average inductance 
causes the length of the charging cycle to increase, ' so that when the 
capacitor discharges, the voltage on it is significantly less than 2V, 
and there is still current flowing in the circuit;. This allows the 
next cycle to start from a positive current, so that the saturation
level is reached much earlier*, causing the current to increase
rapidly, and so on. This stable arrangement occurs because there is 
an alternation between high and low average inductances in each
cycle.
The requirement of a charging inductor, therefore, is that it 
should not saturate at the expected peak charging current, i.e. that 
its hysteresis curve should be linear*. Also, the less area the 
hysteresis loop encloses, the smaller the losses will be, which will 
allow the capacitor to be charged closer to twice the supply voltage.
The solution to the problem of saturation is to include an air 
gap (or gaps) in series with the magnetic flux path. From 
equ. [A.18], if an air gap is included, the magnetic flux becomes
/ = ___________ N_1___________ , [A.22]
(1/Auu) + (1 /A u ) m mi or r s aio
where the subscripts m,a denote magnetic material and air 
respectively. Since » 1, equ. [A.22] is approximately the same as
y = N A i /" “o a a [A.23]
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Since Am=Aa if fringing effects are neglected, it can be seen from 
equs, [A.18] and [A.23] that the inclusion of an air gap has the 
effect of reducing the magnetic flux, as long as the following
inequality is satisfied
1 > 1 / ua m ur [A.24]
and all the other terms are constant. .
Figure (A.4) shows a core with an air gap of length 1 . The 8.
broken line in Fig. (A,4(a)) shows the average path of the magnetic 
flux when there is no leakage. Figures (A.4(b)) and (A.4(c)) show the 
effect on flux leakage of the position of the windings with respect to 
the air gap. If the windings cover the air gap, the MMF required to 
drive the magnetic flux round the ccre ii reduced, as is the amount of 
leakage. Figure (A.4(d)) shows ringingr of the magnetic field lines 
at the air gap (the effect of fringing is not shown in (a),(b),(c)). 
Fringing is caused by the high magnetic field intensity driving the 
flux through the aia ntnr rtt ssdde oo the air gap. This increases 
the effective area of the gap to
A = (a + l)(b + 1 ) a a [A.25]
where a,b are the cross-sectional dimensions of the core.
The air gap should be neither too long nor too short. If it is
too short, it will not increase the current level at which the core 
saturates. On the other hand, if it is too long, the inductance of 
the coil will decrease, since we have
L = p N2 A / 1 
“o a a [A.26]
At the same time, the losses due to fringing at the air gap will
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increase. As a general guide, the length of the air gap should be
less than the dimensions of the cross-section of the core to avoid
significant fringing, and at the same time, should be greater than 
0.6% of the total magnetic flux path length.
A.4 DESIGN OF A CHARGING INDUCTOR
The peak current in the inductor is calculated by equating the
- ,;jenergy stored in the capacitor and inductor half-way through the ?
charging cycle. At this point, the capacitor will be charged to the
supply voltage, so it has one quarter of its final energy. However, |
since a DC power supply is being used, half of the eventual energy to
be stored in the capacitor must be in the charging circuit, so that an
equal amount of energy must be stored in the inductor. Therefore, we U
have f
1/2 CV2 = 1/2 Li2 , [A.27] j
where i is the peak current flowing through the inductor and V is the
power supply voltage. If an inductor can be designed whose core does
A
not saturate at i, then its inductance will remain constant over the
whole of the charging cycle.
The energy stored in the inductor is given by
E = B2Vol / 2u a “o =
*21/2 Li
Therefore, the volume of the air gap is given by
*2 , 2Vol = u La “o i / a
[A.28]
[A.29]
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Ferrite cores tend to saturate if the magnetic flux density B is
greater than 0.32 T, so the inductor is normally designed so that B is 
less than 0.3 T. Iron cores do not saturate until the flux density is 
approximately 0.7 T. Equation [A.23] gives an expression for the 
magnetic flux in an inductor with an air gap. This can be rearranged
to give
N = B 1a / Uq i , [A.30]
which is the number of turns required to give a specified magnetic 
flux density. given the current and length of air gap). 
Equation [A.30] can now be substituted into [A.29] and rearranged to
get the following expression for the number of turns required,
A
N = L i / B A [A.31]
The process involved in designing a charging inductor is as follows. 
Choose the required inductance from the resonant charging condition in 
equ. [A.14]. Using this value, along with the supply voltage and size 
of capacitance to be charged, the peak current through the inductor 
can be calculated from equ. [A.20]. Equation [A.29] then allows the 
calculation of the required volume of air gap, given the maximum 
magnetic flux density allowed in the core. Finally, either 
equ. [A.30] or [A.31] will give the number of turns required, taking 
into account the cross-sectional area of the available cores, and the 
requirement that the air gap length must be less than the dimensions
of the cross-sectional area of the core so as to avoid fringing.
FIGURE A.1 : CHARGING CIRCUIT FIGURE A.2 : DEPENDENCE OF MAGNETIC
FLUX ON CHARGING CURRENT
FIGURE A.4 : FLUX PATH IN CORE WITH AIR GAP
(a) NO LEAKAGE OF FLUX
(b) ,(c) EFFECT OF POSITION OF COIL 
(d) FRINGING AT AIR GAP
FIGURE A.3 : EFFECT OF SATURATION ON 
NETWORK CURRENT AND 
VOLTAGE
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APPENDIX B
B HYDROGEN THYRATRONS
B.1 INTRODUCTION
The thyratron is a gas-filled switch capable of holding off large
voltages and conducting large currents at high repetition 
13 4rates ’ ’ . The thyratrons which have been used, in the CVL discharge 
circuit have five main components : the cathode, anode, grids, gas 
reservoir and heaters for the cathode and reservoir. Figure (B.1)
shows a schematic diagram of the thyratron. The cathode is coated fI
with a mixture of oxides which have a small work function so that when
heated, it emits thermionic electrons. The cathode is heated by the
cathode heater and is maintained at earth potential in the circuit
used. The anode is the high voltage electrode and is connected to the
high voltage components in the discharge circuit. The grids are used
to control the switching of the thyratron. The reservoir supplies
gas, either hydrogen or deuterium, and significantly extends the
operating lifetime of the thyratron by replacing gas which is absorbed
in the system. The reservoir itself is a small mass of titanium 
hydride (or deuteride) which gives off hydrogen when heated by the 
reservoir heater contained in the base of the thyratron. When the
reservoir is at a constant temperature, it maintains a constant gas 
pressure within the thyratron. 1
When the thyratron is switched on by applying trigger pulses to
the grids, the hydrogen gas breaks down, and the impedance of the 
thyratron falls to a fraction of an ohm. This allows the energy 
stored in the external circuit to be discharged through the thyratron
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and the load. When this current pulse has ended, the plasma in the
thyratron decays until the thyratron has returned to the 
non-conducting state. Thyratrons can be triggered by low-voltage, 
low-energy pulses with very little jitter*.
Figure (B.2) shows the Paschen curve for hydrogen. Thyratrons 
operate on the left hand side of this curve, where the breakdown 
voltage increases as the product pd (torr cm) decreases. This allows 
narrow gaps and low pressures to hold off very high voltages. At the 
operating pressure, which is usually a few hundreds of millitorr, the 
distance between the anode and each grid is such that the breakdown
voltage for each gap is greater than both the maximum allowed anode
voltage and the breakdown voltage for the anode-cathode gap.
B.2 OPERATION
Figure (B.3) shows ideal current and voltage waveforms for a 
thyratron, covering the whole sequence of events from triggering to 
recovery. Initially, there is a large positive voltage on the anode, 
no current flowing, and a negative bias voltage on the control grid. 
The bias voltage shields the cathode from the high anode voltage.
When a positive pulse is applied to the control grid, the cathode is 
no longer shielded from the anode and so the gas starts to break down
as free electrons are accelerated from the cathode to the anode. As
the gas breaks down, the anode and grid voltages fall and the current 
rises. The rate of rise of the current pulse is determined by the
external circuit and the rate of fall of the anode voltage. This
period, between triggering and full breakdown, is known as
commutation. A large proportion of the total amount of energy
dissipated by the thyratron is dissipated during the commutation
period. When the gas is fully broken down, the grids and anode will
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be at the arc drop voltage (of the order of 100 V, or less) which is 
determined by the impedance of the plasma and the current flowing in 
the tube. When the current falls to zero, the anode voltage becomes 
either positive or negative, depending on the mismatch in impedance 
between the discharge circuit and the load. Ideally, a small negative 
voltage on the anode is required, as this stops the thyratron 
conducting. If the load impedance is greater than the output 
impedance of the circuit, the anode voltage may remain positive, in 
which case tht tryratronwlll kpep conducting. If conduction does 
stop), tht phasas a s nhe l ubb starrt l t Sdfffss St She walls , wlsrs the 
recombination process mainly occurs. During recovery, the control
grid voltage falls towards the bias level, drawing positive ions to it 
and so speeding up the recombination process. At the same time, the 
anode voltage increases as the circuit charges up again for the next
cycle. If the anode voltage becomes too large too quickly, the
eeyaatron may break down again without a trigger pulse being applied 
to the control grid. The voltage at which the thyra^^ hangs-up is 
called the ^ignition voltage, and is usually 100 or 200 V. Resonant 
charging of the circuit storage capacitors is the best charging method 
because the time taken to reach the aeignftion voltage is a maximum.
The recovery time is the time between the end of the current pulse and 
the time at which the ^ignition voltage can be passed without hang-up
occurring. The initial gas density determines the plasma density at
the start of recovery, and as the plasma density increases, so does 
the recovery time. Teerefoat both the itiitisl gas density and tHe
rate of decay of tth sPwaca spu oa suppe Hili on the maximm pulie
repetition rate.
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B.3 DISSIPATION
When the thyratron is triggered, the anode voltage fall at time t
is given by
% = epy - A exp(t/ta) , [B.1]
where A is a constant, ea is the anode potential at a time t after
triggering, e is the initial anode voltage and t is the timepy a
constant of the fall. The time constant is strongly dependent on the 
gas density in the thyratron, decreasing with increasing density, but 
is only weakly dependent on eaa and circuit constants. A large 
proportion of the total anode dissipation occurs during the time taken
for the anode voltage to- fall to the arc level. Once the arc level is 
reached, the amount of energy dissipated drops, and remains at a small
level until a negative voltage appears on the anode at the start of
the recovery period.
The rate of rise of current during commutation is determined by 
both the rate of fall of the anode voltage and the external circuit.
The current rise can therefore be calculated from
e_y - A exp(tZt ) = e - L di/dt - (R+Z) i , [B.2]py py
where R is the load resistance and L and Z are the inductance and
impedance of the lumped pulse forming network (Fig. (B.4)). Using 
Laplace transforms, the current can be shown to be
i s A ^exp(tZta) - exp(-t/ta>] / L(1/ta + 1/tQ) , [B.3]
where ta is the circuit time constant (= L/(R+Z)).
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The energy dissipated by the thyratron during commutation is 
obtained by multiplying the current and voltage Oogtther and 
integrating over the commutation period. Thr duration of the 
commutation period can be estimated from eeu. (B.1] by assuming it is 
the time taken for e, to fall to zero. The energy dissipated is 
therefore given by
E = epy tf t / (2L (t + t)) . [B.K]
py a c a c
Equation (B.4] can be rewritten to include the peak current, which is 
determined by the external circuit, to give
E = if t / 2(t + t )ba a c (5.5]
where i, is the peak current (xe^/CR+Z)), To obtain the power 
dissipated, Equation (B.5] is multiplied by the pulse repetition 
rate. Equation (B.5] shows that the main causes of dissipation during 
commutation will be a reduction in gas density, which increases the 
anode fall time constant;, or an increase in the load resistance, which 
decreases the circuit time constant. Since the gas density is 
inversely proportional to the temperature, the density may vary in
different parts of the thyratron. In particular, if the anode is not 
cooled sufficiently, the gas density will drop near the anode, and
thus cause more heat to be dissipated during commutation and so
increase the anode temperature still further. During the steady-state
conduction period, energy is still dissipated, but provided the 
maximum recommended values for peak and average anode currents are not 
exceeded, the heating caused by this is not a problem.
Dissipation at the anode can also be caused by a negative voltage
appearing from a reflection at a mismatched load. This field will
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accelerate ions from the plasma to the anode, causing heating 
effects. The peak value of the inverse current is proportional to the
amplitude of the negative voltage present during this current flow. 
The peak inverse current is also directly proportional to the peak
forward current pulse, since the forward current pulse determines the
ion density in the anode region. It has been shown that the inverse 
icurrent is independent of the gas pressure . The power dissipated by 
the inverse current is given by
P. = k e i, f inv px b [B.6]
where epx is the peak inverss vollage and k is an empirically 
determined constant which increases with the volume of the gsid-anldr 
region in different types of ahysatson.
The energy dissipated by the thysatsln is therefore governed by 
the gas density within the thyratron and by the components in the 
discharge circuit. Provided the circuit is arranged so that the
maximum peak and average currents are not exceeded, and the load is 
matched as closely as possible to the circuit, the main source of 
dissipation will be in te- lommagaiOvd emod.. Equation [B.5] shows 
that in order to rreuce -dissipatm dt a minimum during commutation, 
the anode fall time should be as short as possible. In order for this
to happen, the gas pressure in the thyrs^m must be as high as
possible without causing recovery problems and the thyratron must be 
adequately culed to ensure that the maximum body temperature is not
exceeded.
When the CVL discharge circuit was run, its operating conditions 
were arranged so that the inverse (reflected) voltage appearing on the 
^ayrat^n anode after the discharge was always less than -2 kV, 
However, there were problems with overheating of the anode when the
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CX1535 was air-cooled (Section (2.3.3)), due mainly to losses during 
the commutation period and to inadequate cooling of the thyratron 
base. The dissipation problems were solved by immersing the CX1535 in
oil.
B.4 hollcw anode thyratrons
Conventional thyratrons can only conduct in one direction, so 
that if there is a large current reversal in the circuit which causes 
a large negative voltage to appear on the anode, any ions in the
grid-anode region which have not recombined will be accelerated 
towards the anode. If the velocity of these ions is high enough, they 
can damage the anode when they collide with it by causing the surface
to sputter. If the negative voltage is large enough, the grid-anode
gap may break down, causing more sputtering. To enable thyratrons to 
5conduct in the reverse direction, a hollow anode structure is used . 
In this design (Fig. (B.5)), the anode is a hollow box. Since there 
is a comparatively large volume in this box, the plasma there decays
slowly. If the anode voltage then swings negative, there is
sufficient plasma for the conduction of electrons from the anode to
the cathode to occur. The size and duration of the voltage reversal 
are limited by the amount of plasma contained within the anode box, 
since the plasma can only be produced during forward conduction 
without damaging the thyratron. A hollow anode thyratron (EEV CX1625)
was used in both the CVL and GVL discharge circuits (Sections (2.4)
and (6.2.3), respectively).
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FIGURE B.2: PASCHEN CURVE 
FOR HYDROGEN
FIGURE B.3 : CURRENT AND VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS OVER A 
CYCLE OF OPERATION OF A THYRATRON
FIGURE B.A: EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR THE 
DISCHARGING OF A THYRATRON- 
SWITCHED CIRCUIT
FIGURE B5: HOLLOW ANODE 
THYRATRON
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APPENDIX C
! PROGRAM TO MODEL THE KINETICS OF THE COPPER VAPOUR LASER
! DURING THE DISCHARGE PULSE
I
! INITIALIZATION OF VARIABLES
I
implicit none
real inc,inooz
real zz,dumrny,answer,reply
common reply
real ne,neold,energy,denergy,dne
real nscool,nshot
real debout(500),resout(500)
real vout(500),fout(500),rpout(500),lpout(500)
real ilout(500),i2out(500)real nmlout(500),nm2out(500),nilout(500),nl2out(500) 
real npsout(500),nmneout(500),nrneout(500),npsneout(500) real laseouty(500),laseoutg(500),lastotal(500)
real lmax(500),tempout(500)
real neout(500),cuionout(500),neionout(500),timeout(500) 
real rp,Ip,11,12,fc,fh,cone,conh,d1,d2, diam, rad,r1,r2 
real rpc,rph,lpc,lph ■
real i1,12,dil,dl2,vcs,vcp,dvcs,dvcp,vl,cs, cp 
real vlc,vlh,vcO,vs,tonreal sO,s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s8,s9
real h1,h2
real pf,psel,pel,pex,pion
real ve,v1,v2,v3,v4,v5,v6,v7,v8,v9,v10,v11,v12real vl3,vl4,v15,vl6,v17,vl8,vl9
real ncu,nm1,nm2,nll,nl2,nps,cuion
real nep,nne,nmne,nrne,npsne,neion
real c,k,q,pi,kt
real me,mcu,mne
real e0m1,e0m2,e0l1 ,e012,e0ps,el1ps,el2ps
real eOicu,em1i,em2i, elli,el2i,epsi
real eOmne,eOpsne,empsne,eOine,emine, epsine
real xmtelcu,xmtmcu,xmtlcu,xmtpscu
real xmtelne,xmtmne,xmtpsne
real xmlO,xm20,xllO,xl20,xpsO,xpsll, xpsl2
real xmOne,xpsOne,xpsmne
real X0m1,x0m2,x0l1,x0l2,x0ps, 3d. 1ps, xl2ps
real xOicu,xmicu,xlicu,xpsi
real xOmne,xOpsne,xmpsne
real xOine,xmine,xpsine
real xxcu,xxne
real twall,temp,tempold,tgas, tgasold
real time,duration,t
real rionmne, rionOne,rionpsne,rOmne,rmpsne,rOpsne 
real rionrne,rOrne,rrpsne
real rionO,rionml,rionm2,rionl1,rionl,rionps
real rml,rm2,rl1,rl2,rllps,rl2ps, rpsreal rdml,rdm2,rdl1,rdl2,rdpsl1,rdpsl2,rdpsO
real rdmOne, rdpsOne,rdpsmne,rdrOne, rdpsrne
real gO,gm1 ,gm2,gl1 ,gl2,gps
real xstimy, xstimg ■
real sumy,sumg
real 1y,1g,ii1,112,1ps0,1ps11,1ps12,ipsmne, IrOne 
real radtrapi,radtrap2
real rsppsO,rspl10,rspl20,rsppsl1,rsppsl2,rspl2m1,rspl1m2 real rsppsmne,rsprOne
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real numouty,numoutg,useabley,useableg
real angle,cavity1,reflect
real rlasey,rlaseg,nlasey,nlaseg
! variables for cool zone ; same as above, but cz stands for 
I cool zone
real nczrne, nczmne,nczpsne,nczne,nczi
real necz,neczold,tempcz,tempczold,tgascz,tgasczold
real vecz,ktcz,energycz
real h1cz,h2cz
real v14cz,v15cz,v16cz,v17cz,v18cz,v19cz
real s4cz,s6cz,s7cz,s8cz
real pioncz,pexcz,pfcz,pelcz,pselcz
real rczOi,rczmi,rczpsi,rczOm,rczOps,rczmps
real rczri,rczOr,rczrps
real xczpsOne,xczpsmne,xczmOne
real rdczpsOne,rdczpsmne,rdczmOne,rczsppsmne
real rdczpsrne,rdczrOne,rczsprOne
real dnecz,denergycz
!
j********************* SET VALUES OF CONSTANTS ******************** 
!
! set up duration of program and variables associated with 
I timing - zz is used in arrays to store only some results
!
time = 1,0e-10 
zz = time / 1,0e-9
! length of program
duration = 300.0
duration = duration * 1.Oe-9 / time
! physical constants 
c s 3.0e10 
k = 1.3807e-23 
pi = 3.14159 
q = 1.602e-19
! masses of particles 
me = 9.109534e-31 
mcu = 1.055e-25 
mne = 3.350855e-26
! energy levels
eOml = 2.236-19 
eOm2 z 2.63**19 
eOl1 z 6.07e-19 
e012 z 6.12e-19 
eOps z 9.13e-19 
ellps z 3.06e-19 
el2ps z 3.01e-l9 
eOicu z 1,24e-l8 
em1i z 1.017e-18 
em2i z 9.77e-19 
elli = 6.33e-19 
el2i z 6.28e—19 
epsi z 3.27e-19 eOmne z 2.660e-18 
eOpsne z 2.96e-l8 
empsne z 3,0e-19 '
” eOine z 3.455e-l8 
emine z 7.95e-19 
epsine z 4,95e-19
! statistical weights of each level 
gO z 2.004 
gml z 1.22
gm2 z 0.806
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gll = 0.659 
gl2 = 1.338 
gps = 2.0
!
! cross-sections
!
! cross-sections for ionization and excitation 
xOml = 3.3e-l6 
x0m2 = 2.2e-l6 
xOll = 3.5e-l6 
x012 = 7.5e-l6 
xOps = 2.4e-16 
xllps = 4.0e-15 
xl2ps = 4.8e-15 
xOicu = 3.0e-l6 
xOmne = 6,0e-l8 
xOpsne = 2,0e-l8 
xmpsne = 6,0e-15 
xOine = 2.0e-17
! elastic scattering cross-sections
xxcu = 8,0e-15 
xxne = 3.0e-l6
! momentum transfer cross-sections 
xmtelcu = 8.Oe-15 
xmtlcu = 1.0e-15 
xmtmcu = 4.0e-16 
xmtpscu = 6.Oe-l6 
xmtelne = 2.0e-l6 
xmtmne = 4.0e-17 
xmtpsne = 4,0e-17
1 stimulated emission cross-sections 
xstimy = 2.0e-15 
xstimg = 2.0e-15
!
1 lifetimes for spontaneous transitions on the lines between 
! the upper levels and the metastable levels
!
! lg is the lifetime of the green transition
! ly is the lifetime of the yellow transition 
lg = 770,Oe-9 
ly - 370.Oe-9
! lifetimes for transitions from pseudo-state 
lpsll = 20.e-9 
lpsl2 s 10.e-9 
lpsO = 100.e-9
! Ne lifetimes
lpsmne = 2.Oe-9 
lrOne = 2.Oe-9
! other constants
angle = 5.0e-5 •
cavityl = 200,0 
reflect = 0.1
! circuit constants
11 = 1.2e-6
12 = 8.0e-7 
cs z 6,5e-9 
cp z 3,2e-9 
ton z 1O.Oe-9 
r1 z 1.0
r2 = 1.0 
vcO z 10.0e3
dl z 0.9
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d2 = 0.5
diam z 0.02
rad z diam / 2.0
! gas, electron and wall temperatures and electron densities 
tgasold z 1800.0 
tgasczold z tgasold / 2.0 
tempold z 1800.0 
tempczold z tempold / 2.0 
neold z 2,0e11 
neczold z 1.Oe11 
twall z 1500.0
I Ne pressure
nep z 20.0
!
! SET INITIAL VALUES OF VARIABLES
I
! initial temperature of electrons and gas temperature 
101 temp z tempold
tempcz z tempczold 
tgas z tgasold 
tgascz z tgasczold
! initial electron densities 
ne z neold 
necz z neczold
I initial populations of Cu metastable levels 
nml z 1,0e12 
nm2 z 1.55e11
! initial total amount of energy in each laser pulse 
sumy z 0.0 
sumg z 0.0
I initial number of laser photons in cavity 
nlasey z 0.0 
nlaseg z 0.0
! initial circuit conditions 
vcs z vcO 
vcp z 0.0
11 z 0.0
12 z 0.0
301 do dummy z 1,35 
print*,* ’ 
end do
!
! title of program
I
print»,’COPPER VAPOUR LASER SIMULATION PROGRAM’ 
print*,’ ’
print*,’c G.CLARK (1986)’ 
do dummy z 1,5 
print*,’ ’ 
end do
!
! routine to change initial variables!
call menu(twall,nep,ne,necz,temp,tgas,d2,d1, diam) 
if (reply .le. 6) then
call change(twall,nep, ncu, nne,necz,ne, temp, tgas) 
end if
if (reply .eq. 7) then
call circuit(l1,12,cs,cp,vcO,r1,r2,ton)
end if
if (reply .ge. 8 .and, reply .le. 10) then 
call tube(d1,d2,diam)
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end if
if (reply .eq. 11) then
call xou(x0X1,x012,x0m1,x0ni2,x0ps,:)XL1ps,xl2ps,x0icu,xxcu) 
end if
xmicu = ((eOicu/1,0e-l8) »» 2.0) * xOicu xlicu = ((eOicu/6.3e-19) ** 2.0) * xOicu 
xpsi = ((eOicu/epsi) ** 2.0) * xOicu 
if (reply .eq. 12) then
call xne(xOmne,xOine,xOpsne,xmpsne,xxne) 
end if
xmine = ( (eOine/emine) ** 2.0) * xOine 
xpsine = ((eOine/epsine) ** 2.0) * xOine 
if (reply ,eq, 13) then
call xlase(xstimy,xstirag) 
end if
if (reply .eq. 14) then
call xmtcu(xmtelcu,xmtmcu, xmitlcu, xmtpscu)
end if
if (reply .eq. 15) then
call xmtne(xmtelne,xmtmne,xmtpsne)
end if
if (reply .eq. 16) then 
call metpcp(nm1,nm2,temp) 
end if
if (reply .eq. 17) then
call lifetime(lg,ly,lpsO,lpsl1,1psl2,1psmne,IrOne) 
end if
if (reply ,gt. 0) goto 301
!
I densities of constituent particles : Cu, Ne atoms!
ncu = 1.23e7 * exp(0.0123655 * twall)
nne = nep * 9.65el8 / tgas
tgascz = tgas / 2.0
nczne = nep * 9.65el8 / tgascz
inc = (tgas * 0.5) / 1.0e3
inccz = (tgascz * 0.5) / 1.0e3
I program variables 
kt = k * temp 
ktcz = k * tempcz
I average velocities of constituent particles (in cm/s) 
ve = ((8.0 * kt / (]p:L * me)) ** 0.5 ( * 100.0vecz = ((8.0 * ktcz / (pi * me)) ** ( * 100.0
! initial energy of electrons 
energy = 1.5 * kt
energycz s 1.5 * ktcz
! densities of Cu and Ne energy levels 
if (twall .It. 1080) then 
ncu = 1.0
nml = 0.0 
nm2 = 0.0 
end if
nil = gl1 * ncu * exp(-e011/kt) / gO nl2 = gl2 * ncu * exp(-e012/kt) / gO 
nps = ncu * exp(-eOps/kt)
cuion = 1,0e11
ncu = ncu - nml - nm2 - nil - nl2 - nps - cuion 
nmne = nne * exp(-eOmne/kt) 
nrne = nmne
npsne = nne * exp(-eOpsne/kt) 
neion = 1.e6
nne = nne - nmne - npsne - neion
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nczmne = nczne * exp(-eOmne/(k*tgasoz)) 
nczrne = nczmne
nczpsne = nczne 1 exp(-eOpsne/(k*tgascz)) 
nczne = nczne - nczmne - nczrne - nczpsne
! charging voltage on Cs 
vcs = vcO
! lifetimes for spontaneous emission to ground,
! including radiation trapping
dummy = 1.57e-15 * ncu * 1.0e6 / (tgas ** 0.5) 
if (twall .It. 1080.0) then
radtrapl = 1.0 
else
radtrapl = 1.6 / (dummy * rad * ((pi * 1og(dummy*rad)) ** 0.5)) 
end if
dummy = 3.31e-15 * ncu * 1.0e6 / (tgas ** 0.5) 
if (twall .It. 1080.0) then 
radtrap2 = 1.0
else
radtrap2 = 1.6 / (dummy * rad * ((pi * log(dummy*rad)) ** 0.5)) 
end if
if (radtrapl .gt. 1.0) then 
radtrapl = 1.0 
end if
if (radtrap2 .gt. 1.0) then 
radtrap2 = 1.0 
end if
111 = 10.24e-9 / radtrapl
112 = 9.60e~9 / radtrap2
! store initial values
!
tempold = temp 
tempczold = tempcz 
tgasold = tgas 
tgasczold = tgascz 
neold = ne 
neczold = necz
I
do dummy = 1,10 
print*, ’ 1
end do
print*,’PLEASE WAIT, PROGRAM IS RUNNING’ 
do dummy = 1,25 
print*,’ ’
end do
!
I**»**#**«»*«***»*« MAIN PROGRAM *«»*»***»»*******»*»»****«»***#*
!I«**«*****»*»»»«****»»»**»»*#*«**»*««*#*«***«*»««*»«##««««****»**««
!
do t=1,duration
!
! routines to calculate voltages and currents in circuit
!
! con is the electrical conductivity of the plasma
! c,h refer to the cool zone and hot zone, respectively 
nscool = (xmtelne * nczne) + (xmtmne * nczmne) 
nscool = nscool + (xmtpsne * nczpsne) 
cone = log(necz*1.0e6) + (2.0*log(q)) + log(vecz/100.0) 
cone = cone - log(3.0*ktcz) - log(nscool*100.0) 
cone = exp(cone)
nshot = (xmtelne * nne) + (xmtmne * nmne)
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nshot = nshot + (xmtpsne * npsne)
nshot s nshot + (xmtelcu * ncu) + (antlcu * (nil + nl2)) 
nshot = nshot + (xmtmcu * (nml + nm2)) + (xmtpscu * nps) 
conh = log(ne*1,0e6) ■■+ (2.0*log(q)) + log(ve/100.0) 
conh = conh - log(3.0*kt) - log(nshot*100.0)
conh = exp(conh)
rp,lp are the plasma resistance, inductance
rpc = (d1 - d2) * 4.0 / (p± * cone * (di«mn**2.0)) 
rph = d2 * 4.0 * *pp * econ * ddimr^o.))) 
rp = rpc + rph
Ipc = 4.*(21-d2)*me / (necz*1.0e6*(q**P.0*pi*(2Vsm»*2.0) 
lph =4. * 22 » me / (ne*1.0e6 * (q**2.) * pi * (diam**2.)) 
Ip = lpc + lph
i is the current, vc the capacitor voltage, 1,2 refer to storage 
loop and discharge loop respectively
vs = vcO * exp(-t/ton)
dil = ((cc - vs e vcp-- (d * i))) * time * 11 
di2 = -((cc) e )(i * )(2 + rp))) * time / (12 + lp)
• i1 = i1 + dil
if (i1 .lt. 0.0) then 
11 = 0.0
end if
12 = i2 + di2
dvcs = -i1 * time / cs
dvcp = (i1 - i2) * tLme / cp
vcs = vcs + dvcs
vcp = vcp - dvcp
vl is the voltage across the laser tube
vie and vlh are the voltage drops across each zone 
vie = (rpc * i2) + tepc * di2 / time) 
vlh = (rph * i2) + ^ph * di2 / time) 
vl = - vie - vlh
assume that the electric field in thd dcscrge*e is iiner* and 
is givvn *y *1^ voltage crrss* each zone , fo,fh. are in V/m
fc = vie / (dl - d2) 
fh = vlh / d2
CALCULATE RATE EQUATlONS
set up commonly-used variables to save time in calculations
hi = ve / 100.0
h2 = (lzg(8.0/(pi*kt)) - log^e)) / 2.0 
h2 = exp(a2) * 100. 
hicz = vecz / 100,0
h2cz = (lri(8.0/(pi*ktcz)) - log(me)) / 2.0 
h2cz = nxp(h2cz) * 100.
calculate the average velocities of each group of electrons
vl s h2 * exp(- v2 = h2 * exp(- 
v3 = L * exp(- 
v4 = h2 * exp(- v5 = h2 * exp(- 
v6 z h2 * exp(- v7 = h2 * exp(- 
v8 z h2 * exp(- v9 = h2 * exp(- 
v1O z h2 * exp( 
vl1 = S2 * exp(
eOm1/kt) * 
e0m2/kt) » 
eOl1/kt) * 
e012/kt) » eOps/kt) « 
el1ps/kt) * el2ps/kt) * 
eOIcu/kt) * 
emli/kt) * 
-em^i/kt) * 
-elli/kt) *
(eOml +
(eOm2 +
(eOll +
(e012 +
(eOps +
((elpp 
temps 
teeOiu 
temli *
(ee2v + kt) 
telli + kt)
kt)
kt)
kt)
kt)
kt)
* kt)
* kt)
* kt) 
kt)
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v12 = h2 * exp(-el2i/kt) * (el2i + kt) v13 = h2 * exp(-epsi/kt) * (epsi + kt) 
v14 = h2 * exp(-eOmne/kt) * (eOmne s kt)
v15 = h2 * exp(-eOpsne/kt) * (eOpsne + kt)
vl6 = h2 * exp(-empsne/kt) * (empsne s kt)
vlT = h2 * exp(-eOine/kt) * (eOine + kt)
vl8 = h2 * exp(-emine'/kt) * (emine + kt)
v19 = h2 * exp(-epsine/kt) * (epsine + kt)
vl4cz = h2cz * expC-eOmne/ktcz) * (eOmne + 
v15cz = h2cz * exp(-eOpsne/ktcz) * (eOpsne 
vl6cz = h2cz * exp(-empsne/ktcz) * (empsne 
v17cz = h2cz * exp(-eOine/ktoz) * (eOine + 
vl8cz' = h2cz * exp(-emine/ktcz) * (emine + 
v19cz = h2cz * exp(-epsine/ktcz) * (epsine
ktcz) 
s ktcz) 
+ ktcz) 
ktcz)
ktcz)
s ktcz)
rate of ionization of Cu and Ne atoms
rionO = ncu * ne * xOicu * v8
rionml = nml « ne * xmicu * v9
riomm2 = nm2 « ne * xmicu * v10
riom = nil # nm * xlicu * vi l
rkomi2 = nl2 « ne * xlicu * v12
rkomps = nps ne * xpsi *> v13
rionmne = nmne c ne * xmine * v18
rionrne = nrne * ne * xmine * vl8
rionOne = nne e ne * xOine * v17
rionpsne = npsne * ne * xpsine * vT9 
rczOi = nczne * necz * xOine * v17oz 
rczmi = nczmne * necz * xmine * vl8cz 
rczri = nczrne * necz * xmine * v18cz 
rczpsi = nczpsne * necz * xpsine * v19cz
electron energy loss from ionization of atoms 
sO = nml * xmicu * em1i * exp(-em1i / kt) 
sO = s0 * ne * (em1i + kt)
si = sm2 * xmiuu * ern2i * exp^em^ S St)
si = s 1 * n^ * tem^ s to)
s2 = sni * sx-liu * eOH * srncp)((el.li / St)
s2 = si * nn * (dli + kk)
o3 = snl * xllcu * eili * exp(-el2i / St)
s3 = s3 * ne * (el2i + kt)
o4 = (nmne + nme) * xmine * sm2nm * * sp(-emmpe O kn)
o4 = s 0 * ne * (^i^1^i^^ + kt)
s5 = snu * xOicu * eOicu * exp(-eOicu / kt)
o5 = s 5 * ne * (diGU + kt)
s6 = sun * xOine * eOine * exp(-eOine / kt)
s6 = s6 * ne * (eOikm + kt)
s7 = sps * xpsi * epsi * exp(-epsi / kt)
s7 = s7 * ne * ((esi + kt)
08 = npsne * xpsine * epsine * exp(-emmpee / m) 
s8 z s8 * ne * ((esine + kt)
pion z h2 *(oO + s 1 + s2+ ss s ss s ss + ss s ss s sD* s^e* 
s4cz = (nczmne + nczrne)* xm2km s smimi e e se((•emm2iem/tz) 
s4cz = s4cz * necz * (eminm s ktcz)
s6cz z mczmm * xOi^m * mOine * exp(-m01me / ktcz) 
s6cz z o6cz * necz * (eOine s ktcz)
s8cz = nccpsne * )msSne * epsine * exp^epsine / ktcz) 
s8cz = s88z * nncz * ((essne + *scz) 
pkcmuz = h2cz * (s^cz s o6cz s s8cz) * 1.e6
rate of excitation to Cu levels
rml = ncu * xOm^l * nm * vl
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!
rm2 = nec * x0m2 * nei * v2
rll = nec * xOi1 * nee * v3
r12 = nec * x012 * ne * v4
rps = neu * xOps * ne * v5
rllps = nei * xL1ps * ne * v6
r12ps = nei * xl2ps * ne * v7
rate of excitation of Ne levels 
rOmne = nne * xOmne * ne * vl4 
rOrne = nee * xOmne * ne * vl4 
rOpsee = nne * xOpsne * ne * v15 
rmpsne = neme * xmpsne * ne * v16 
rrpsne = nene * xmpsne * ne * v16 
rc=On = ncnne * xOmne * v14c= * nec= 
rc=Or = nc=ne * xOmne * v14c= . * nec= 
rc=Ops = nc=ne * xOpsne * v15c= * nec= 
rczmps = nc^z^=^r^€i * xmpsne * v16cz * nec= 
rcnrps = necnne * xmpsne * vl6cz * eecn
energy loss from excitation of atoms
sO = ecu * xOm1 * oOhiI * exp(-e0m1 / kt)
sO s sO * ne * (eOml k* kt)
si s ncu * xOm2 * eOm2 * exp(-e0m2 / let))
si s si * ne * (e0m2 k kt)
s2 = ncu * xOl 1 * eOll * exp0-eOl( / !^t)
s2 = s2 * ne * (o011 k kt)
s3 s ncu * x012 * e012 / kt)
83 = 83 * ne * (o012 k kt)
s4 = 2.0 * nne • xOmne * eOmne * exp( eOOmne
s4 = s4 * ne * (eOmne k kt)
s5 = nil * xllps » ellps * exp(-el1ps / kt)
s5 = s5 * ne * (ellps +.kt)
s6 = nl2 * xl2ps * el2ps * exp(-el2ps / kt)
s6 = s6 * ne * (el2ps. + kt)
s7 = ne^e * xOpsnn * eOpsnn * exe(pe0eOnse kt)
s7 = s7 * nes * (eOpsne *• kt)
s8 = (emne + nrne) * xmpsne * ei^sne * exp(-empsne / kt) 
s8 = s8 * ne * + kt)
s9 = ncu * xOps * eOps ** exp(-eOps / kt) 
s9 =89 * ne * (eOp^s + kt)
pex = h2*(s0 + s1 + s2 + s3 + + s5 + s6 + s7 + s8 + s9)*1.e6
s4c= = 2.0 * nc=ne * xOmne * oPnno * oop(oePmne / ktc=) 
s4cn = s4c= * nec= * (eOmne + ktc=)
s7c= = necne * xxpsne * cOophc * exp^e^sne / ktc=)
s7c= - ss7z * necz * (cOophc *• k *cz)
s8c= = (nczmee k ncnrne) * x^psee * empsne * exp(oemnsne/ktcn)
s8c= = s8c= * necn * (empsne + ktcn)
pexcn = h2c= * (s4cn k s7c= + s8c=) * 1,0e6
!
!
I
superelastic collision cross-sections using detailed balance
xm1O = (1 + (eOml / energy)) * xOm1 * gO / gm1 
xm20 = (1 + (e0m2 / energy)) * x0m2 * gO / gm2 xllO = (1 + (eOll / energy)) * xOll * gO / gll 
xl20 = (1 k (e012 / energy)) * x012 * gO / gl2 
xpsll = (1 + (ellps / energy)) * xllps » gll / gps 
xpsl2 = (1 + (o12ps / energy)) * xl2ps * gl2 / gps 
xpsO = (1 + (eOps / energy)) * xOps * gO / gps 
xpsOne = (1 + (eOpsee / energy)) * oPs7no ossnne = (1 k (emnsne / energy)) * omssee 
xmOne = (1 k (eOmne / energy) ( * xOmne 
xc=nsOne = (1 k X^Opsee / energycz)) * xOpsne 
oz=p7mne = (1 k (empsne / energycn)) * omssee 
xcn^ne = (1 k (eOmne / eeergycz)) * xPneo
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!
! rate of deexcitation due to superelastic collisions
I
dummy = ne * ve 
rdml = nm1 * dummy * xm1O 
rdm2 = nm2 * dummy * xm20 
rdl1 = nl1 * dummy * xl1O 
rdl2 = nl2 * dummy * xl20 
rdpsl1 = nps * dummy * xpsll 
rdpsl2 = nps * dummy * xpsl2 
rdpsO = nps * dummy * xpsO 
rdpsOne = npsne * dummy * xpsOne 
rdpsmne = npsne * dummy * xpsmne 
rdmOne = nmne * dummy * xmOne 
rdrOne z nrne * dummy * xmOne 
rdpsrne z npsne * dummy * xpsmne 
dummy z necz * vecz
rdczpsOne z nczpsne * xczpsOne * dummy 
rdczpsmne z nczpsne * xczpsmne * dummy 
rdczmOne z nczmne * xczmOne * dummy 
rdczrOne z nczrne * xczmOne * dummy 
rdczpsrne z nczpsne * xczpsmne * dummy
! .
! change densities to per cubic metre - any odd numerical factors 
I appearing in the following equations will be to convert 
! from resultant powers of an to those of metres
I
ne z ne * 1.0e6 
ncu z ncu * 1.0e6 
nne z nne * 1.0e6 
necz z necz * 1.0e6 
nczne z nczne * 1.0e6
!
I CALCULATE ENERGY FLOW INTO/OUT OF ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION
!
! main energy transfer equations for Maxwellian electron
! distribution - note that PEX and PION are calculated within 
I the excitation and ionization routines above 
I
! energy gain from- electric field
pf z h2 * (q**2.0) * (fh**2.0) * ne * 1.0e-4 / (3.0 * nshot) 
pfcz z h2cz * (q**2.0) * (fc**2.0) * necz*1.e-4/ (3.0*nscool)
! energy gain from superelastic collisions
psel z (nil * eOll * xl10) + (rH2 * e012 * xl00)
psel z psel + (nm1. * eOm ) * xanD) + (nm2 * e0m2 * xm00)
psel z psel + (nps * eOps * xso)) + (nps * ellps * xpsll)
psel z psel + (nps * el2ss * xpll))
psel z pse1+(npsne*e0psne*3q:>s0ne)+(21*npsne*empsne*xpsnne) 
psel z (psel + ((nmne + nrne) * eOmne * xmOne)) * 100,0 
psel z hi * ne * psel
psel czz (ncz psne *eOpsne *xczpsOne)+(2. *ncz psne *em psne •xazpamne) 
pselcz z (pselcz + ((nczmhe+nczrne) * eOmne * xczmOne))*100. 
pselcz z pselcz * necz * hicz
! energy loss from elastic collisions
pel z (nne*110e-4*xxne/one) + (ncu*1.0e-4*xxcu/mcu) 
pel z pel + ' (nne*1,0e-4*xmte1ne/one)
pel z pel + (ncu*110e-4*xmte1cu/mcu)
pel z log(pel) - + log(h1*me) + log(kt) + log(ne),
pel z 4.0 * exp(pel)
pelcz z nczne * (xxne + xmtelne) * 1.0e-4 / mne
pelcz z log(pelcz) + log(h1cz*me) + log(ktcz) + log(necz)
pelcz z 4.0 * exp(pelcz)
I change energy gain and loss from per second per cubic metre 
I to per iteration per cubic centimetre
!
dummy = time / 1,e6 
pf = pf * dummy 
psel = psel • dummy 
pel = pel * dummy 
pex = pex * dummy- 
pion = pion * dummy 
pfcz = pfcz * dummy 
pselcz = pselcz * dummy 
pelcz = pelcz * dummy 
pexcz = pexcz * dummy 
pioncz = pioncz * dummy
!
! change densities back to per cubic cm
I
ne z ne / 1.0e6 
ncu z ncu / 1.0e6 
nne z nne / 1,0e6 
necz z necz / 1.0e6 
nczne z nczne / 1,0e6
!
I spontaneous emission rates
I
I upper laser levels to ground 
rspllO = nil / 111 
rspl20 = nl2 / 112
! pseudo-state to upper laser levels
I
rsppsl1 = nps / lpsll 
rsppsl2 z nps / lpsl2
I pseudo state to ground 
rsppsO z nps / IpsO
! transition from L2 to M1 ; green line 
rspl2m1 = nl2 / Ig
I transition from L1 to M2 : yellow line 
rspl1m2 = nil / ly
I
! CALCULATE LASER OUTPUT
I
! rate of stimulated emissions between laser levels
!
if (gm2*nl1 ,gt. gl1*nm2) then
rlasey = nil * xstimy * nlasey * c
else
rlasey z 0,0
end if
if (gm1*nl2 .gt. gl2*nm1) then
rlaseg = nl2 * xstimg * nlaseg * c
el se
rlaseg = 0.0
end if
I
I number of laser photons in cavity after stimulated transitions
!
nlasey z nlasey + (((rspl1m2 * angle) + rlasey) * time) 
nlaseg = nlaseg + (((rspl2m1 * angle) + rlaseg) * time)
I
J number of laser photons coupled out of cavity via end mirrors
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!
numouty = nlasey « c * (1-reflect) * time / cavityl 
numoutg = nlaseg * c * (1-reflect) * time / cavityl
!
! number of laser photons left in cavity after output coupling
!
nlasey = nlasey - numouty 
nlaseg = nlaseg - numoutg
I
! sum output power
!
sumy = sumy p (numouty*3.44e-19) 
sumg = sumg + (numoutg*3.89e-19)
I
! radiative decay in Ne
!
rczsppsmne = nczpsne / lpsmne 
rsppsmne = npsne / lpsmne 
rsprOne = nrne / lrOne 
rczsprOne = nczrne / lrOne
!
! calculate new populations of energy levels using rate equations
!
! copper levels
!
nm1 = nml + ((rm1 - rionml + rspl2m1 d rlaseg - rdml) * time)
nm2 z nm2 + ((rm2 - rionm2 + rspl1m2 + rlasey - rdm2) * time)
dummy = rl1 - rionl1 - rllps - rspllO + rsppsll - rspl1m2
nil z nil + ((dummy - rlasey + rdpsll - rdll) * time)
dummy z rl2 - rionl2 - rl2ps - rspl20 + rsppsl2 - rspl2m1
nl2 = nl2 + ((dummy - rlaseg + rdpsl2 - rdl2) * time)
dummy z rps - rsppsO- rionps+ rllps + rl2ps- rsppsll - rsppsl2
nps z nps + ((dummy - rdpsll - rdpsl2 - rdpsO) * time)
dummy z rspllO + rspl20 - rionO - rml - rm2 - rll - rl2 - rps 
dummy z dtunny + r<mn1 + rctai2 + r*dl1 + rdl2 + rdpsO + rsppsO 
ncu = ncu + (dummy * time)
! neon levels
!
dummy z rOrne - rionrne - rrpsne + rdpsrne - rdrOne 
nrne z nrne + ((dummy + (rsppsmne*0.5) - rsprOne) * time) 
dummy = rOmne - rrirrnne - rmpsne + rdpsmne - rdmOne 
nmne z nmne + ((dummy + (0.5*rsppsmne)) * time)
dummy z rOpsne - rionpsne + rmpsne - rdpsOne - rdpsmne 
npsne z npsne + ((dummy - rsppsmne + rrpsne - rdpsrne) * time) 
dummy z rdmOne + rdpsOne - rionOne - rOmne - rOpsne
nne z nne + ((dummy -- rOrne + rdrOne + rsprOne) * time) 
dummy z rionrne + rionmne + rionpsne + rionOne 
neion z neion + (dummy * time)
! Ne levels in the cool zone
dummy z rdozmOne + rdczpsOne - rczOi - rczOm - rczOps 
dummy z dtumy - rczOc+ rdczrOnr+rczsprOnO 
nczne z ncz ire d- (dummy * time)
dummy z rczOm - rezmc - r ccmpz + r dczprsmcz re czmOsp
nczmne z nczmne + ((dumnay(0.5*rczsppsmhe))*tlme) 
dummy z rcpOps - rsppsi + rcmaps - rmsppsOne - rmspprmne 
dummy z dummy + rcz^s - ndszpsrne
nszpsne z nsppsne + ((dummy - rczsppnmne) * time)
dummy z rozOr - rcz^ - nsznps + rdszpsrne - ^cz^ne
nczme z nczme + ((dummy + (rczsppsmne*.5) - rspsprOne)*time)
!
1 calculate number of new electrons due to ionizations
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dne = rionO + rionml + rionm2 ) rionll + rionl2 + rionps 
cuion = cuion + (dne * timm) 
dne = dne + rOurne
dne = (dne + riolmne + rio^lnl + rionpme) *time 
dnecz = (rczri + rczmi + rrcOO + rczpsi) * rcme 
nczi = nczi + dnecz
energy gain or loss of ihe distribution
denergy c pf + psel - pel - pex - pion 
denergycz = pfcz + ' pselcz - pelcz - pexcz - pion^
CALCULATE NEW ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND VELOCITY
energy = ((energytne) + denergy) / (ne+dne) 
ne s ne + dne
iemp = 2.0 t energy / (3.0 t k)
ki = k t temp
if (i .It. 1000.0) then
igas = igas + inc
nne = rup » 9.65e18 / igas
ncu = mu t (igas - ino) / igas
el se
igas = igas - (ino t 0.2)
nne = rup t 9.65e18 / igas
ncu = rnu * (igas + (ino * 0.2)) / tgois
end if
ve = ((8.0 t kt / (pi t me)) »t 0.5) t 100.0
energycz = ((energycztpecz) + depergyco) / (rncz + dnecz)
necz = necz + dnecz
tempcz = 2.0 t energycz / (3.0 t k) 
ktcz = k t tempcz
vecz = ((8.0 • ktcz / (pi t me)) »* 0.5) t 100.0
if (t .It. 1000.0) then
igascz = igascz + incuz
pczi)'= nep t 9.65e18 / igascz
else
igascz = tgascz - (Opccz t 0.2) 
nczne = nep t 9.65el8 / tgascz 
end if
STORE DATA
send data io output data files; output is
unformatted - saves space over formatted 
if (ttzz .eq, Opt(ttoz)) then
deboutUtzz) = 69) 1 1.e) * ((temp/(net1.e6)) tt 0.5) reslut(t*zz) = 0.11) * lee) / ((ne*.^) tt 0,5) 
lmax(ttzz) = 1.1 * temp / abs(fh)vout(ttzz) = -vl / 200 
timeout(ttzz) = tttime 
flut(t*zz) = vcp 
mou^t^) = i2 t 5.0 O2lut(t*oz) = i2 
rpout(t*oz) = rp 
lplut(ttoz) = Ip 
nelut(ttzz) = ne 
tempout(ttzz) = temp 
pl1lut(t*zz) = nil pl2lut(t*zz) = rH; 
nm1out(ttzz) = nm1
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nm2out(t*zz) = nm2 
npsout(t*zz) = nps 
npsneout(t*zz) = npsne 
if (npsneout(t*zz) .It. 0.0) then 
npsneout(t*zz) = 0.0 
end if
nmneout(t*zz) = nmne 
if (nmneout(t*zz) .It. 0.0) then 
nmneout(t*zz) = 0.0
end if
nrneout(t*zz) = nrne
if (nrneout(t*zz) .It. 0.0) then
nrneout(t*zz) = 0.0
end if
neionout(t*zz) = neion 
if (neionout(t*zz) .It. 0.0) then 
neionout(t*zz) = 0.0
end if
dummy = nm1 + nm2 + nl2 + nil + nps
cuionout(t*zz) = cuion
if (cuionout(t*zz) .It. 0.0) then
cuionout(t*zz) = 0.0
end if
laseouty(t*zz) = numouty*3.44e-19/time 
laseoutg(t*zz) s numoutg*3.89e-19/time 
lastotal(t*zz) = laseouty(t*zz) + laseoutg(t*zz) 
end if
end doI**»***««««***#*«»*«««******«««»*««*»**«****«*««*******«*«**«***«»» 
!
j»**»*«<*«****** END op MAIN PROGRAM ****************************** 
I
}»****«**««*»««*«***««**#******»«***********#****#***«*«*»**«»*«»<#
!
do dummy = 1,30 
print*,’ ’
end do
print*,’TOTAL ENERGY IN EACH LASER PULSE’ 
print*,’ ’
print*,’YELLOW AT 578nm (joules) = ’,sumy 
print*,’GREEN AT 510nm (joules) = ’,sumg 
do dummy = 1,10
print*,’ ’
end do
!
I graphics routine
!
duration = duration * time
401 call choose
! set up for graphics
if (reply .gt. 0) then 
call paper(1) 
call frame
! maximum metal segment length 
if (reply ,eq. 1) then 
call filnam(’qe8.grd;1’,9) 
call pspace(0.2,1.0,0.2,0.8) 
call map(0.0,300.0e-9»0.0,50.0) 
call ptjoin(timeout,lmax,1,299,0) 
end if
I plasma resistance
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if (reply . eq. 2) then
call mapyl(0.0,duration,1.0,1.Oe4)
call axeyl
call grayl
call ptjoin(timeout,rpout,1,500,0) 
end if
I plasma inductance
if (reply .eq. 3) then
call mapyl(0.0,duration,2.Oe-10,2.Oe-7)
call axeyl
call grayl
call ptjoin(timeout,1pout, 1,500,0)
end if
I electron density
if (reply .eq. 4) then
call mapyl(0.0,duration,1.0e11,1.Oe15)
call axeyl
call grayl
call ptj oin(timeout,neout,1,500,0) 
end if
I electron temperature
if (reply .eq. 5) then
call map(0.0,duration,0.0,1.0e5)
call axes
call gratic
call ptjoin(timeout,tempout,1,500,0) 
end if
I Cu excited state densities 
if (reply .eq. 6) then 
call mapyl(0.0,duration,2.Oel1,2.Oel4) 
call axeyl
call grayl
call ptjoin(timeout,nilout,1,500,0) 
call ptjoin(timeout,nl2out,1,500,0) 
call ptjoin(timeout,nm1out,1,500,0) 
call ptjoin(timeout,nm2out,1,500,0) 
call ptj oin(timeout,npsout,1,500,0) 
end if
! Ne excited state densities 
if (reply .eq. 7) then 
call mapyl(0.0,duration,1,0el1,1,0el4) 
call axeyl
call grayl
call ptjoin(timeout,nmneout, 1,500,0) 
call ptj oin(timeout,nrneout,1,500,0) 
call ptjoin(timeout,npsneout,1,500,0) 
end if
! Cu and Ne ion densities
if ( reply .eq. 8) then
call mapyl(0.0,duration,1.0e11,1.0el5)
call axeyl
call grayl
call ptjoin(timeout,cuionout,1,500,0) 
call ptjoin(timeout,neionout,1,500,0) 
end if
! laser output power
if (reply .eq. 9) then
call mapd.0e-7,3.Oe-7,0.0,8.0e2)
call axes
call gratic
call ptjoin(timeout,i2out,100,300,0)
call ptjoin(timeout,laseouty,100,300,0)
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call ptjoin(timeout,laseoutg,100,300,0) 
call ptjoinCtimeout,lastotal,100,300,0) 
end if
I voltage and current for discharge loop 
if (reply .eq. 10) then 
call map(0.0,duration,-1.4e4,4.Oe3) 
call axes
call gratic
call ptjoin(timeout,fout, 1,500,0) call ptjoin(timeout,ilout,1,500,0) 
end if
I Debye length
if (reply .eq. 11) then
call filnam(*debgrd.grd;1',12)
call pspace(0.1,0.95,0.1,0.8)
call mapyl(0.0,duration,0.1,40.0) •
call ptjoin(timeout,debout,1,500,0)
end if
I plasma response time
if (reply .eq. 12) then 
call filnam('resgrd.grd;1',12) call pspace(0.1,0.95,0.1,0.8) 
call mapyl(0.0,duration,3.Oe-3,0.3) 
call ptjoin(timeout,resout,1',500,0) 
end if
I switch off graphics 
call grend 
end if
if (reply ,gt. 0.0) goto 401 
print*,' '
print*,'ENTER 0 TO FINISH, ANY OTHER NUMBER TO RETURN TO START 
read*,answer
duration = duration / time 
if (answer .gt. 0) goto 101 
do dummy = 1,35
print*,* ' 
end do 
stop 
end
I graph menu subroutine 
subroutine choose 
implicit none 
real reply,dummy
common reply
501 print*, t i
print*, 'ENTER A NUMBER FOR A GRAPH OR TO CONTINUE'
print*, » I
print*, ’ 1 MAXIMUM METAL SEGMENT LENGTH'
print*, ’ 2 PLASMA RESISTANCE'
print*, • 3 PLASMA INDUCTANCE'
print*, ’ 4 ELECTRON DENSITY'
print*, 1 5 ELECTRON .TEMPERATURE'
print*, » 6 Cu EXCITED 'STATE DENSITIES'
print*, » 7 Ne EXCITED STATE DENSITIES*
print*, ’ 8 Cu AND Ne ION DENSITIES'
print*, ’ 9 LASER OUTPUT POWER'
print*, ’ 10 VOLTAGE AND CURRENT IN LASER LOOP*
print*, ' 11 DEBYE LENGTH*
print**, ’ 12 PLASMA RESPONSE TIME*
print*, » 0 CONTINUE'
read*,reply
do dummy = 1,35
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print*,' ’
end do
if (reply .It. 0 .or. reply .gt. 12) goto 501
return
end
I
I subroutine to present menu for changing initial variables
I
subroutine menu(twal1,nep,ne,necz,temp,tgas,d2,d1,diam) 
implicit none
real dummy,reply,twall,nep,ne,necz,temp,tgas, d2,d1,diam 
common reply
551 print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
print*,
ENTER A NUMBER TO CHANGE A CONSTANT OR TO RUN't
1 ; WALL TEMPERATURE',int(twall),'C'
2 ; Ne PRESSURE»,int(nep),'torr»
3 : INITIAL HOT ZONE ELECTRON DENSITY',ne,' /cc'
4 ; INITIAL COOL ZONE ELECTRON DENSITY', necz,' /cc
5 : INITIAL ELECTRON TEMPERATURE',int(temp), ’K'
6 : INITIAL GAS TEMPERATURE',int(tgas),'K'
7 : CIRCUIT CONSTANTS’
8 : LENGTH OF ACTIVE . ZONE’,int(100.*d2),'cm'
9 ; LENGTH OF DISCHARGE ZONE',int(100.*d1),’cm’
10 : DIAMETER OF DISCHARGE',int(100.*diam),'em’
11 : Cu CROSS-SECTIONS'
12 : Ne CROSS-SECTIONS'
13 ; STIMULATED EMISSION CROSS-SECTIONS'
14 : Cu MOMENTUM TRANSFER CROSS-SECTIONS'
15 : Ne MOMENTUM TRANSFER CROSS-SECTIONS'
16 : INITIAL Cu METASTABLE POPULATIONS'
17 : EXCITED LEVEL LIFETIMES'
0 ; RUN PROGRAM’
read*,reply
do dummy = 1,8
print*,’ ’
end do
if (reply .It. 0 .or. reply .gt. 17) then 
do dummy = 1,35 
print*,' '
end do
end if
if (reply .It. 0 .or. reply .gt. 17) goto 551 
return
end
I subroutine to alter the initial densities!
subroutine change(twall,nep,nou,nne, necz,ne, temp,tgas) 
implicit none
real necz, ncu, nne, ne, twall, nep, reply, temp, tgas
common reply
if (reply ,eq. 1) then
631 print*,' '
print*,'ENTER NEW WALL TEMPERATURE (C)' 
read*,twall
if (twall .It. 0.0 .or. twall .gt. 2000.0) goto 631 
ncu = 1.23e7 * exp(0.0123655 * twall) .
end if
if (reply .eq. 2) then
632 print*,' ’
print*,'ENTER NEW Ne PRESSURE (torr)'
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read*,nep
if (nep .It. 0.1 .or. nep .gt. 760.0) goto 632 
nne = nep * 9.65el8 / tgas 
end if
if (reply .eq. 3) then
633 print*,» '
print*,'ENTER INITIAL HOT ZONE ELECTRON DENSITY (co)' 
read*,ne
if (ne .It. 1.0e3 .or. ne .gt. 1.0e15) goto 633 
end if
if (reply .eq. 4) then
634 print*,' '
print*,'ENTER INITIAL COOL ZONE ELECTRON DENSITY (co)' 
read*,neoz
if (neoz .It. 1.0e3 .or. neoz .gt. 1.0e15) goto 634 
end if
if (reply .eq. 5) then
635 print*,' '
print*,'ENTER INITIAL ELECTRON TEMPERATURE (K)' 
read*,temp
if (temp .It. 300.0 .or. temp .gt. 5.0e3) goto -635 
end if
if (reply .eq. 6) then
636 print*,' '
print*,'ENTER INITIAL GAS TEMPERATURE (K)' 
read*,tgas
if (tgas .It. 300.0 .or. tgas .gt. 5.0e3) goto 636 
nne = nep * 9.65el8 / tgas 
end if
return
end
I subroutine to ohange tube dimensions 
subroutine tube(d1,d2,diam) 
implioit none
real d1,d2,diam,reply 
oommon reply 
print*,' '
if (reply .eq. 8) then
641 print*,'ENTER NEW ACTIVE ZONE LENGTH IN METRES' 
read*,d2
if (d2 .It. 0.1 .or. d2 .gt. d1) goto 641 
end if
if (reply .eq. 9) then
642 print*,'ENTER NEW DISCHARGE ZONE LENGTH IN METRES' 
read*,d1
if (d1 .It. d2 .or. d1 .gt. 2.0) goto 642 
end if
if (reply .eq. 10) then
643 print*,'ENTER NEW DISCHARGE DIAMETER IN METRES' 
read*,diam
if (diam .It. 0.005 .or. diam .gt. 0.04) goto 643
end if
return
end
!
! subroutine to alter Cu oross-seotions!
subroutine xou(x011,x012,x0m1,x0m2,x0ps,xl1ps,xl2ps,xOiou,xxou) 
implioit none
real xOl1,x012,xOm1,xOm2,xOps,xl1ps,xl2ps,xOiou,xxou,dummy,dum670 do dum = 1,15 
print*,' '
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end do
print*,'ENTER A NUMBER : 0 RETURNS TO MAIN MENU' 
print*,’ ’
print*,' 1 : 2P(1/2) CROSS-SECTION',xO11, ’sq.cm. '
print*,’ 2 : 2P(3/2) CROSS-SECTION',x012,'sq.cm.'
print*,' 3 : 2D(5/2) CROSS-SECTION»,;xOm1,'sq.aii.»
print*,' 4 : 2D(3/2) CROSS-SECTION',x0m2,'sq.cm.'
print*,' 5i IONIZATION FROM GROUND',xOicu,'sq.am.'
print*,' 6 : 2S TO PSEUDO STATE’,xOps,'sq.cm.'
print*,' 7 : 2P(1/2) TO PSEUDO STATE',x11ps,'sq.cm.'
print*,' 8 : 2PC3/2) TO PSEUDO STATE',xl2ps,'sq.cm.'
print*,' 9 : ELASTIC COLLISIONS',xxcu,'sq.cm.'
print*,' 0 : RETURN TO INITIALIZATION MENU'
read*,dummy
do dum = 1,10 
print*,' ' 
end do
if (dummy .It. 0 .or. dummy .gt. 9) goto 670 
if (dummy .eq. 1) then
671 pnint*'’ ’
print*,'ENTER YELLOW LASER LEVEL EXCITATION CROSS-SECTION' 
read*,x011
if (xO11 .It. 1.0e-l8 .or. xO11 .gt. 1.0e-14) goto 671 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 2) then
672 prin**'’ »
print*,'ENTER GREEN LASER LEVEL EXCITATION CROSS-SECTION' 
read'*,x012if (x012 .It. 1.0e-18 .or. x012 .gt. I.0e-14) goto 672 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 3) then
673 pri’*,’’ »
print*,'ENTER 2D(5/2) EXCITATION CROSS-SECTION' 
read*,xOm1
if (xOmI .It. 1.0e-18 .or. xOmI .gt. 1.0e-14) goto 673 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 4) then
674 pr^t,,’ »
print*,'ENTER 2D(3/2) EXCITATION CROSS-SECTION' 
read*,x0m2
if (x0m2 .It. I.0e-18 .or. x0m2 .gt. 1.0e-14) goto 674 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 5) then
675 pprnt*,’ '
print*,'ENTER GROUND IONIZATION CROSS-SECTION' 
read*,xOicu
if (xOicu .It. I.0e-18 .or, xOicu .gt. 1.0e-15) goto 675 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 6) then
676 ppinn*, ’ '
print*,'ENTER GROUND TO PSEUDO STATE CROSS-SECTION' 
read*,xOps
if (xOps .It. 0.0 .or. xOps .gt. I.0e-14) goto 676 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 7) then
677 pp^t*, ’ '
print^'ENTER 2P(1/2) TO PSEUDO STATE CROSS-SECTION' 
read*,x11ps .
if (xllps .It. 0.0 .or. xllps .gt, I.0e-14) goto 677 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 8) then
678 prjLnt*, ’ '
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print*,'ENTER 2P(3/2) TO PSEUDO STATE CROSS-SECTION’ 
read*,xl2ps
if (xl2ps'.It. 0.0 .or. xl2ps .gt. 1.0e-l4) goto 678 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 9) then
679 print*,' '
print*,'ENTER ELASTIC COLLISIONS CROSS-SECTION' 
read*,xxou
if (xxou .It. 1.0e-18 .or. xxou .gt. I.0e-14) goto 679 
end if
if (dummy .gt. 0) goto 67O
return
end
I
J subroutine to ohange Ne oross-seotions
!
subroutine xne(xOmne ,xOine,xOpsne,xmpsne,xxne) 
implioit none
real xOmne,xOine,xOpsne,xmpsne,xxne,dummy,dum
690 do dum = 1,15 
print*,' ' 
end do
print*,’ENTER A NUMBER ; 0 RETURNS TO MAIN MENU' 
print*,’ 1
print*, ’ 1 : GROUND TO METASTABLE',xOnn5,'sq.^m.'
print*, ’ 2 : GROUND TO PSEUDO STATE',xOpsne,'sq.om.'
print*,’ 3 : METASTABLE TO PSEUDO',xmpsne,'sq.d.'
print*,’ 4 : IONIZATION PROM GROUND',xOine,'sq.om.’
print*,’ 5 : ELASTIC COLLISIONS’,xxne,’sq.cm.'
print*,’ 0 ; RETURN TO INITIALIZATION MENU'
read*,dummy
do dum = 1,10 
print*, ' ' 
end do
if (dummy .tt. 0 .or. dummy .gt. 5) goto 690 
if (dummy .q.. 1) then
691 print*.’ »
print*,'ENTER METASTABLE STATE EXCITATION CROSS-SECTION’ 
read*,xOmne
if (xOmne .It. 1.0e-18 .or. xOmne .gt. I.0e-14) goto 691 
end if
if (dummy .e.. 2) then
692 print*,- ’
print*,'ENTER GROUND TO PSEUDO STATE CROSS-SECTION' 
read*,xOpsne
if (xOpsne .It. I.0e-18 .or. xOpsne .gt. 1.0e-14) goto 692 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 3) then
693 prrnt*,’ '
print*,'ENTER METASTABLE TO PSEUDO STATE CROSS-SECTION' 
read**xmps^e
if (xmpsne .It. 1.0e-18 .or. xmpsne .gt. I.0e-14) goto 693 
end if
if (dummy ,eq. 4) then
694 prrnnt’, '
print^'ENTER GROUND IONIZATION CROSS-SECTION' 
read^xOine
if (xOine .It. I.0e-18 .or. xOine .gt. I.0e-16).goto 694 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 5) then
695 pp^^*, '
print^'ENTER ELASTIC COLLISION CROSS-SECTION’
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read*,xxne
if (xxne .It. 1,0e-18 .or. xxne .gt. I.0e-14) goto 695 
end if
if (dummy .gt. 0) goto 690
return
end
! subroutine to alter circuit constants
subroutine circuit(11,12,cs,cp,vcO,r1,r2,ton) 
implicit none
real 11,12,cs,cp,vcO,dummy,r1,r2,ton,dum
710 do dum = 1,15 
print*,' ' 
end do
print*,'ENTER A NUMBER ; 0 RETURNS TO MAIN MENU' 
print*,' '
print*,' 1 s INDUCTANCE OF C1-C2 LOOP',int(1.69*11),^'
print*,’ .2 s INDUCTANCE OF C2-LASER L00P’,int(1.e9*12),’nH 
print*,' 3 S STORAGE CAPACITOR (Cl)',int(1.e10*cs)/10,'nF*
print*,' 4s PEAKING CAPACITOR (C2)’,int(1.e10*op)/10,’nF»
print*, ' 5 s Cl CHARGING VOLTAGE',int(voO*1.e-3),'kV'
print*,’ 6 s RESISTANCE OF C1-C2 LOOP',int(rl),'ohms’
print*, ' 7 s RESISTANCE OF C2-LASER LOOP’,int(r2)','ohms’
print*,' 8 : THYRATRON SWiTCH-ON TIME',int(ton«1.e9),’ns’
print*,' 0 j RETURN TO INITIALISATION MENU'
read*,dummy 
do dum = 1,10 
print*,' ’ 
end do
if (dummy .It. 0.0 .or. dummy .gt. 8) goto 710 
print*,' '
if (dummy .eq. 1) then
711 print*,' '
print*,'ENTER C1-C2 INDUCTANCE (H)' 
read*,11
if (11 .It. 50.0e-9 .or. 11 .gt. 2.0e-6) goto 711 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 2) then
712 ppjLnt*,' '
print*,’ENTER C2-LASER INDUCTANCE (H)' 
read*,12
if (12 .It. 100.0e-9 .or. 12 .gt. 20.0e-6) goto 712 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 3) then
713 ppint*,' '
print*,’ENTER STORAGE CAPACITANCE (F)' 
read*,cs
if (cs .It. 1.0e-9 .or. cs .gt. 20.0e-9) goto 713 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 4) then
714 pi^int *,' i
print*,'ENTER PEAKING CAPACITANCE (F)' 
read*,cp
if (op .It, 100.0e-12 .or. op .gt. 10.0e-9) goto 714 
end if
if (dummy ,eq. 5) then
715 print*,'' '
print*,'ENTER CHARGING VOLTAGE ON STORAGE CAPACITOR (V)' 
read*,vc0
if (vcO .It. 1.0e3 .or. vcO .gt. 25.0e3) goto 715 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 6) then
716 pp^^i^-tt*,' '
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print*,'ENTER RI*
read*,riif (ri .It. 0.0 .or. ri .gt. 10.0) goto 716 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 7) then
717 pprint,, '
print*,'ENTER R2' 
read*,r2
if (r2 .It. 0.0 .or. r2 .gt, 10.0) goto 717 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 8) then
718 pprnt*,’ '
print*,'ENTER THYRATRON SWITCHING TIME (SECS)' 
read*,ton
if (ton .It. 1.e-9 .or. ton .gt. 100.e-9) goto 718 
end if
if (dummy .gt. 0) goto 710
return
end
! subroutine to Change stimulated emission cross sections 
subroutine xlase(xstimy.xsting) 
implicit none
real xstimy,dum,xstimg,dummy
751 do dum = 1,20 
print*,' ' 
end do
print*,'ENTER A NUMBER : 0 RETURNS TO MAIN MENU' 
print *,' '
print*,' 1 : YELLOW CROSS-SECTION»,xstimy,'sq.cm.'
print*,' 2 : GREEN CROSS-SECTION',xstimg,'sq.cm.' 
print*,' 0 : RETURN TO INITIALIZATION MENU' 
read*1, dummy
do dum = 1,15 
print*,' ' 
end do
if (dummy .It. 0 .or. dummy .gt. 2) goto 751 
if (dummy .eq. 1) then
752 print*,' '
print*,'ENTER YELLOW LASER CROSS-SECTION' 
read*,xstimy
if (xstimy .It. 1.0e-17 .or. xstimy .gt. 1.0e-14) goto 752 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 2) then
753 print*,’ '
print*,'ENTER GREEN LASER CROSS-SECTION' 
read*,xstimg
if (xstimg ,lt. 1.0e-17 .or. xstimg .gt, 1.0e-14) goto 753 
end if
if (dummy .gt. 0) goto 751
return
end
I subroutine to change Cu mcxentum transfer cross-sections 
subroutine xmtcu(xmtelcu,xmtmcu,xmtlcu, xmtpscu) 
implicit none .
real xmtelcu,xmtmcu, xmtlcu, xmtpscu, dummy,dum
810 do dum = 1,20 
print*,' ' 
end do
print*,'ENTER A NUMBER : 0 RETURNS TO MAIN MENU' 
print*,' '
print*,' 1 j ELASTIC MOMENTUM TRANSFER’, Mitel cu, 'jqj.cm.' 
print*,' 2 1 D MOMENTUM TRANS^R' j xmtmou j J sq..cm 1 '
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print*,’ 3 : 2P MOMENTUM TRANSFER’,xmtlcu,’sq.cm.’ 
print*,’ 4 : PSEUDO MOMENTUM TRANSFER’,xmtpscu,’sq.om.’ 
print«,» 0 ; RETURN TO INITIALIZATION MENU’
read*,dummy 
do dum = 1,10 
print*,’ ’ 
end do
if (dummy .It. 0 .or. dummy .gt. 4) goto 810 
if (dummy .eq. 1) then
811 pr»±nfc*,’ ’
print*,’ENTER ELASTIC MOMENTUM TRANSFER CROSS-SECTION’ 
read*,xmtelcu
if (xmtelcu .It. 1.0e-17 .or. xmtelcu .gt, 1.0e-13) goto 811 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 2) then
812 print*,’ ’
print*,’ENTER METASTABLE MOMENTUM TRANSFER CROSS-SECTION’ 
read*,xmtmcu
if (xmtmcu .It. 1.0e-17 .or. xmtmcu .gt. 1.0e-14) goto 812 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 3) then
813 print*,’ ’
print*,’ENTER LASER LEVELS MOMENTUM TRANSFER CROSS-SECTION’ 
read*,xmtlcu
if (xmtlcu .It. 1.0e-17 .or. xmtlcu .gt, 1.0e-14) goto 813 
end if
if (dummy .eq, 4) then
814 print*,’ ’
print*,’ENTER PSEUDO LEVELS MOMENTUM TRANSFER CROSS-SECTION’ 
read*,xmtpscu
if (xmtpscu .It. 1.0e-17 .or. xmtpscu .gt. 1.0e-14) goto 814 
end if
if (dummy .gt, 0) goto 810
return
end
I subroutine to change Ne momentum transfer cross-sections 
subroutine xmtne(xmtelne,xmtmne,xmtpsne) 
implicit none
real xmtelne,xmtmre,xmtpsne,dummy,dum860 do dum = 1,20 
print*, ’ ’ 
end do
print*,’ENTER A NUMBER : 0 RETURNS TO MAIN MENU’ 
print*,’ ’
print*,’ 1 : ELASTIC MOMENTUM TRANSFER’, xmtelne,’sq.cm.’
print*,’ 2 : METASTABLE MOM. TRANS.’,xmtmne,’sq.cm.’
print*,’ 3 : PSEUDO LEVEL MOM. TRANS.’,xmtpsne,’sq.cm.’
print*,’ 0 s RETURN TO INITIALIZATION MENU’
read*,dummy
do dum = 1,10 
print*, ’ ’ 
end do
if (dummy .It. 0 .or. dummy .gt. 3) goto 860 
if (dummy .eq. 1) then
861 print*,’ ’
print*,’ENTER ELASTIC MOMENTUM TRANSFER CROSS-SECTION’ 
read*,xmtelne
if (xmtelne .It. 1.0e-17 .or. xmtelne .gt. 1.0e-14) goto 861 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 2) tieen
862 print*, ’ ’
print*,’ENTER METASTABLE MOMENTUM TRANSFER CROSS-SECTION’
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read*,xmtmne
if (xmtmne .It. 1.0e-18 .or. xmtmne .gt. 1.0e-l4) goto 862 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 3) then
863 print*,* '
print*,'ENTER PSEUDO LEVEL MOMENTUM TRANSFER CROSS-SECTION’ 
read*,xmtpsne
if (xmtpsne .It. 1.0e-l8 .or. xmtpsne .gt. 1.0e-l4) goto 863 
end if
if (dummy .gt. 0) goto 860
return'
end
1 subroutine to change 'initial metastable populations 
subroutine metpop(nm1,nm2,temp) 
implicit none
real nm1,nm2,temp,dummy,gm1,gm2,de,k,dum 
gm1 = 1.22 
gm2 = 0.806 
de = 4.0e-20 
k = 1.38e-23
910 do dum = 1,20 
print*,* ’ 
end do
print*.'ENTER A NUMBER ; 0 RETURNS TO MAIN MENU' 
print*,' ’
print*.' 1 : 2D(5/2) P0PULATI0N',nm1,'per cc* 
print*,' 2 : 2D(3/2) POPULATION',nm2,'per cc* 
print11.’ 3 ; BOTH TOGETHER’
print*1, ' 0 : RETURN TO INITIALIZATION MENU’
read*,dummy
do dum = 1,10
print*,' '
end do
if (dummy .It. 0.0 .or. dummy .gt. 3) goto 910 
if (dummy .eq. 1) then
911 print*,' '
print*,'ENTER LOWER METASTABLE LEVEL POPULATION’ 
read*,nml
if (nml .It. 0.0 .or. nml .gt. 1.0e15) goto 911 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 2) then
912 pnint*'' *
print*,'ENTER UPPER METASTABLE LEVEL POPULATION' 
read*,nm2
if (nm2 .It. 0.0 .or. nm2 .gt. 1.0e15) goto 912 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 3) then
913 print*,' '
print*,'ENTER LOWER METASTABLE LEVEL POPULATION' 
print*,'THE UPPER LEVEL POPULATION WILL BE CALCULATED * 
print*,'AUTOMATICALLY FROM THE RATIO OF THE' 
print*,'STATISTICAL WEIGHTS OF THE IWO LEVELS' 
read*,nml
if (nml .It. 0.0 .or. nml .gt. 1.0e15) goto 913 
nm2 = nml * gm2 * exp(-de/(k*temp)) / gml 
end if
if (dummy ,gt. 0) goto 910
return
end
! subroutine to change lifetimes of excited levels
subroutine lifetime(lg,ly,lpsl1,lpsl2,lpsmne,lr0ne) 
implicit none
j
■ i
„• /?. hl,-.■ 1 1 ii5
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real Ig,ly,lpsl1’Ipsl2,lpsmne,lr0ne,dummy,dum
940 do dum'= 1,20 
print*,’ I 
end do
print*,»ENTER A NUMBER : 0 RETURNS TO MAIN MENU’ 
print*,’ 1
print*, » 1 : 2P(1/2)-2D(3/2) LIFETIME’,ly,’ seos’
print*, ’ 2 : 2P(3/21-2D(5/21 LIFETIME’,Ig,’ secs’
print*,» 3 : PSEUDO STATE TO 2P(1/2)’,Ipsl1,’ secs’
print*,» 4 : PSEUDO STATE TO 2P(3/2)’,lpsl2,’ secs’
print*,» 5 : PSEUDO TO METASTABLE NEON’,lpsmne,» secs’
print*, » 6 : RESONANCE’TO GROUND NEON’,lr0ne,’ secs’
print*,’ 0 : RETURN TO EIITIMiIZATION MENU»
read*,dummy
do dum = 1,10 
print*,’ ’ 
end do
if (dummy .It. 0.0 .or. dummy .gt. 6) goto 940 
if (dummy .eq. )) then
941 print*,’ ’
print*,’ENTER YELLOW SPONTANEOUS LIFETIME’ 
read*,ly
if (ly .It. 1.0e-9 .or. ly .gt. 1.0e-5) goto 941 
end if
if (dummy .eq, 2) then
942 print*,’ ’
print*,’ENTER GREEN SPONTANEOUS LIFETIME’ 
read*,lg
if (lg .It. 1.0e-9 .or. Ig .gt. 1.0e-5) goto 942 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 3) then
943 print*,’ ’
• print*,’ENTER PSEUDO TO 2P(1/2) LIFETIME’ 
read*,lpsl1
if (Ipsll .It. 1.0e-9 .or. Ipsll .gt. 1.0e-6) goto 943 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 4) then
944 print*,’ ’
print*,’ENTER PSEUDO TO 2P(3/2) LIFETIME’ 
read*,lpsl2
if (lpsl2 .It. 1.0e-9 .or. Ipsl2 .gt. 1.0e-6) goto 944 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 5) then
945 print*,» ’
print*,’ENTER PSEUDO TO METASTABLE NEON LIFETIME’ 
read*,Ipsmne
if (Ipsmne .It. 1.0e-9 .or. Ipsmne .gt. 1.0e-6) goto 945 
end if
if (dummy .eq. 6) then
946 print*,’ ’
print*,’ENTER RESONANCE TO GROUND NEON LIFETIME’ 
read*,lrOne
if (IrOne .It. 1.0e-9 .or. IrOne .gt. 1.0e-6) goto 946 
end.if
if (dummy .gt. 0) goto 940 
return
end
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APPENDIX, D
J PROGRAM TO CALCULATE RADIAL TEMPERATURES IN THE CVL
1 FOR DIFFERENT INPUT POWERS
I INSULATION IS MADE UP FROM AN INNER ALUMINA TUBE WRAPPED IN 
I ZIRCONIA FELT WITH A RADIATION SHIELD IN THE VACUUM GAP
implicit none
real rinner, router, tinner, touter
real p, a2, a3, s, ez, eshield, 1, tO, t1, t2, t3» tave, pi,dummy 
real r0,r1 ,r2,r3»kal,kzi,kza,power,sf,diff 
real temp0(50),temp2(50)
! PROGRAM TITLE
do dummy=1,10 
print*,’ ’ 
end do
print*,»CVL THERMAL INSULATION PROGRAM : CERAMIC INSULATION 
print*,’ ’ 
print*,’ ’
I SET UP CONSTANTS
! s is Stephan’s constant 
s = 5.67e-8
! sf is the radiation shape factor 
sf = 0.74
! eshield is the emissivity of the radiation shield
II ' print*,’ENTER EMISSIVITY OF RADIATION SHIELD’
read*,eshield 
print*,’ ’
if (eshield ,le. 0.0 .or. eshield .ge. 1.0) goto 11
I ez is the emissivity of the zirconia felt (assumed) 
ez = 0.5
pi = 3.14159
I diff is the increment used in the iterations 
diff = 0.001
I rO, r1 are the inner and outer radii of the alumina tube 
! r2 is the outer radius of the zirconia insulation 
I and r3 is the radius of the heat shield
rO = 10.0e-3 
r1 = 14.0e-3 
r2 = 28.0e-3 
r3 = 38.0e-3
J kal is the thermal conductivity of alumina 
kal = 5.6
! 1 is the normalized length of the hot zone in metres 
1 = 0.01
a2 = 2 * pi * r2 * 1 
a3 = 2 * pi * r3 * 1
! t3 is the temperature of the heatshield in degrees Kelvin
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t3 = 400.0
I ********************** main program *********************
I p is the input power in watts 
do p = 1,50
I power radiated directly is reduced due to shape factor 
power = p * sf
I t2 is the temperature of the outer zirconia boundary
I to is the temperature of the inner alumina wall 
dummy = (1/ez) + ((a2/a3) * ((1/eshield)-1)) 
dummy = (dummy * power / (a2*s)) + (h3**4.0) 
t2 = dummy**0.25
! move inwards through the zirconia felt in 0.5mm steps,
I calculating the thermal conductivity and temperature at 
! each step
! rinner, router are the inner and outer radii of each 'segment*
! tinner, touter are the inner and outer temperatures
router = r2
rinner = router - 0.5e-3 
touter = t2
do rinner=r2-0.5e-3,r1,-0,5e-3
! kzi is the initial 'guess' at the felt's conductivity
! kza is the actual value
kzi = (1.6e-4 * touter) - 0.06
101 kzi = kzi + diff
dummy = p * log(router/rinner) / (2 * pi * kzi * 1) 
tinner = dummy + touter
tave = (tinner + touter) / 2.0
kza = (1.6e-4 * tave) - 0.06
! iif the 'gusss' and the actual value do not agree, 'guess' again
if (kzt e kzi .ttt iiffl octe 111
touter = tinner 
router = rinner
end do
01 = tinner
dummy = p * Iog(r1/r^0) / (2 * pi * kal ' * 1)
to = dummy + t1
I store results in arrays 
tempo(p) = to
0emp2(p) = 02
end do
J *«*«*******««*«****end of main program ******************
I graphics routines
call paper(l)
180
call filnam(* ceramic.grd;1’,13) 
call pspace(0.1,0.95,0.1,0.8) 
call map(0.0,50.0,400.0,2000.0) 
call gratic
call scales
I routine to draw the curves
call positn(1.0,temp0(1)) 
do p = 1,50 
call join(p,tempO(p)) 
end do
call positn(1.0,temp2(1)) 
do p = 1,50 
call join(p,temp2(p)) 
end do
call grend
stop
end
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I PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE RADIAL TEMPERATURES IN THE LASER 
1 FOR DIFFERENT INPUT POWERS. ONLY METAL SEGMENTS ARE USED,
I THE RESULTS ARE NORMALIZED -TO 1cm
I THIS VERSION HAS BEEN ALTERED TO INCLUDE CONDUCTION BETWEEN 
! ADJOINING RINGS IN A SEGMENT AND GASEOUS CONDUCTION
implicit none
real sf, p, power,ad,ea,eb,eold, em,l
real ashield,tshield,rshield,eshield
real w,x,y,z, space, de, pi, .s,dummy, kmo,kg, zz, num
real dummyP, dummy3,dummy#,dummy5
real r(20),a(20),t(20 )',temp(20,200 ),pow(200)
I PROGRAM TITLE
do dummy -= 1,10
print*,' '
end do
print*,'PROGRAM TO CALCULATE RADIAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT' 
print*,'IN THE CVL WITH METAL SEGMENTS USED AS INSULATION' 
print*,' '
! SET UP CONSTANTS
! de is the difference between ea and eb 
de = 0,001
! s is Stephan's constant 
s = 5.67e-S
! em is the initial assumed emissivity 
em = 0.3
I eshield is the emissivity of the radiation shield
print*,' '
II print*,'ENTER THE EMISSIVITY OF THE RADIATION SHIELD'
read*,eshield 
print*,' '
if (eshield .le. 0.0 .or. eshield .ge. 1,0) goto 11 
pi = 3.14159
I k is the thermal conductivity (mo = molybdenum ; g = buffer gas)
kmo = S4.0
kg = S.0e-2
! include/exclude gaseous conduction processes
print*,'ENTER 0.0 IF GASEOUS CONDUCTION IS TO BE EXCLUDED' 
read*,dummy
print*,' '
if (dummy .eq. 0.0) then 
kg = 0,0
end if
I r(z) are the radii of the radiation shields
I rshield is the radius of the radiation shield 
rshield = 3S.0e-3
21 print*,'ENTER NUMBER OF RADIATION SHIELDS' 
read*,num 
print*, ' '
if (num .le. 0.0 .or. num .ge. 20.0) goto 21
r(num) = 2S.0e-3
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31 print*,'ENTER SPACING BETWEEN SHIELDS IN MILLIMETRES'
read*,space 
print*,’ ’
space = space / 1,0e3 
if (space .le. 0.0) goto 31
if (space*(nws-1) .ge. 28.0e-3) goto 31
do z = num-1,1,-1 
r(z) = r(z+1) - space 
end do
print*,’INNER WALL RADIUS IS’,r(1)*100.0,’cm’ 
print*,’ '
! 1 is the length of the radiation shield segment in metres
41 print*,’ENTER LENGTH OF SEGMENT IN CENTIMETRES’ 
read*,l 
1=1* 0.01
print*,' '
if (1 .eq. 0.03) then
sf = 0.92
else
if (1 .eq. 0.12) then
sf = 0.94
else
sf = 0.0 
end if
end if
if (sf .eq. 0.0) goto 41
I tshield is the temperature of the radiation shield 
tshield = 400.0
I ad is the area of the dimple in contact with the surrounding ring 
51 print*,’AREA OF CONTACT BETWEEN RINGS IN SQUARE MILLIMETRES?’
read*,ad 
print*,’ ’
if (ad .It. 0.0 .or. ad .ge. 100.0) goto 51 
ad = ad / 1.Oe6
! a(z) are the surface areas of the molybdenum rings in one segment 
I and ashield is the area of the radiation shield that the outer 
I molybdenum ring radiates to
do z = 1,num
a(z) = 2 * pi * r(z) * 0.01 
end do
ashield = 2 * pi * rshield * 0.01
I this routine calculates the inner and outer temperatures of the
! laser for different input powers, p is the input power in watts
i *************************** main program ***********************
do p = 1.0,60,0
power = p / 2.0
eb = em 
ea = eb
x = power * ((1 / eshield) - 1) / (ashield * s) 
t(num) = ((power/(a(nua)*s*ea)) + x + (tshield**4.0)) ** 0.25
91
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eb = (1.35e-4 » t(num)) - 0.048
if (eb-ea .gt. de .or. ea-eb .gt. de) goto 91
eold = ea
power = power / 0.74
do z = num-1,1,-1
92 ea s eb
t(z) = t(z+1)
w = 2 * pi * kg * 0.01 / log(r(z+1)/r(z))
x = a(z) * s / ((1/ea) + (a(z) * (d/eold) - 1* / a(z+1)))
y = ad * lano / (r(z+l1 - r(z))
zz = t(z+1) ** 4.0
93 t(z) = t(z) + 0.5
dummy2 = (x * ((t(z1**4.01-zz)1 + (w * CbOs1^t^^-+1111 dummy3 = y » (t(z1-t(z+111 
dummy5 = dummy2 + dummy3
dummy4 = (dummy2*power/( dummy5*sf) )+(dummy3*power/duInmy51
dummy = dummy5 - dummy4
if (dummy .It. 0.0) goto 93
eb = (1.35e-4 * t(z)) - 0.048
if (eb-ea .gt. de .or. ea-eb .gt. de) goto 92
eold = ea
power = dummy4 
end do
pow(p) = power
do z = 1,num 
temp(z,p) = t(z) 
end do
end do
i ************************* end of main program ******************
I graphics 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call 
call
routines
paper(1)
filnarn(’segrad.grd;1',12) 
pspace(0.1,0.95,0.1,0.8) 
map(0.0,50.0,400.0,2000.0) 
gratic
scales
routine to draw the curves
do z = 1,num,num-1
call positn(pow(1),temp(z,1))
do p = 1.0,60.0
call join(pow(p),temp(z,p)) 
end do 
end do
call grend
stop
end
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1 PROGRAM TO- CALCULATE THE RADIAL TEMPERATURES IN THE LASER
I FOR DIFFERENT INPUT POWERS. ONLY METAL SEGMENTS ARE USED.
! THE RESULTS ARE NORMALIZED TO 1cm
! THIS VERSION HAS BEEN ALTERED TO INCLUDE CONDUCTION BETWEEN 
! ADJOINING RINGS IN A SEGMENT AND GASEOUS CONDUCTION 
! THE INNER 10 RINGS ARE FLAME-SPRAYED ON THE OUTSIDE
implicit none
real sf, p, power, ad, ea, eb, eold, em, 1
real ashield,tshield,rshield,eshield
real w,x,y,z,space,de,pi,s,dummy,kmo,kg,zz,num
real dummy2,dummy3,dummy4,dummy5
real kzr,ezr,th
real r(20),a(20),t(20),temp(20,200),pow(200)
J PROGRAM TITLE
do dummy = 1,10 
print*,’ ’ 
end do
print*,»PROGRAM TO CALCULATE RADIAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT’ 
print*,’IN THE CVL WITH FLAME-SPRAYED METAL SEGMENTS’ 
print*,’USED AS INSULATION’
print*,’ ’
! SET UP CONSTANTS
! de is the difference between ea and eb 
de = 0.001
! s is Stephan’s constant 
s = 5.67e-8
! em is the initial assumed emissivity
! ezr is the emissivity of the sprayed zirconia layer 
em = 0.3 
ezr = 0.5
! eshield is the emissivity of the radiation shield 
print*,’ ’
II print*,’ENTER THE EMISSIVITY OF THE RADIATION SHIELD’ 
read,*, eshield
print*, ’ ’
if (eshield .le. 0.0 .or. eshield .ge. 1.0) goto 11 
pi = 3.14159
I k is the thermal conductivity (mo = molybdenum ; g = buffer gas 
! zr = zirconia layer)
kmo = 84.0 
kg = 8.0e-2 
kzr = 2.0
! include/exclude gaseous conduction processes
print*,’ENTER 0.0 IF GASEOUS CONDUCTION IS TO BE EXCLUDED’ 
read*,dummy
print*,’ ’
if (dummy .eq. 0.0) then 
kg = 0.0 
end if
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I r(z) are the radii of the radiation shields
! rshield is the radius of the radiation shield 
rshield = 38.0e-3
21 print*,'ENTER NUMBER OF RADIATION SHIELDS' 
read*,num 
print*,' ’
if (num .le, 0.0 .or. num .ge. 20.0) goto 21
r(num) = 28.0e-3
31 print*,'ENTER SPACING'BETWEEN SHIELDS IN MILLIMETRES' 
read*,space 
print*,' '
space = space / 1.Oe3
if (space .le. 0.0) goto 31
if (space*(nun-1) .ge. 28.0e-3) goto 31
do z = num-1,1,-1 
r(z) = r(z+1) - space 
end do
print*,'INNER WALL RADIUS IS',r(1)*100.0,'cm' 
print*,' '
I th is the thickness of the sprayed zirconia layer 
th = 1.2e-4
I 1 is the length of the radiation shield segment in metres 
41 print*,'ENTER LENGTH OF SEGMENT IN CENTIMETRES'
read*,l
1 = 1 * 0.01 
print*,' '
if (1 .eq. 0.03) then
sf = 0.92 
el se
if (1 .eq. 0.12) then
sf = 0.94 
el se
sf = 0.0 
end if
end if
if (sf .eq. 0.0) goto 41
! tshield is the temperature of the radiation shield
tshield = 400.0
! ad is the area of the dimple in contact with the surrounding ring 
51 print*,'AREA OF CONTACT BETWEEN RINGS IN SQUARE MILLIMETRES?'
read*,ad 
print*,' '
if (ad .It. 0.0 .or. ad .ge. 100,0) goto 51 
ad s ad / 1.0e6
I a(z) are the surface areas of the molybdenum rings in one segment 
I and ashield is the area of the radiation shield that the outer 
I molybdenum ring radiates to
do z = 1,num
a(z) = 2 * pi * r(z) * 0.01 
end do
ashield = 2 * pi * rshield * 0.01
I this routine calculates the inner and outer temperatures of the
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I laser for different input powers, p is the input power in watts
i *************************** m&in program ***********************
’ do p = 1.0,60.0
power = p / 2.0
eb = em
91 ea = eb
x = power * ((1 / eshield) - 1) / (ashield * s)
t(num) = ((power/(a(num)*s*ea)) + x + (tshield**4.0)) ** 0.25
eb = (1.35e-4 * t(num)) - 0.048
if (eb-ea .gt. de .or. ea-eb .gt. de) goto 91 
eold = ea
power s power / 0.74 
do z = num-1 , nuii-4,-1
92 ea = eb
t(z) = t(z+1)
w = 2 * pi *kg * 0.01 / log(r(z+1)/r(z)) 
x = a(z) * s / ((1/ea) + (a(z ) 11 ((1 /eold) - 1) / a1z+1()) 
y = ad * 1ono / (r(z+ 1) - r)- 1)
zz = tto)) ** 4.0
93 t)z/ = t(() ( 0.5
dummy2 = (x * ))t(z)**4l0)-zz)) + (w * ^^^^+1))) 
dummy3 = y * (t(z)-t)z+1)) 
dummy5 = dummy2 + dummy3
dummy4 = (du]mmy2*power/(dummy5*sf) 1-)^^mmny3*power/dumm^y^E^)
dummy = dummy5 - dummy4 ‘
if (dummy .It. 0.0) goto 93
eb = (1.35e-4 * t(z)) - 0.048
if (eb-ea .gt. de .or. ea-eb .gt. de) goto 92
eold = ea
power = dummy4s 
end do
do z = num-5,1,-1 
t(z) = t(z+1)
w = 2 * pi * kg * 0.01 / log(r)z+))/r(z)) 
x = a(z) * s / (O/ezr) + (a(z) * )(1/eol1i) - 1) / a(z+1))) 
y = ad / (((r(z+1)-r(z)) / kmo) + (th / kzr))zz = t(z+1) ** 4.0
94 t(z) = t(z) + 0.5
dummy2 = (x * ((t(z)**4.0)-zz)) + (w * (t(z)-t(z+)))) dummy3 = y * (1(l)at(l+)1) 
dummy5 = diunmy2 + dmmoy3
dummy4 = (dlwmny2*power/)dummy5*sf 1 1+(dtunn2y3*power/dummy5)
dummy = dummy5 - dummy4 
if (dummy .It. 0,0) goto 94 
eold = (1.35e-4 * ((z)) - 0.048 
power = dummy4
end do
pow(p) = power
do z = 1,num 
temp(z,p) = t(z) 
end do
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end do
I ************************* END OF MAIN PROGRAM ******************
I graphics routines
call paper(1)
call filnam(fflame.grd;111) call pspace(o.1,0.95,0.1,0.8) 
call map(0.0,50.0,400.0,2000.0) 
call gratic
call scales
! routine to draw the curves
do z = 1,num,num-1
call positn(pow(1),temp(z, 1 ))
do p = 1.0,60.0
call join(pow(p),temp(z,p))
end do
end do
call grend
stop
end
